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Norris Dry Good*.
.1 K nowltoii
Legislative notice.
A. Parcher— Apothecary.
M. Gallert l>rv goods.
Not Ice of
of Assignee.
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lilting
goods.

Appointment

liros.—Groceries,

carpeting,

Wednesday of

vote

A Co.—Collectors.
WoHCKflTKR, Mass.:

are

closing

Dry

floods

M. A. Coyne, of Lewiston,
friends in this city last week.

visited

“Priscilla” rehearsal Friday evening,
Feb. 8, at Unitarian vestry, at 8 o’clock.

ami Small Wares at prices which
elsewhere.
you caunot tlup icatc
February i- the slowest, most tin-

The Ellswort h Troubadours gave their
minstrel show in Surry Monday evening.

The next meeting of the Woman’s club
ami ingst trying month in the will he held with Mrs. A. F. Greely on
dry goods calendar. Hut we keep Saturday, Feb.lfi.
Miss Sarah Redman, of Waltham, Mass.,
a pushing and a-slioving the goods
was the guest of her cousin, Mrs. G. A.
at prices that make them go.
Parcher, last week.
Here are a few sample prices:
ladies of the Methodist church
successful supper at the vestry last

The

Thursday evening.
Mrs. George Cunningham left Saturday
to spend about six weeks w ith her son,
Judge Uunningham, in Bucksport.
Water street weather bulletin reports
the thermometer twenty-three degrees
below zero this (Wednesday) morning.

.'the. and 2he.

Towels, former

prices,

2.7 <■.. .1<>c.

10e., .'ihe. and 5t)c.
one half forat
about
Mufflers

and 756.,
mer

now

prices.

....

all marked down
Night lioln
prices from dhc. to SI.75.

a

gave

:
i

Grand Chief Patriarch George E. Keuworthv, jt\, of Portland, paid an official
visit

C.
the
I

past

Tuesday,
o.l cup

!

Kiu'iunpint'iU,
Thursday.
Young, who has been at home

to

last

l.O.O.

\\ ivurim

two
m

for

weeks, left for New York
interest of the Young

the

company.

ministerial
district
Bucks port
The
association meets in Surry next week.
Ih v. I. II. \V. Wharff of this city preaches

of letters remaining uncalled for
the Ellsworth post-office Feb. 4:
Mrs. Alta Cousins, Richard Long, Miss
Rena Spaulding, Rebecca S. Sargent.
William Stewart, Mrs. Rubie Tracy.
List

The la-»t of the

course

of entertainments

given by the King's Daughters this
winter, takes place at Hancock Hall this
(Thursday) evening. Charles Williams,
knocking out the wool duty | humorist
Hnd impersonator, will appear.
of
the
foundation
was
which
District Deputy Grand Master Bunker,
former prices. We are offer- of Winter Harbor, paid an official visit to
Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M., Monday
ing our entire stock of Clothevening, when a special meeting was
will
that
please held. He visits Lygonia lodge this ( Weding at prices
you, and every customer in nesday) evening.
has resulted from Uncle Sam’s

Pants,

an

can

Overcoat, Suit, or
make dollars Inof this sale.

taking advantage

KLi.swoierii,

A

bill to extend and amend the charter
the Ellsworth street railway company,
and authorize its construction across navigable tide waters, was presented in the
A

of

legislature by Representative
Thursday of last week.

mi:.

warm

Welcome
is extended to
you to come
and see the
many new
and beautiful
we

have to offer.
And the welcomewillseem
wanner and
your visit

pleasanter

when you note
the low prices
our

bean

careful

buying and
experience
make jicesible.

THE YEAR ’ROUND.

PRICES CONSISTENT
with good goods
and a fair profit.

a

conven-

indication of the benefits a town
or city derives from factories and other
industries, it may be mentioned that this
week the B. E. Cole & Co. pays out in
Ellsworth, fi,500. This is principally for
the-regular weekly pay roll, with a few
small monthly bills added.
an

Christian Endeavor Day was appropriately observed at the Baptist church last
Sunday. In the morning the pastor, Kev.
E. A. Mason, preached a sermon approIn the evening an
priate to the day.
attractive programme, “The Good of It,”
was carried out
by the Christian Endeavor society.
Lewis Friend and I. L. Halman have returned from their business trip to New
Mr. Friend intended to go to
York.
Indiana to visit his brother for a few
weeks but while away was taken ill, so
that he deemed it wise to return. He is
at this writing confined to the house, but
is

GROCERIES

improvement, affording

ient outlet to Main street, above the railroad.
As

thiugs

Hamlin,

The committee on streets, at the aldernun's meeting, Monday evening, reported
in favor of the extension of Bay View
street through to I’nion street. This will

W. R. PARKER & <U.

rapidly recovering.

for the past
twenty years has been engaged in missionary work in Eastern Turkey, preachKev. J. K. Browne, who

Congregational church, Sunday
morning. 11c described, in an interesting
ed at the

way, the work in which he has been enMonday afternoon he gave an
gaged.
informal talk on the same subject in the

vestry parlor.
Sarah M. Eldridge died at the
of her son, William L. Eldridge, in
Bangor, last Friday, in the eighty-third
Mrs. Eldridge moved
gear of her age.
from Ellsworth to Bangor last October, to
vside with her son. The remains were
brought to Ellsworth for interment, fui^ral services being held from the home
bf her son-in-law, Carlton McGown.
Mrs.

iiome

AUSTIN

H.

JOY,

Manning Block, ELLSWORTH. ME.

if. !
JUSTIN
CAUFKSTER

osi i-1:.
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THE ELECTRIC

under
He threw a

bad cut

Friday.

An attractive concert is to be givi n
i 'Xt week at the Congregational church
by h lecture and concert committee of
The participants will be
hat society.

j

was

the

U. S. Gov’t Report

to Build Submitted to the
Board of Trade.
At a special meeting of the executive
board of the board of trade, held at the
office of President A. W. King last Saturday evening, the proposition to build an
electric road from Ellsworth Falls to the
bay, was submitted, ('apt. O. A. C ock-

ankle last week. The break is a bad one,
and will confine her in bed for sometime.
She had made a call, and was starting for
home when she fell on the ice.

ett, of the Bluehill steamboat company,
appeared in the interests of George 11.
Stover, of Bluehill, and president of the
steamboat company, who is the principal

house greeted Rev. J. R. Browne
last Sunday. He has labored as a missionary under the American board for
about twenty years in eastern Turkey,
among the Armenians. He had a thrilling story as well as one of instructiveness to tell, and he told it well, holding
closely the attention of all for more than
an hour.
It seems that no one who heard
him can fail of having a larger interest
in missionary work. The lovely character of the Christians there, their intense
devotion to Christ, their self sacrifice in
order to maintain their Christian work,
all these as described by one who knows
cannot but convince that missions pay.
To those who boast of the superiority of
our people here at home when compared
to ‘‘heathens,” it may be suggestive that
he said he had “to come to so-called
Christian America to have the ear shocked
with profanity.”
A full

in the electric road scheme.
Mr. Stover’s proposition, as printed exclusively in The American last week, is
two-thirds of the
to furnish
capital
necessary to build the road, providing
the remaining third be raised in EllsThe matter was discussed at
worth.
mover

some

length.

The benefits to be derived from the road
were admitted by all, and it seemed to be
tlie general opinion that the necessary
capital could easily be raised in Ellsworth. It was not proposed to raise all
the capital, but say perhaps half, and
float bonds for the balance. In other
words, if it was required to raise £-0,LKX)
in Ellsworth, £10,000cash would be raised,
and bonds issued for the other £10,(XX).
It was decided to ascertain the probable
It is expected
cost of building the road.
that Mr. Stover will be here to-day (Wednesday) when another meeting will be
held. It is also hoped that Mon. G. I
Maeomber, of Augusta, who is interested
in several electric roads, will be present
at

1’arcln

llollivcr,

r

Amherst, Nearly

|

the meeting to-night.
SMIOOL NOTES.

IIM.II

Sociables.
The second Nieolin sociable took place
at the club-house last Thursday afterIt was a perfect
and evening.
noon
winter

e

At
S.

clear

Jellison

week
t lie

attending the first soc'able
pronounced that t lie attendance

success

was so

meeting
was

of t he senior class Bernard
elected class prophet.
was

the

and

perfect.
The

h

A special meeting of the lyceum
just cold called Thursday. It. was voted by
exhilarating; the sleighing school to postpone the rhetoricals

tic- air

day,

enough to I

larger at the second one of last
The committee on entertainment at the first social was George i\
Woodward, Austin 11. Joy and Ktiinon
Eno; at the second: A. i. Saunders,
'Pile subject of the sermon at the ConArt bur Shutc and Roscoe Holmes.
gregational church Sunday morning will |
The ladies especially seemed to enjoy
A.
Wm.
Mrs.
I>.
P.
Hinckley,
Hinckley.
be “Work and W ages in The Kingdom of |
tic-occasion. The time until supper was
Bissett, George A. Dodge, Bluehill; E. B. | liod.” The sermon will be a study of
j announced was spent in card-playing and
Deasy, II. W. Eaton, S. E. Treat, jr., ('. C. principle as taught by Christ in three)
social chat. Forty-two ladies were presMorrison, S. S. Bunker, E. J. Morrison, |
be
will
a
There
service
people’s
pirahles.
ent. Twelve members of the club acted
Bar Harbor; A. D. Staples, Orland: T. (\
7.
The
at
will
be
subject
j in the evening
as waiters.
Stanley, G. W. Herrick, Brooklin; (». H. taken from Mark 1:16-20. All are welAbout 8 o’clock the arrival of Messrs.
Cain, I). K. Conary, Sedgwick; W. (>. come.
Wilson and Grant was announced the
A.
C.
B.
F.
(ilennon, Sullivan;
Emery,
one with his fiddle, and the other with
Loan and HuHding Association.
Goodwin, Mt. Desert Ferry; Mrs. J. Hahis organ, and together they made good
Owing to other pressing business enmor, G. II. Hodgdon, A. Jacobson, Mt.
music until about 10 o’clock, when the
Desert; Mrs. May Staunton, Mrs. Henry gagements, City Clerk T. E. Hale has been
start for home was made.
Clark, Mrs. Emily Freeman, Mrs. Edward obliged to decline to serve as secretary of
The social this week is announced for
Higgins, Sout hwest Harbor; James Schop- the Ellsworth loan and building associaFriday evening instead of Thursday, as
pee, Cherryfield; Charles 11. Triboti, Mbs tion.
usual, so as not to interfere with the enR. II. Tribou, Bucksport.
At a special meeting held at A. \V.
tertainment in the King’s Daughters’
Mr.
reslast
Hale's
office
Monday,
The Ellsworth Baptist Christian En- King's
which takes place this (Thursday )
ignation was accepted. Henry W. Cush- course,
deavor society is to have the pleasure of
man was chosen
secretary, and Charles evening.
next
of
the
the
entertaining
meeting
The committee in charge are (’. R.
H. Drummey, treasurer, vice Cushman,
■Seaside Bocal Christian Endeavor union,
Foster, W. R. Parker, L. II. Cushman.
resigned.
which will be held Wednesday, March F,
The monthly meetings hereafter, until
at 2.30 j). m. There will be two sessions,
Library Party.
further notice, will beat the office of the
Due in the afternoon ami one in the evenA novel entertainment was given by
First national hank.
tlie Title club, assisted by t he t’nit.y club,
ing. The programme committee, Arthur
Higgins, Mrs. Everett Tinker and Bonis
at the Initnrian vestry last Friday evenSchool Hoard Meeting.
Cook, will soon complete their work.
A meeting of the Ellsworth school ing. It was known as a Library party.
The committee on entertainment are board was held Monday.
The feature of the evening was the repHattie Curtis and
Maud Woodward,
The supervisor reported that several resentation of the I itles of different
Ernest Curtis. At the last meeting of the parents at the Falls had asked permission books, by the costumes or by something
local union it was voted that hereafter to send their children to the School street
worn by different ones who mingled soRev. Mr. Wharff will represent the presiding elder at the Brewer Methodist
Episcopal church at the same time.

of

Frozen to Death.
Fridi y norning Farcher Dolliver,
of Amherst, was found lying beside the
birk road leading from Middle Branch to
Aurora, in a badly frozen condition.
As near as can be learned Dolliver, in
company with three Amherst friends,
went to Middle Branch for the fishing,
Thursday. They got into a quarrel and
when night came, Dolliver refused to
stay with them, and taking the team
started toward Aurora.
Dolliver was intoxicated. He was met
at Half Mile pond by another party going
in, and was then walking behind the
team, apparently able to get on all right.
It is probable that he became drowsy from
the effect of more drink, and decided to
(
take a nap beside the road.
The horse reached Aurora sometime
during the evening, without a driver.
: Dolliver was found the next
morning by
the driver of a bark team. He was taken
to Gregg's camp where the cook, it
appears, was sick and unable to attend his
At all events he was permitted to
( needs.
lie until the crew came in about 11
o’clock, and it was late in the afternoon
when they succeeded in getting his feet
, thawed.
The unfortunate man was taken to
Amherst Saturday. It is probable lie will
suffer the loss of both feet.
There seems to have been a bit of almost criminal carelessness on the part of
all concerned in the affair.

I'Im* Nieolin

Episcopal church,
place
His many friends in
he presiding elder.
this city will be pleased to hear him. |

best

WILL LOSE BOTH FEET.

ROAD.

Proposition

Mrs. Henry Hastings was unfortunate
enough to break her leg just above the

thing that
the opening sermon Monday evening.
ever happened for the town, and particuJohn C. Gordon, of Livermore, who larly for the farmers.
They have found
will, it is hoped hunta creamery here, it the most profitable thing they have yet
and K. C. Brett, of Lew ist*»u, nu mber of engaged in.
the A. L. & K. F. (Joss Co., are in the
Ainong visitors to t lie city t he past week
city tins week looking over the field.
P. Eaton, H. P.
were G. F. Candage, \V.
ut

need of

right

stick of long wood upon a pile, and
another swung around so as to hit him.

of the aldermen.

creamery t here

Leavening Power.—Latest

Absolutely pure

it to go into operation next spring.
It will, no doubt, take a long time to perChurch Notes.
fect the working of any regular course,
Next Sunday the pastor of the Baptist
and
been
done
in
other
but it has
places
! church expects to exchange with Rev. L.
consequently can be done here, and no .»i. oosworin, pHsior oi
lie
mmoine
the
one disputes that the efficiency of
Bapt ist church.
schools is thereby greatly increased.”
“Young People and the Church” will be
H. T. Sowle has returned from a trip to the subject of the pastor’s address next
Orrington, where he has been with a view Sunday evening at “Everybody’s Service”
to ascertaining t tic opinion of the farmers at the Methodist Episcopal church. Song
of that locality in relation to the cream- service before
the address, with new
Fie reports that the farmers and songs. The morning service as usual.
A
ery.
business men of that vicinity are unani- cordial invitation is extended to all.
mous in their expressions of praise for
Kev. J. T. Crosby of Brewer will hold
t he creamery. They are cut husiast ie over
the quarterly meeting next month at the
it, and say t hat t he establishment <*f the Methodist
in
of

I evening.

of all in

unable to teach

for

William G. Brooks and Miss Nellie F.
Brown, both of Ellsworth, were married
by Rev. L. D. Cochrane last Saturday

F.,

was

Zabud Foster received
the

Supervisor of Schools Lord, in the High
School Recorder, says: “One of the things
which our schools badly need is a definite
course of study for the ungraded schools.
Such a course the supervisor is now at
work upon, ami hopes to present in time

ing.

I. H. NORRIS.

Highest
Sat-

Monday on account of a cold.
The graded schools here were not in
session Tuesday on account of the storm.
Miss Cora Carter, of West Ellsworth,
visited her grandmother, Mrs. Sarah Joy,
recently.

next.

Mrs. Dora Hopkins was severly scalded
about the face Monday morning by water
from a wash boiler. She is now improv-

Bangor

on

The large new camp of Hon. Frank
Jones at Tunk Lake, recently built to replace the one burned last year, will be
dedicated with appropriate ceremonies
the latter part of this week. Dr. W. M.
Haines and A. I. Saunders of thiscity have
received invitations from Mr. Jones to
become his guests for a week’s fishing,and
they will probably accept. Dr. Haines w ill
probably be absent for a few days the
latter part of this week and the first of

some

Ladies' and Chi dreu's Leggings,
former prices, 50c. and 10c., now

Mrs. Martin Moore

last

B. Walker McKeen, secretary of the
State board of agricult ure, will address a
dairy conference of farmers of this
vicinity in Ellsworth, probably at Hancock hall, Friday evening, Feb. 15. He
wTill speak on some of the benefits to be
derived from a creamery, as seen by him,
and as shown in results elsewhere. He
may be accompanied by one of the faculty
of the State college at Orono.

Mills A Grant—FHi market for sale.

m e

in

C. M. Whitcomb is in Beddington fora
few days.

municipal government- -a petition to
the city to return to a town form of
government; a remonstrance to the same;
and a bill to give the mayor the veto
power, to be passed over by a two-thirds

Finery

FALLS.

was

urday.

allow

Bakoor:

As is wel! known, we
out our fine stock of

Rev. II. VV. Conley

week might well
have been called “Ellsworth Day” in the
State legislature. Representative Hamlin
presented three documents relating to

dry

star.mi nt -Metropolitan Plate Glass Ins. Co.
Statement-Traders A Mechanics Ins. Co.
-Statement— Western Assurance Co.
K. F. Redman— Furniture.
W II. Wildes—Legislative notice.
H. tv Dunn—Granite and inarldc works.
K. F Robinson—Jeweller.
Bar Harbor:
Mr-. Zeua \V. Brewer-Notice.

they who furnish articles of necessity for what they aie worth.

KLLSWOKTII

Mrs. E. Morris, violinist, Miss Eva Aiken,
elocutionist and M. Marshall, of Bangor, baritone. As this is the last concert
of the course, special pains have been
taken by the committee to make it an
attractive one.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

on

of

the examinations of

held

last

Frida3’

after-

noon.
was issued i.ist Saturday.
considered the I c.-d issue yet published.
ll
contain?*
several
original
sketches, school note?-, alumni notes, exchange department, a number of wellwritten editorial-, correspondents’ column.
It is a credit t< the school and the
editors.

The I.'n ordtr

was evt n

Thursday.

It is

Thursday, there was a vote taken for
those of each class who should compete
for the prizes in the declamation contest,
which will beheld near the close of the
term.
It was to decide which should enter the contest, in the opinion of the
school. It is probable that those favored
by the classes will be chosen.
Principal W. II. Dresser, of the high
school, has received a communication
from the Maine State college at Orono,
offering to place the Ellsworth high
school, on the approved list of that college. This gives a graduate of the high
school the privilege of entering the college without taking an examination, if
a
he
has
certificate signed
by the
principal of the E. If. S. This is quite an
honor and the school should
be very
proud of it.

1

j

!

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.
X'.'Oucrttsnnrnts.

\
1

C. L. 3I°RANU

“picnic suppers,” tea ami coffee
only being furnished by the entertaining
society.
there he

grammar school, which he had refused.
The board sustained the supervisor, and to guess tlie names of the books represented. Besides the titles represented by
adopted the following:
llcsolved, That children residing in the costumes, other books were represented
i old school districts shall attend t he school
New Window s in St. Joseph's.
by articles displayed on a table. Much
in said districts, unless, in the discretion
amusement was afforded in guessing the
Six handsome stained glass windows j
shall
rencircumstances
! of the supervisor,
have been placed in St. Joseph’s Catholic i der it advisable for him to grant them titles.
r» li ii pi* h
During the evening the following propermission to attend in some other disThe tirst window, representing “The trict.
gramme was presented:
to
meet
next
Monhoard adjourned
Chalice,” was donated by Rev. James I). | The
Banjo duet.Georgia Frazier. Grace Lord
O’Brien. The window representing the | day, when the annual report of thesuper- Vocal duet, “What are the Wild Waves
will be submitted.
Saying”....Georgia Tripp, Georgia Hastings
“Ostensorium,” was donated by Rev. T. visor
Recitation, “Newport Romance,”
F. Butler. The young men of the parish
Green Lake Fish Hatchery.
Mary A Greely
•Song, “IMerrot”.Miss Mary F. Hopkins
donated the window “Cross and Crown,”
E. E. Race, recently appointed superin- Declamation, “German Version of Baibara
and the young ladies of the Sacred Heart
Frietchie”.K. K. Hopkins
tendent at the fish hatchery at Green
society donated the “Sacred Heart” win- l,ake seems to be the right man in the
Maine Plums Drop.
dow. The remaining two windows, one
right place. He says he found things in
President Cleveland last Thursday sent
the “Anchor,” emblematical of hope, and
a very bad condition, and has much to do
to the Senate the following nominations
the other the “Lamb of God,” it is expectinto good
in getting everything back
for collector of customs:
ed will be donated by some members of
A
deal
of
trouble
order.
great
working
John W. Deering, Portland and Falthe parish as memorial windows.
it is stated has been experienced at this
mouth.
The windows are rich in coloring, and
the
past year,
station, especially during
add greatly to the beauty of the interior
Joseph E. Moore, Waldoborough.
mainly due to the incompetency of the
Aaron L. Simpson, Bangor.
The parish has been very
Df the church.
men in charge.
who
Aaron Littlefield Simpson,
has
fortunate in procuring the windows at
It is to be hoped that everything will
been appointed collector of the port of
his particular time when the condition
go well in the future, and that nothing
)f business has forced manufacturers to
Bangor, was born on a farm in Dixmont.
will occur to mar the excellent work that
He came to Bangor in 1848, was adiccept very low prices. These windows, the ITiited States lish commission is domitted to Penobscot county bar in 1849,
ivhich a year ago would have cost *90 each,
for
Maine.
station
Ht
this
Already
ing
and has practiced in Bangor ever since.
vere obtained for $40 each.
many ponds and lakes have been stocked Mr.
The windows were manufactured by the
Simpson’s appointment was an overtrout
and
salmon
with
very successfully,
Continental Stained Glass Works, of Boswhelming
surprise to Bangor democrats,
be
to
the
results
will
and from year
year
as well as to Mr. Simpson.
on, and were put in by Austin M. Foster,
the
more
benefits
more marked, and
apThe appointment of Mr. Deering at
)f Ellsworth.
parent
Portland is another of Grover Cleveland’s
At present trout-spawn are being taken
little surprise parties.
Killed at Allen’s Quarry.
from trout hatched and raised at this
A sad and fatal accident occurred on station.
Coming Events.
.Vhiting & Allen’s quarry Jan. 28.
“Priscilla” at Hancock hall,
Opera
tin*
First Degree.
Murder in
,Vhile preparing to make a seam blast,
Tuesday evening, Feb. 19.
James Lewis, tried last week for the
lot properly covering, it was accidentally
Concert at the Congregational church,
the Gorham
G.
Coburn,
of
murder
Byron
one
of
the
ired, almost instantly killing
Tie -jduy evening, Feb. 12, at s }>. m. ’1
k
on Dec. 13, was found guilty.
farmer,
1
inn.
aborers, a Russian
25 cents; children umli-r 12, l.lecir-.
ets,
the
of
trial
The
greater
part
occupied
in
Brook
lie was buried by the Finns
Hancock
hull, to-night (Thursday'.,
ide cemetery. He b ve» a wife and three a week. The jury was out only forty-five
Charles W illiams, humorist ami impeimall children, one a babe of four wet k». minutes.
n
to
secure
will
be
made
under
of
An attempt
suiintor,
auspices
King's
Che babe has since died and was buried
new trial.
Daughters.
side
of
the
father.
the
>y

account

sophomores

one
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ed that Wi an to hoc nut as little chil-

Is

a

become

kingdom of
dren that we may
heaven, whi!” in the reference in Matthew in a cb.h rent sense we are to Inenter the

that we may under
stand the mysteries of God s plan of T-children

come as

demprion.

children that
we may enter the kingdom of heaven
Whosoever shall
(Luke xviii. I.VIS).
not receive the kingdom of God as a lit
tie child shall in nowise enter therein.
These are the words of Christ to the disciples when they rebuked the people for
bringing their infants to Him that He
bless them. The meaning is that

Becoming

1.

as

little

might

to enter the kingdom of heaven one must
become possessed of such a disposition
There are many
as a child possesses
characteristics of the natural child life
disposition that could with profit be pos
sessed by the Christian, but only the
two most prominent, need be referred to
—one positive, the other negative—huTo enter the
and confidence.

mility
kingdom

of heaven

these natural

we

are to return to

dispositions

of child life.

Humbleness is a characteristic of children, and is also one of the necessary

requirements to admission to God s
kingdom. God hates pride and arrogan-

is ever
cy and turns from them, but He
ready to receive the contrite and humble
spirit. Confidence is another element of
child life and of the true child of God.
The child trusts his parents implicitly
and with the heart, simply because they
uio iu uusi
parents, ou
because he is God.
2. Becoming as little children that
we may understand the great truths of
the gospel (Math, xi, 25, 26). "I thank
Thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and
earth,because Thou hast hid these things
from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes" (Math, xi, 25).
These are words taken from a prayer of
Christ probably offered to God after the

are

ms

absolutely

return of the 12 from a missionary tour
with cheering reports. It allude^ to the
fact that G« d had revealed the things of
Christ’s kingdom to unlearned and uncultured men, such as the Galilean fisherman rather than to the wise and in
telligent, su h as the scribes and Phari
sees. This fact is still prominent today.
The world by human wisdom knows not
God. The greatest scholars, the greatest
statesmen, have often been the greatest
stTangers to the gospel mysteries. Woften wonder why it is so. It was God’s
will. "Even so, Father, for soirseonn-d
"
This fact teaches
good in Thy sight.
us that, whether ignorant or learned, to
understand G>'d’ssecrets we mnst come
no earthly
we had
as children, as if
wisdom and learning, and believe in
God not because of our education or
wisdom, but with the same confidence
and childlike trust as if we had none of
these things.
Bible Readings.—Ps. cxlviii, 12, 18;
Prov. xv, 83: Isa. xi, 1-6; Eccl. xii, 1;
Math, xviii, 1-4; xxi, 15, 16; Mark x.
18-15; Luke ix, 46 48; John iii. 1-5:
I Cor. xiv, 20; Eph. iv, 1. 2.

Kngli.sh Hn<le**vorrr* Huthnniaxtu.
Dr. Clark, who has recently returned
from abroad, reports the enthusiasm for
the society in Great Britain as quite
equal to that which he finds in Ameri
ra. The Baptists are the leaders numerically in Christian Endeavor in Eng
land, although other evangelical de
nominations are coining well to the fore.
England took the famous badge banner
for the greatest number of societies
formed during the last year, and our
English friends are evidently inclined
to keep it on their 6ide of the water.
Dr. Clark says that much interest in
the great international convention in
Boston next July is already manifested
among the societies of Great Britain,
and an excursion is even talked of from
AltoIreland to attend that meeting.
gether he feels that the prospect was
never so encouraging for the Endeavor
movement as today in all denominations
and in all parts of the world. Like the
Sunday school, it is rapidly becoming a
worldwide movement.
The Trot** of Sacrifice.

To hide the cross of sacrifice and self
surrender behind the flowers of msthetieism, or to overlay the pleading of that
sacrifice with the gratification of artistic tastes or the indulgence of sentimental emotions, is to God a dishonor,
not

a

praise.—Churchman.

Gossip.
jacket of Uncle Sam's navy,
a Floating Christian Endeavorer, has
been laying aside a tenth of his income
recently, which he has given through
the American board for missions in
Turkey, in which he is interested.
Christian Endeavor

A bine

Every one of the 1,200 convicts in
the Kentucky penitentiary received 8
letter from the Christian
of Louisville Christmas.

Endeavorers

At the recent South Australian Christian Endeavor convention this remedy
for long winded speakers was proposed,
“Sing them down.
There are 514 societies of Christian
Endeavor in Connecticut, with a membership of 35,000, and 180 junior societies, with more than 7,000 members.
A Cumberland Presbyterian social
committee recently sent ont an invitation to a social that contained the following line: “Admission fee—a pleas’’
ant smile and a hearty handshake.
An Australian senior society is taking
of ruble studies, each member
In turn writing a paper on arj appointed
subject, which becomes the basis of discussion at the meetings of the society.
• courso

The treasurer of the Texas Christian
Endeavor union says, “To nse a Texas
term, we hope to come
Boston in 1895.

in ‘droves' to
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HOME-MADE

stretch wherein Arc Mingl'd Tilings
i HOWTO MARK THE NEW SR I RTS
ol‘ l>a\ n»nl Mght.

About Sorrento also there is something
The
of a Neapolitan flavor in the r.ir.
Neapolitan small boy is half monkey, half
as
elseand
and
all
hen*,
thief,
comedian
where, the bov is father t < the man. In
Sorrento there is thcinunieipal haml,more
inexoralde in Italy tli4^ death itself.
There are little companies of men and
women who dance the tarantella in costume on the terraces of the hotels and
ting vulgar songs, which the foreigner
takes for national airs.
There are not indeed so many beggars
as in Naples itself and its neighborhood,
but the perpetual attempt to extract small
coin from the visitor occupies the sole undivided attention of at least one portion of
Here, as in Naples, the
the population.
guide guides not. but chatters, butchering
what he supposes to be the foreigner’s
language in order to make himself a holiday. Here, as elsewhere, the lively donkey
bo^ twists the patient ass’s tail, ultimately Requests you to dismount at the steep
places, and gets on himself. Here, as in
all stmt hern Italy, the small deceptions of
a very poor and not very clever people
bring*a smile to the keen but often good
natured northerner’s face.
All this I might describe at endless
length bad it not been done so often and
There it
in one or two instances so well.
all is, more or less lovely as to its surroundings, more or less modern in its
buildings, more or less civilised by the
people that move upon the scene. And
below it and before it and facing it
stretches the sea, the eternal, ever changing, ever abiding sea. The splashes of hu
man wrought color and the deeper tones
of man planted orange gardens and olive
groves and vines are forever contrasted
with God’s own palette, with that broad
water wherein are mingled the precious
things of day and night, the maiden rosemallow of dawn, and the gorgeous purple
of imperial evening, the gold of the sun
and silver of the moon and the precious
stones of the stars, all blending at last in
the depths of the great liquid sapphire of
innr sea

a\ men

an

is»e men

mu

>«

u
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AND TAKING
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Tlie

new

skirts

remarks of

EMPLOYED.

known

ns

tlie

three

There is more labor and
funnel skirt
time expended on the proper adjustment
of these skirts, plain ns they appear, than
It is only
on many an elaborate costume.

by

the
skirts

wishes

extreme pains that these
whoever
and
successes,
to make one exactly right will do
most

liecotne

bright

words

of

from

bright

women, ami

confidence
that

many

champion their

Hancock

wondered why it
for the women, in
asking the granting

cause, 1

a

The two hack breadths measure 1
yards each, and the front one three-quarters of a yard, or a yard at the bottom if
preferred.’ The back pieces are cut on the
full width of 54 inch goods, and the side
joining the front is cut straight on the selvage? of the goods and should be drafted
so that the straight thread goes from one
The top of
to the other of the two XX 's.
the skirt is curved 1 }4 Inches, and they
each measure IS inches across the top.
The three
The back seam comes bins.
seams are stitched up. pressed fiat, and
cut to exbeen
then the facing, which has
actly lit the outside, is put on
First comes a deep facing, or full lining
of sih'sen, with an interlining of horsehair
A bias band of ind«‘stru ti! le
or wigan.
velutina is then stitched upon both linings. so that when sewed to the dress to
turn the velutina is outside. The faring is
then hash'd in place, or the lining if it is
lined, and herringboned to the outside in
Invisible stitches. After this it is pivssed
Into perfection. The darts may he h ft out
of the front at the top and small gathers
The back
run in to lit it over the hips.
fullness may be gat hi red and left to fall
in the
be
laid
in natural folds, or it may
small box plaits which spread out widely
toward the bottom. nr it may 1 e laid under in small, flat plaits, two on each side.
The model shows a skirt of the same
length all around, but by allowing greater
length around the back of the two back
breadths it can be made a demit rain. The
back breadths, which are to fall in round,
flat or burnoose plaits, should be lined
with wigan, or. letter still, haircloth, and
when the plaits arc taken in at the top
they are fastened into their rounded shai
by tapes. The three piece skirt is better
adapted for street wear than the five piece,
and when for that purpose the three
breadths must lx? the exact measure all
around. It is quite impossible fur any one
to make oneof these skirts and have it ex
actly right, and the slightest imperfection
shows glaringly, without n dress frame tc
try it on, or some one to help the maker,
who is to wear it. The bias parts are alsc
apt to sag. Some dressmakers put straight
lining about 10 inches wide down th
sides and catstitch it down. Lining when
cut with the dress will sag with it

bottles .and all, down over his head and
chased him up the street at wondrous
speed.—Indianapolis Journal.
Telephone*.

Paris
(so are sky signs), and how much the city
who
have
those
know
in
only
beauty
gains
with its unsightly webs
seen London,
6trung across the housetops, spoiling whatever of the picturesque there may be about
the streets and constituting a serious danger to persons and to property.
There is no comparison cither in the efficiency of the telephone in the two cities.
A whisper may be heard in Paris, while
in London telephoning is generally a most
in

exasperating operation. A striking piece
of evidence upon this point is afforded by
the fact that it is well nigh impossible to
telephone from Paris to any given subscriber in London, and that before the instrument could be of any practical use for
long messages the two great foreign news
agencies, Dalziel’s and Reuter’s, were
obliged to have special wires laid underground to their offices from St. Martin’s
On the other hand, any suble Grand.
scriber in any part of the French capital
may lie heard with ease from the general

till

me

with thv fullness.
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jov, Th>

it will
to

apprehend,
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be,

they

excuse

one

come;

Meanwhile

there

are

for.
or
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where;

glory -hare.
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women

way that will carry conviction
wisdom of her being there? A
cause with such advocates as the cause of
woman suffrage has, is sure to win in the
end. The arguments in favor of suffrage
But like
have never been answered.
many other questions which are unquestionably true and just, it takes long years
to obtain t he granting.
As I listened to the able lecture of Lady
to

fill in

as

to the

a

the words she uttered could have been
Would the
heard at every fireside.
who feared her influence over
woman,
her son would lessen if she went with
him to the polls, had heard that able
woman declare that her confirmed opinion
his
was that when the son realized that
mother’s influence was as stiong by the
political hearthstone as by the home
fireside, t he influence over t hat son would
be increased.
The assertion so often made that the

right of suffrage would make woman less
womanly was met by the question: Was
because he ceased to
man
less manly
buckle
battle?

on

steel

It

forth to
conditions of

and go

armor

that

was

the

changed.
Interesting was the description given
by Lady Somerset of the workings of
woman suffrage in
municipal affairs in
The remark that
women
England.
could not tight was met with a “I am not

each had

so sure

of t

hat"; but

as

to th'

<

ourage of

woman,
l^ady Ilenry declared it was a
greater service to bear soldiers than to
bear arms; it required more courage than
to face a Maxim gun to go face to face
with death into that
Oethsemane of
suffering, and, with the dew of death
upon her brow, give to the world her

quoted, and sounded almost
like a warning as she urged her hearers,
before w hom this question of the granting of suffrage was placed, to “choose

good

not lessen

who have

our

Pingree;

given

us our

rulers,

the

rulers.

Again they may

want

us

to

Realize,

I

rescue

them

from

the

help
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SURGE) )N

VETERINARY

AM) DENTIST.
office, Room 10, (illes Block, Ki.i.<worth,
Main

e

astrutlon, denti*tr> and critical
Specialties:
surgical operation*. Will return March JO.
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AVER'S Cherry Pectoral
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OFFICES

j)RUMMEY,

(Over the Burrill National Bank.)

"My wife was
suffering from a

.*
ELLSWORTH.
STATE STREET,
All matters confidential and Immediate
tion given.
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®

fcarfu 1 cough.
which the best ©
medical skill pro* O
curable was una- ®

f'i

V ble to relieve. We
V [ <ll«i not expect

"

V
X
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hies,

We
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Saussy. Ga.

pre
furnish

to

you any thing you

may wish in our
line of marble an<l
granite for ceme
tery work, from
the smallest tablet
to the most expensive
monumet t.
We have the latest
and most in,proved
designs, and re
upecifitUy ask you

©
O
q
o

©;
0

o
©

to

mil,

see

our

and
get
go< h 1 m
tirices. Steam Pol*
Ihldng works In
We
connection.
will grade
your
lots.' an clean your
and
monuments

©

Cherry Pectoral g
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dilemmas to-

Comtj.

are now

pared
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Ayer’s

To the Citizens of Hancock

©
O

ME.
atten-

CHAS. H. DRt'MMEY.

F. GILES.

that she could long
survive; but Mr. o
K v Koya1'

uty surveyor, hap4
pened to he stopping wiili us over night, and having a
bottle of Ayer’s Horry Pectoral with
him, induced my wife to try this remedy,
The result was so beneficial, that she
kept cm taking It. till she was cured.
She is now enjoying excellent health,
and weighs 160 pounds.”—It. S. Humph-

J
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Headstones to look as good
.Satisfaction
able prices.
pondence solicited.
Franklin

as new

all

at reason
Lorn-

guaranteed.

N. H. HICCINS,
next door to engine house,

street,

Ellsworth, Me.

CEMETERY ami
BUILDING WORK,
ami
the

everything connected with
business, promptly done in

the most workmanlike manner at
II. IV. Dunn’s Granite and Marble

Shop.

Water

St.,

opposite

All orders to
set this fall will receive 15 to 25
Hall’s Steam Mill.

per cent, discount.

ELECTRIC TELEPHONE

Bold outright, no rent, no royalty. Adapted
City. Village or Country. Needed iu every
home, shop, store and office Greatest oonren
ience and l»est seller on earth.
day.
Agcna make from WloWOprr
the
One in a residence mean* a sale to all
neighbors. Fine instrument*, no toy*, worato
ready
Mtywheie, any distance. Complete,
one.
any
Use when shipped. Can be put up by
never out of order, no repairing.
A money maker write
Warranted
time
jgdJ W P. Harrison A Co. Clerk 10 Columbus. P
to
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Received Highest Awards
which they seem to be tending.
AT THE WORLD’S
The variety of ways in which a given
In some way this thing, which is right,
T ITU EE PIECE SKIUT COMPLETED.
oooopoo oo o o o o o.o o o o.o o o o oo;
number of articles may l>e placed has of- ! most nil are
severely plain. The richness will come. In time it will annear eviA mathematen created much surprise.
i dent to the most careless, that it is as
; of the heavy folds of tlie skirt would
tician once set himself to tho task of cal- 1
something of its effect if cheapened by well to have many well-informed, bright,
culating the number of different ways in
trimming. Enough of that is bestowed women voting, as so many men who are
which the f>2 cards of a pack could Ikj dis- ;
upon the corsages.
i not informed. It is becoming more and
tributed among four players, 13 to each,
The amateur will l>e discouraged more
taking every possible combination. It than once before she gets these apparently more evident that it is those women
;
would be useless to present the answer
simple folds into their proper shape, but competent to vote who desire the privhere in a long row of figures, for no one
with the diagrams as guide she will sue ilege. If suffrage is not granted, let, at
can realize what such a numerical array
ceed if she perseveres. Those of equal least, one legislative body organize, meet
really means, but the following illustra- 1 length hang in a manner that has made and
adjourn, w ithout being importuned
is only a pleasant sounding name for
tion can be readily grasped:
them so famous. All depends upon the to
grant t his right. It will be found that a disease
If the entire population of the earth— j finish of the seams and the
in
ol
lighter. The ingredients not
laying
it
is
not such an easy matter to govern
of
to
deal
say 1,ouO,000,000
persons—were
I
those two or three Innocent little plaits.
mentioned accomplish all the good rea city, state, or
nation
if
ever we are
tho cards contin lally, day and night, for
Olive Haupeb.
100,000,000 of years at the rate of a deal
| called upon to take a more active part in sults. Hence we stick to the old name
h. F. Atwood’s Medicine for our
by each person a minute, they would not
i the governing.
An Impossible Honne.
have exhausted the hundred-thousandth
It is not only rude, but unwise, to say blood purifier and it does the good work
I
his wife called on th«
The
man and
part of the number of essentially different
The proof of the pudarchitect, and the architect was glad Ic such harsh things as are often said of the just the same.
ways in which it is possible that tho cards
rulers of the state or nation by
see them, for business was extremely dull
the ding is in the eating.”
can be distributed.—Family Herald.
“We want you to build a house for us,'
| women who are thus asking greater privi35 cent* a bottle everywhere.
6aid the man by way of introduction.
A Little Nearer.
leges. One might often be led by things
”]
architect.
bowed
the
Thanks,”
said
and
written
to
think
that
women
evolutionist
was
A well known
trying
shall be only too glad to do so, and I atr
felt equal to better governing, but, as 1
to instruct his little daughter in the first
quite sure that 1 can give entire satisfac understand
“And
of
evolution.
so,
you
it, it is only that the way to
principles
tion.”
j
|ee,” said he, “you must never again feel
“Well, you ought to,” remarked the all arts and sciences, all privileges of citivain and proud of yourself, for you must
We don’t want much.”
zenship, should be given, and then the
lady
remember that you are only the descend- |
What kind of a house did you wish?’
choice left with the individual.
ant of an ape.
Now, do you understand
I doubt if the average girl is much betinquired the architect,
—of an ape?” “Well, papa,” said the sciaboul
one
of
a
“We
want
good, plain
ter prepared to take part in the affairs of
entific little lady, “I think I do under- j
rooms,” explained tho man, ant the
eight
country than the average boy. Thus
stand you, but anyhow you are a step
All w*
! we will leave the design to you
there is much to be done to prepare for
nearer the apes than I am.”—Epworth
a well
I expect is that when you have finished i
Herald.
this added responsibility, if it ever comes.
it will suit my wife and myself—I meat
Man of
us
let
show'
our
true
womanWe are not so particulai
Meantime,
on the inside
•
Fond of Sugar.
that
the
outside.”
hood,
remembering
j about the
phrase
No matter where the brute comes from,
The architect heaved a deep sigh
“the choice is brief, yet endless”, applies
he loves sugar. This seems to be about the
but you wil
“Jm very sorry,” he 6aid,
to many, if not all, deeidings.
INDAPO
Wi
only thing that all of them agree is nice,
have to go to some other architect
Till GKRAT
Georgia Pulsifer Porter.
and any one of them will eat the saccha- 1 can’t design an impossible bouse in thli
HINDOO REMEDY
rine substance. I have yet to find an aniproduces Tun above
| cilice.”—Detroit Free Press.
LTH In #0 DATA. Cur^T"
mal that will refuso sugar.—Philadelphia
The boat had pulled away from shore RKftC
Nervous lhseages.
Failing Memory,
Call.
Paresis.81eepleshnesn, Nightly tmiasome fifteen or eighteen feet when Ole
Compensation.
■ion*, etc., caused by past abuses, gives vigor and sire
to
shrunken
organs, and quickly but surely restores
Lady (at the theater)—Oh, dear! Tha Olson reached the bank in gr€*at anxiety boat Manhood
in old or young.
Many of tho artificial precious 6tones In
Easily carried in vest
woman’s bonnet is so high that I can’t 6c to get aboard. His friend, Nels Nelson, pocket. 1 rice $1.00 a package. Six fur p.VOO w ith u
the world, such as paste diamonds and
written guarantee to cure or
money refunded, haul
But I have one sat
| an inch of the stage.
stood on deck and waved his arms franti- buy an imitation, but incist on having
mock emeralds, are made In Glasgow.
If
srour druggist hag not got it. we wi.l send it
j isfaction—my bonnet is higher and wide i
prepaid.
cally, howling in the meantime. “Yump, Oriental Medical Co., Props., Ikieago, 111., or wr if»U.
certaii
I
see
and
if
can’t
I’m
than
hers,
Mm’s conscience is a generous teacher
thank ye can mak eet in a i SOLD by S. D Wiggin. Apothecary. Main Street,
which lectures him without giving him
nobody behind me can either.—Iiostoi Ole, yump, aye
j
ELLSWORTH, ME., and other Leading Drugcouple of yumps.”
gists.
away.
Transcript.
to
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makes many a boy a thief, and does nothing to help or make him better in any
Isn’t
way! What do you think, boys?
smoking a pretty cost Iv habit? Do you
Mattie Dyer Drifts.
see where it pays?

care

present
state of our country is not that which is
the most to be desired, and it may reach
such a climax that the men will wish for
bear the blame, and for
women to help
this give us the right to help choose the
to

Hard

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

CIGAR.

destroys

manners,

A. PKTKRS, JR.,

J#

of people
the opinion
worth having?
Ask any doctor you
Next, in health.
An officer of the
know about that, too.
navy, whose duty it is to examine the
boys w ho want to become sailors in the
navy, say- t hat one-tift h of t he hundreds
of boys \\ ho apply are rejected because
they have heart-disease, caused by smokWe ali know
ing cigarettes and cigars.
be cured.
cannot
that
heart-disease
Doesn't smoking cost something in
hen It h?
SomeThen look at the money-cost.
body pay- for every cigar that is smoked,
ami no boy like- to smoke less than a tiv«
lake it that he only smokes
cent cigar.
That eosts him £k>.50
two cigars a day.
And if he smokes three, it
every year.
cost him *51.75,
In either ease, in ten
years he lias smoked up the price of a
pretty good hou-e.
Paid out ail that money for something
which offends good morals, good taste,

we can

for and interest in
education in all its breadth.
Since the time of Adam, it has been recorded that men have been perfectly willing that the women should help bear the
blame for the ills which befall humanity.
According to the story of the very men

In this and one or
two matters already mentioned John Hull
has a good deal to learn from Jacques Bonhomme.—Good Words.

Invited.

something, in
whose respect i-*

gracefully bear defeat; let us
go on in our well-doing; let us continue
to be the mainstay of the churches; let

in London.

k, BANGOR, MB.
Wheelwright
lias resumed Patent practice,and will obtain Parent* for Inventor*; bring anti defend suit* for
the Infringement of Patents, anti attend to all
kind* of Patent business. J^-Coirespomlence

"Oh. pshaw! a cigar, now and then,
doesn’t cost anything,” says a boy who
has just begun to smoke.
And, oh, w hat
a pity! some boys smoke when they are
not more than ten years old.
Now. I want to talk a minute to the
\ smoking boy will
boy who says that.
la*t
smoking man.
surely make a
us glance at the cost of it.
First, to mana
man
See
ners and decency.
(ora boy)
with tobacco-t* »t h, tobacco-breat h, ami
a w hole scent of tobacco about him, spitting and smoking and befouling every
place he enters. Doesn’t that cost him

were

well; your choice is brief yet endless.”
If the men, to whom have been given
the right to grant or deny to the women
of Maine that for which they have asked,
decide against this. Jet us at least show

us

and Solicitor of Patents

and

lecture

that

A

Law,

at

Attorney

ex-

A Clark's Bl

Caroline Hastings and Mias
hence this advanced action.
OF

MASON.

R.

JOHN

Instead of candy, pickles and pie, the
school children of Boston can now get a
five or ten-cent lunch in the school house,
consisting of excellent soup or chowder,
bread and butter, cookies, hot chocolate
This is done by the N. K. Kitchor milk.
en, under the supervision of Mrs. Kllen
H. Richards. Boston’s school committee
has three women in it, Mrs. Fitield, Dr.

THE COST

W ASR K K .'•

All kinds of laundry worn done nt short no
tlce. Goods cnlletl for and delivered.
II. R. ESTKY &
CO.,
West End Bridge,
Ellsworth. Me.

they

good

A

PAY. NO

••NO

When

ready to vote wisely.
ample for Maine women.

LAUNDRY

AN1> BATH BOOMS.

women

daughters.
The closing words of Lady Somerset’s

sons

BIjIiBWOnTII

STEAM

coming in Maine; coming 50,000 strong.
Hath Daily Timex.

So

AGENT

Representing the best companies In this and
fort »gn countries
Dealers In lim MiiK ni v.
ttirlfie*, < Ity, County, Town ami Corporation
Bonds, Correspondence Solicited.
Id *T\TE STKKKT,
KI.I.SWOKTII.

Woman suffrage is marching on slowly
but surely wherever it has been tried, in
And it is
New Zealand as in Colorado.

were

Desert Block.

I >1^111x11 I

C

(,'

In kindling thought and glowing word
Thy love to tell. Thy piat-e to show.
O u-ome. I.ord, u“e even me,
,t u -1 as Th *11 wilt.ami when,and
t’lilil Thy lilr--rd fare I -•

AT

BAH IIAHBOH AND BH KHILL, ME.

I.ord,

teach them parliamentary laws.

time

OFFICER

l.ar Harbor offices: 7 and > Ml.
Hluehlll office open Saturday*.

pearing.

another.

tVmr» tho tnn

V

should have the many speak; when the
manyappeared at the capitol last Thursday, then it was declared the cause was
weakened by such a large number ap-

cause

AT LAW.

ATTORNEY

give Thine own -w.vt n -t to me,
I hat I may speak with -nothing power
\\.>rd tn i-ea-on. a- from I'lme.
i o weary one In needful hour.

it became probable that Colorado
would have the right of suffrage,
every society of women in Denver began
to study political economy and civil government. They even sent for the president of the Massachusetts W. C. T. V. to

would win their

serving as school supervisors; in many
The pulpits are seen women ably tilling these
well to profit by these directions.
three piece skirt is quite as pretty ns the places.
Young women are appearing
five piece and is much easier for the ama- more and more in places which require
The first move is to take
teur to handle.
knowledge and skill. Why would it not
the mnterial and spread it out and draft be well to cease the
importuning, and fill
out the length, always allowing an extra
all the places which are given to women
inch for take up.” Then measure across

1 moRoc

>

new

There is no doubt that there would be
should declare
some truth if the men
they had been “teased” to grant this
right. When the few spoke at the capital
for the many, the legislature declared if

Thus

■

•

O

reprecounty would

course.

women

k. HiMvi K. ,ir..

joiin

-•

ex-

tin*

would not be well
place of expecting or
of the right of suffrage, to pursue

some

the top, so that tlie doubled fold will reach
Hollow it
two-thirds around the waist.
out three-quarters of an inch iti front and
mark in four darts, each 6 inches deep and
inches across. These should cause the
If
front to fit smoothly over the hips.
they art' not deep enough or Phi deep, ad
so
just them. The sides slant 6 inches,
that the bottom of the front breadth is 10

F.dired

••

the many

to

many

by

sentative

the

dyspeptic man want porterhouse
steaks, fried hicken, ice cream, a whole
half of a pie”He said no more. The crowd of hungry
strikers, who had been living for two
weeks on half a meal every 4s hours,
jumped <>n him, jammed his yellow valise,

postoffice

the

heard

pressed

American Press Association. I
are

listened

and

I.vMiiv .ll.NNH \ r\« K a HI*. Fast
"**•**
I .nii'
M.
help the tern
Amt Native I and.” 1 ;.-k you
"‘bug « lipping- or
t• V
nill'ialong
prrniice
11«
»•
:»■
original arti'ie- t" P"' ai‘o\
I

\vinttit-1|>.

the State capitol last Thurs-

As I silt lit

IN

piece and the five piece skirt, though sumo
dressmakers call them the organ pipe and

most

prohibited

To the Editor of the American:

TAKEN

—

llis Audience.
The dapper little man in the chock suit,
with a bulky cane and a large yellow valise, saw a good sized crowd on the street
corner and immediately dived into the
He didn’t take timo tost
center of it.
to find out what was the reason of t.
crowd's gathering, but began business at
The thick cane was given a dexteronce.
ous twist that developed it into a tripod,
and the l.vge yellow valise was placed on
top of it.
“Gentlemen.
began the dapper man
The crowd concentrated its collective eyes
'‘I have here.” continued the
on him.
orator, with the easy confidence of a man
whose life has been passed in public speaking, ‘1 have here for sale at -5 cents a
bottle old Mother Sohnso’s homemade
These bitters, gentlemen,
root bitters.
are warranted to cure any case of loss of
appetite that ever existed. Ten drops taken
make t he
as a dose before mealtime will

are

BE

ing of HORSEHAIR

Mistook

London and Pari*

MUST

I P the pi.aits. stiff interlin-

source

Overhead wires

PARK

FINISHING THE SEAMS

of all living things.—‘ Coasting by Sorrento and Amalfi,” by Marion
Crawford in Century.
be the

Woman's I>h.\ at Augusta.
OLUTOWN, Feb. 2, 1895.

Professional Carts.

U. Column.

£. £.

111.

lr ovvreponlicncr.

DBESSES.

»

Patents,

Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained and a Pa
i tent business conducted for Moderate Fees.
'' '*
Our office is opposite IT. 8. Patent Office.
I
have no sub agencies, all business direct, hence
at
and
j can transact patent business in less time w asn
!

!

LESS

i

Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
or
tlon. We advise, if patentable or not, free
charge. Our fee not duo till patent is securedA book, “How to obtain Patents,” with referor
ences to actual clients in your state, county,
town, sent free. Address

COST

than

those

remote

from

C. A. SNOW & CO.,

Opposite Patent Office, Washington, !>• C.
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This quarry has he* n a great help to the
inhabitants of the place since being
worked. There have been attempts to
work this quarry in the past, hut they
seem to have been choked out for the
A man
want of
proper management.
that can start a business and make it pay
almost from the start, is the right man in
the right place, and such Mr. licls seems
be.
<>t her part ies are ope rat ing on t his same
mountain, ami everything seems to indicate a very busy place at Buck's Harbor
If capital would
for tiie coming year.
come in and develop our gran it** supply
as it
might be developed, Brook*»ville in
a very few years would be second to no
tow n in t he Slate.
to

Hirnlu«*.
All

our

from

<>f

r

Prospect

are no.\

good running

in

order.
A

supper and sociable

the grang*
A
the

hall this

ill

w

be

given at

evening.

young son of A. T. Tickett fell on
ice recently,and injured his leg badly.

w t

Felicity

of

I*arge loads of ship timber are hauled
Much of the soft
into town every day.
timber comes from Steuben. 'This is a
sign of better times for the carpenters
next

season.

Several accidents have happened here
recently. The sad death of Mrs. Susan
Sawyer, who was killed by the ('losing of
a folding bed on w hich she was sleeping,
was
reported in I'm; Amkkk an three
ir.

Mfj

Su

a v»*r

vuw n

nulivftif

the West Indies, and had no relatives
She
here excepting her own family.
leaves one son, F. W. Sawyer, and an
adopted daughter, the wife of Augustus
II. Wallace, of Steuben. She was a woman
of pleasing and agreeable manners, and a
friend to everyone. She was in perfect
health when she laid down on this death
trap only for a few minutes. The neck
was
dislocated and death followed in

thirty

hours.

The accident

cast

a

gloom

the whole community.
Feb. 1.

.I.,.;....

i,

»i...t

11

r.

Ii

built

with

to

expect

may

see

something

S. (’.

The remains of Albert Parsons, of Bangor, were recently brought here for interment.
Elder Gray is suffering w ith erysipelas.
He is at present at the home of E. G.

Brimmer.

The Bucksport loan and building association has elected officers as follows:
President, Parker Spofford; treasurer, A.
F. Page; directors, J. P. Hooper, I. L.
Brown, W. A. Heywood, F. F. Smith and
J- R. Emery.
A hostler in one of the stables here saw
what he thought to be two large rats

\V.

Herrick went

CMiAil.'IMi

hiUUlS

W

AM)

JlK.VSt’RKS.

j

John Marks fell

receiving quite

on

severe

and hope t hat all will be ready to
take hold and help them. Simple words
of encouragment. have been known to
accomplish great results. All should at
in their
wish the ladies success
least

Ileans.
Yellow

Improved
Fye, per bu-li.•2.50n‘.5.On
I’ea, bund picked, per Im..2.50 yd.00
Pea*:

Improved, per Im (seed).2.50
Butter.

the ice recently,

Creamery per If*.32
I fairy
25

injuries.
visit to

R. R. Babson made a short
Boston last week, returning Saturday.

Cheese,
Best factory (new) per H>.15
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (Imported).1.10

A sleighing party from Bluehill took
supper at Hotel Dority, Wednesday night.
Dr. and Mrs. F. S. Herrick entertained
a large party of friends last Friday even-

Kick*.

t he age of

Lufkin,

97;

Agnes

McFarland,

Blake,

licet*, perlb
Cabbage,
Onion*,
Squashes, per lb

he

many years
He
merchant.

was
was a

lodge, F. and

A.

occupied

here

as

Coffee--per

97;

member
Rising
M. He leaves one

postponement.

pretty thoroughly discussed,and the peoare

unanimously in favor of it. j
would undoubtedly pay here

almost

remarkable

as

never

K. Small left town last week on the
•‘Vinalhaven" for Bowdoln medical college, Brunswick. This is his senior year.
A. T. Small was in lfockland on busiHe also visited his two
ness last week.
daughters, Mrs. \V. C. Benson and Mrs.
A.

Insert

COn

.10
.30

.C6'a,.l0
Klee,perlb
Pickier, per gal
.4<(5*.»0
.3 (a,.75
Olive*, per qt
Vinegar -per gal—
Pure cider,
.25
.05
Cracked wheat,
Oat meal, per lb
.05
.05
Quaker rolled oat*
.05
Buckwheat,
.«-4
Graham.
.04
Bye meal,
Salt—
.05(5,25
Dairy, per bag
l.(H)
Liverpool, pr cwt
Turk* Island, pr cwt
l.tw
oil—per gal—
.60(5.65
Linseed,
.08
Kerosene, per gal

8(5)10

M

ULSTERS, REEFERS,
MACKINTOSHES,
UNI)ERA)

3AU,

—

24(5*26
17(5 18
3t(5.60

Kxtra

.' T o .1
.(-Vo id
.16
.24

Mackerel.
>1
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per doz
lb
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per
Cod.
I? ddork.
IL li ot,

.(*5
.04
S

.ltrfo
.2' 'a 26
.lU

s 1 in n.
Picker* 1, lb

Mackerel, large, apiece
.2b(o 26
.In
Tongue* and sounds,
IMihut tins,
.12
Halibut lo ads,
<4
Muoked bloaters, doz
2*
Smoked halibut, per lb .12
Smoked alewives, string
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and

keep
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everything
Water

."

:Vo.

R.

C.

FURNITURE

Smelts,
Lobsters, per lb

Ellsworth.

St.,

BY If X.

OWEN

ROSTER,
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AM)

.10
5
.4"
.35
.26
.2 1
.Kim. 12
.12
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FUNERAL

Fuel.
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being aliout the last
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Those
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.LOOo
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> 0"

fi 00
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lbo2
.04

.5(11 4"
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Pelt*.

Lamb skins,

Fig*,
Ha'es,

u

Cover, per
.'5 b d.
Alsike,
Frenli Fruit.
.3* Kin*’ daOr. nges,
Messina
.l'frt .15 Cocounuts, each
l>rlcil Fruit.
3..‘6

.lb

.400/.50
20

.08(8.10

Tamarinds,
.10 Currants.
So; 15 Apples, choice string
.1 o.l4
choice sliced
N litH.
**

Prunes,
Almonds, per lb
Pecans, per lb
brazils, per 1

tfriami.

.Hi

.I2((tf.20

baton »,

Ellsworth.

32 Main Street,

.2

Filb

.1*5

Kng. Walnuts p
Chestnuts, per -tt

.15

Love may be
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’2
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.12
.16
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a
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Herds Grass per t
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1.35
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30

1.25
(a I 16

•>
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•/
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T Ib-w—per
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Cow,
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There are a great many old scores it
much better to leave unsettled.

were

everywhere.
__-—-*

Steady employment is the best panacea
impure thoughts.
Spending five cents foolishly leads to
spending five dollars the same way.
for

LOOK

3l>tirrtiscmcnts.

AT THAT

Elegant

Jan. 30.

GoultUboro.

The battles for division of towns are on
Augusta. Gouldsboro is in war-paint,
and is sharpening her blades on Grindstone Neck.—Lewiston Journal.

opened

Ihavc
purpose
ties, such

a-are

of securities will be>ent on application. My arrangements arc such that I am at
all times able to furnish any particular security
that may be desired. Correspondence solicited.
All business strictly confidential.

B.

H.

SEEKING
for the address of
—

The burned
buildings include Asa
Hodgkins & Son’s large carpenter shop,
the steam laundry owned by Lynam &
Hodgkins, cottage and stable owned by

THE OLD RELIABLE

SWEET CAPORAL
CIGARETTE
j

-FROMany business
(^ll*1111*IIAdapted
.11*1111 II ^
profession, ruled, with
Contract and ESdltUS
to

or

throughout. Requires the least
Ol'floi'
"■ “■*
possible writing to enter data
II *w*| |i«* I w aU(1 refer quickly to any

20

c.

to 35

c.

per doz.

■

ill ilf>

name

and

save

time

and

money, ft,000 used and recorded. All kinds of
labor-saving records on hand or made to order.
i ll \I.LI N, Publisher,
165 Broadway, N. V. City.

E.

LUMBAGO,

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Mention this paper.

ORANGES,

MORE SOLD THAN ALL OTHER
BRANDS COMBINED

or

McXINHIE&CHESSUAN HFG.CO.

FLORIDA

Mm stood the Tost of Time

1

RHEUMATISM

GOUT

NICE

—

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria

20 cts. per lb.

Only

ABSOLUTELY PURE

received the news of the death of her $3,000, machinery, $3,500,insurance, $2,600;
sister, Mrs. Margaret Emery,of Falmouth, E. L. Roberts, $500, insured.
aged ninety years. Mrs. Emery spent a
Craig Brook Fish Hatchery.
few years at this place with her sister,1
:
A shipment of 50,000 brook trout eggs I
and gained a host of friends, who will
remember her for her cheerful disposi- arrived at the Craig Brook hatchery last
week, from Colorado.
tion.

Percy Sinclair slipped on the ice and
About
broke his arm a few days ago.
four years ago he broke the same arm by'
falling from a carriage. He has the

SECURITIES,

511*2 Exchange Street,
MAINK.
PORTLAND,

^ those SUFFERING from
TIIE PANES OF

day evening.

E. L. Roberts.
The losses are estimated as followed:
Asa Hodgkins & Sons, $10,000, insurance,
$3,200; Lynam & Hodgkins, on building

SAUNDERS,

AND

BONDS

IN MY WINDOW.

Fire at Bar Harbor.
The most disastrous Are that has visited
Bar Harbor in years occurred last Thurs-

I

Portland for the

Banks and Trusts, and have now on hand some
particularly good securities that pay a good
rate of interest, to which I would call the attention of all wanting investments. Prices and

town

|

office in

an

"dealing in bonds and securilegal investments for Savings

of

description

French
Mixture

The handsomest piece of horseflesh in
Surry, it is claimed, is owned by F. N.
Osgood, a two year old colt by Harbinger
Gift.—Bangor Commercial.

1

l.

^H^^BLOOO’S

Surry.

in

"ThJI’

WL am°f:as^s ofthb-A,

at

Admiral Blake, of Somesville,

Seasons.

all

at.

furnish.eel

—

broken,
Stove,
F.gg,
1 o o 1.26
Nut,
blacksmith's.
Flour, (.ruin anil Feed.
"Hr bbi—
Kb 11
Short*, per bag
'»
Mixed feed,
1 2
Slraishts,
4\ inter wlict.
2.6on;; n
Til'll bar,
second Clear,
2.6
Spring wheat, 1.1
Pat ns.
Middlings, per bag
Winter wheat, l/Ln l.'n
St ring wheat, 4. .V«/4 7i

leaving

Flowers

the market

in

run.

morning discharging freight.

Kant Surry.

warm,

you

AT

.15

Finnan Haddic,
tlsh per .b
Oysters, per <jt
c idopH, ijt
t lams, per pk
Cl .tins, per <jt

Corn* d

Mrs. S. J. Candage is very ill.
The steamer “Juliette” was detained at
this wharf three-quarters of an hour this

Bert Jellison.

oj

Np

OVERCOATS,

Heavy

South lilueliill.

Ferry.

^U
Vf

<y>
pH
\YJ

COOK. EVERETT & PENNELL, Portland, Me., Selling Agent*.

dell, Agnes Forsyth.

W. C. Eaton, at Camden.
.Jan. 28.
.Mount I

BurnsT

VI/

1 i mIi.

The ladies of East Orland having organized a sewing circle to be known as
Sunshine circle. The purpose of the organization is to raise money to build a
hall. The officers are as follows: President, Mrs. Alberta Mason; vice-president,
Laura Wentworth; secretary, Annie A.
Jocylen; assistant secretary, Eliza McVeigh; treasurer, Jennie E. Gray; committee, Frances Harriman, Alice Blais-

Austiu ( ole, son of b. B. ( ole, was quite
badly hurt while sliding down hill recently.

.25(5

Clapboards—per

M--

**alt
per 1»
I try < od,
P lock.

1

i.asi

quid.

ft

JL
tsb)

disappeared.

—

There will beaSt. Valentine social and
elsewhere. Orlami is sursupper at G. A. B. hall Feb. 14.
\
and
rounded by fertile farms
tinepasturSchool in the Burrill district, taught by
age, with roads from the different seetions
Mrs. Mary Burrill, w ill close Friday with
<
converting to a common centre at this an exhibition in the
evening.
point. The important thing is to organize j
A
large amount of shingle wood is
a company, decide w hat to do, choose a
committee of live men to do it, then with hauled to H. 1*. Burrill’s mill, w hich is
run by George F. Smart and his son.
an experienced man at the business to
There has been a great deal of illness
advise and direct, a foundation will be j
laid for a beginning.
among the old people here this winter.
Mrs. Hariet Condon and John Truworthy
Sunset.
are still confined to the house;
both are
('. Annis is quite ill with neuralgia.
improving. Four aged ladies have died
earDeer
Isle
is
at
(ireenlaw
Mrs. M. A.
in this vicinity the past week Mrs.
ing for the wife of Rev. B. F. Fifleld.
Harvey Thompson, Mrs. Andrew Rinkham. Mrs. Mercy Colby and Mrs. Cordelia
Mrs. A. T. Small made a visit to her
father,!'. V. Robbins, of South Deer Isle. Torrence.
The ladies of lower Sunset have presen ted the Rev. B. S. Fifleld with a nice

VW

**

A. B. Bobbins, who lost his horse some
time ago, has taken one on trial of George
Howard.

was

.50

.50

bu

Spruce.
Hem'ock board*
7.(yd2 Spruce, No. 1,
12(5 16 Clear Pine,
Spruce
16(5.2) Kxtra Pine,
35(5,60
Spruce door,
1 Uu 15 Laths— per M-Pine.
Mm tolled pine,
l.Va 16 Spruce.
2 ('0
,02(o; 01
Shingles— per M
Nails—perlb
3.25 Cement- per Cask
1.69
Cedar, Kxtra,
one, 2.10 Lime—per <'ask 1.0S(5d. 10
1.40 Brick
No. 1,
7..ii0t)ll
per M
.9' ul.i'O White Lead—pr lb .O.'da.,68
Scoots,
Pad *25
Spruce,
rrovisioiiH.
.os
'-’tPHk.Hpof.lt'. 12 I-2(8;.26 Tripe, per lb
.12 Hams, per lb
Fresh l*«»rk,
.13
.0wii> IS Mutton, ptr il>.
Yea per 10
.ftV</.|0
12 Spring lamb,per lb. .0-'" 16
boasts,
beef. < 6>rn*-d, pr lb .uiM H Poultry—per lb—
.'»! Chicken*,
Tongue.
.’>0
Salt Pork, per lb
1> Fowl.
.Ill
.1 '« <2 ‘lurkcys,
card, per lb
.2*
lb
Feet,
.i»8
.10
Pigs
per
bologna

home, not having made more than two or
three calls within the memory of present
residents of the place, and not having
been out to the highway, some half mile
off, for more than forty years.
Feb. 2.

are

Miss Nora Beatrick Clancy, of Portland, Me.. sn\ s “I have taken a bottle an a half
w. II now,
the Livuru and used a Jar of tin Livin'a Oiutiiienl. I am feeling very
and my face lausstiuMith and fair a* cun be, the humor having entlrelv
Her sister, Miss Mary Aosts Clancy, says: “look only one bottle or Livurn.andI
also used the Livurn Ointment. My stomach does not trouble me In the least
Get LlYVftA /»«*»» your di uin/i<t.
humor.
my face Is perfectly smooth and free from
the .skin. Cuts, Briilsei,
Sir For Eczemu. Pimples. Ulcers, Itch, and affections of
INTMKNT. Price, 35 cents. Prepared by Ll \ UltA
Scalds, &c., use LIVUR v
NashrHlle, Term., and Newark, A'. J.
MFG.

l.iimber and Building Material*.
Hemlock.

|m|«*.

and

The
agitat ing the
question of establishing a creamery here.
A special town meeting was called for
Saturday, Jan. 2t>, hut the storm caused
The matter has been
farmers of Orlami

Potatoes,
Turnip*, per
Cranberries,
Celery, pkg

.03
.04
.13

lb

Lumber—per

Mrs. Rebecca Barbor, whose death was
reported in TltK AMERICAN last week,
was one of the oldest residents of this
place. Her husband w ho survives her is
i i|uite feeble health. They had a family
of five daughters, and an adopted son.
Mrs. Barbor was a daughter of the late
David Sawyer. She was devoted to her
family, by w hom she was much beloved,

of

.03

.25(a30
Kin,
.40
Mocha,
.31
Java,
Tea—perlb—
Japan,
4C(ai 60
Oolong,
,2!(q-.80
Sugar—per lb—
.(5
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B
.(4
.o4
Yellow. 0.
Molaiaes— per gal—
.40
iiavana,
.50
P<-rto Kico,
.60
Svrup
Maple Syrup, pqt. 25(u.30

The stone business just now is almost
at a stand st ill, but t hose interested t hink
the outlook for the coining year is encouraging. Some contracts have already
been taken, and more are expected.

a

of

Groceries.

91.

South

fifty-two years.

fin7

Vegetable*.

Gertrude Parker, 90; Frank Stanley, 90;
j Fred Phillips, 95; Roy Blake, 95; Frank
Staples, 93; Harlie Fred hey, 90; Charles

Sewall

iSPl
VI/

rJL.

MOW IS THE TIME
TO BUY YOUR

Boose

Baled.Sjjlo

School in the Bay district closed Wednight, after a term of twelve
weeks taught by O. L. Flye. The following is the rank of the fifth class: Edith

llaneoek died Jan. 23, aged
seventy-six years, lie was born in this
For
town and was always a resident.
J.

EMBARRASSING ERUPTIONS

J

Straw.

nesday

Km ma S. (Jott, w ifeof (apt. David
S. Cott, died Jan. 27 of heart disease, at

r?)

has returned.

three gentlemen of this town were
returning from Bluehill Thursday night,
with a horse belonging to E. D. Mayo,
the sleigh was accidentally overturned,
and the horse taking fright ran into a
wire fence cutting himself severely.

Mrs.

P

n^Kt'(, JNc

frequently are not skin diseases
at all, but come from a disordered hC
SB.
digestion. Impurities failing to find
rfyi
56 egress in the proper channels seek an outlet through the pores. ®
V/ They become cl >gged—poisonous matter accumulates, and tO?
TS distressfully disgusting humors appear.
rJL
W

Mrs. Nellie Atherton, who has been
visiting relatives in Washington, 1). C.,

As

Orlami.

sk-fiL

rJU

Clarence Moore, of Southwest Harbor,
who has been visiting R. S. Blake, of this
town, returned home last week, accompanied by Charles Blake.

undertak ing.
Jan. 29.

IfW^iMS-V&i

price advances slightly this week, owing
to scarcity.
Fresli laid, per do/..20
Hay.
Best loose, per ton..8 y 11
Bailed...14 y 15
Meadow.7. 5

The

ing.

j

Produce.

( omit ry

J

The store of Max Abram will he closed
through February and March.

plished.

Thursday.
Monroe Frost, wbo was in the woods
Charles and Irving Bowden, of Bluehill,
with Frank Frost’s crew, was injured last
spent Tuesday and Wednesday in town.
week, and has been brought home.
J. 1- Chatto, of Brooksville, and Ralph
Mrs. Mary Carr, w ho has been visiting Condon made Hying visits during the
her daughter, Mrs. J. W. White, in Bos- week.
ton, for seven wrecks, has returned home.
Edw ard Chatto spent last week at home
Revival meetings are being held here. to consult Dr. Manning in regard to a
Elder Smith, of Franklin, Elder Gray, of slight trouble with his ear. He has reOtter Creek, and I)ea. Rice have charge of turned to Pittsfield again, w here he is
the services.
attending school.
B.
Feb. 2.
Mrs. Hannah Young a few days ago
HuckMiiort.
The East Maine Methodist conference
will meet in Bucksport, May 9.

Stanley and G.
Ellsworth Friday.

to

accom-

Harvey
not absent during term were:
Carter, Clarence Nickerson, Harvey Colby,
Leslie Newcomb, Eddie Jellison, 1-aura
Crabtree, Etta Jellison, Margaret Colby.
Absent one-half day only: Eddie True,
Absent
Flora Jellison, Richmond Foss.
one day Cora Crabtree, Chalmas Jellison,

recov-

UV

lsnr».

February

by agreement.

ure as

the

Marine 111 e.

Maidie Frost is quite ill again.

short

L poll
to tin* stable found t he horse dead.
funds available will be better than no j
investigation it was found that the dose
church at all, and will, without doubt, before mentioned had been taken from a
accomodate all the church-going people j box containing paris green.
Now that the ladies have
<>f Sullivan.
La MorcHE.
Feb. 4.
taken hold of the matter in earnest, we1

School at Mt. Desert Ferry closed Jan.
19, after a term of nine weeks. Scholars

Thomas Frost is very low and his
ery is doubtful.

a

in the long- |
are interested
A
worthy resident of this town rose
church in Sullivan, will he glad
early one morning recently and proto know that the ladies of Sorosis have! ceeded to feed his
horse, adding to tlie
decided to begin on the building as soon I accustomed ration what he
supposed was
contin*
come
as spring opens, having
j a dose of condition powder. A later visit

over

Nahum Jordan Is quite ill.

H. Mayo left Monday for
Boston.

who

All

A creamery
as they have

ing.

MNI'

zVObrrtiscmcnts.

KTS.

M v KK

I NI-si*av.

\bu liflol l.iv( r|.1 unit shall weigh fin p- mda, and
lui'liil mi lurks I* hind sab .-li.ili w rigli 7 |>"iind*
1-. -1.1: 'a 111 w eight Ilia bushel til' potatoes, ill goml ;
orih
ami lit l»*r shipping, :s
|> •uuds.
I -- ’‘taiulard weight "I a bu idl'd
eans in
ortier and lb tor shipping, is 6: p"',imls. <H wheat, heels,
rut« hug a
turnips and pins, in pounds; of corn, 66
pounds ,it unions. ■•J pounds: of carrots, Kiii:!'*’i turn ps, rye. and Indian meal, impounds; of hurley and
tuiek w h- at. 4S pounds; of oats 32 pounds, or c\ cii Meas-

talked .tf

pie

It. Dyer’s hors* rail away with him
in the pung w hile going down Wilson’s
hill in (’herrytieid last Wednesday. Mr.
Dyer's leg was broken by the horse kick-

Wi

Mrs. |{. \V. N*liter is visiting friends in
Ellsworth and Surry.

mid A. M.

are

N.

r.M.SWOlM'II

visit i«>

A

have

engaged in t lit* smelt business,
not beard of any large lots
being taken.
Officers of Pleiades lodge of T.and A. M.,
were installed Monday evening, ami of
K. of P. on Thursday evening of this
week.

Many

but

A.

for many years
He
this sect ion.

son.

srhools

fri'iiD. H*> was
\v »rk in a shot*
Hamj^'dre, where he

ItrooUiin.

was

rigger
prominent member
:

lodge, F.

Sun
At

many

to his

Feb. J.

Mr. Huw-

kindergarten school is to he established in this place. At a meeting last
erlu
The circularest <1 re merely local papers.
Thursday, Mrs. Charles Woodman, of
the liar Bangor, spoke on the advantages of such
American,
Till-:
barring
of
tion
a
school and explained the system in
Ifarbor Record's summer list, is larger detail.
An association whs formed, with
other papers printed
than that of all the
the following officers: President, Mrs.
in Hancock county.
(Jeorge Blodgett; vice-president, Mrs. O.
1*. Cunningham; secretary and treasurer,
|lrook«t ill”.
and
The horsemen are having some pretty Miss Julia Barnard. A constitution
on
were adopted, subject to amendseason
this
trotting
by-laws
sport
good
Walker’s pond. W. L\ Bates, of South ments to be suggested later, and the comBrooksville, has one of the crack per- mittees on various ways and menus were
appointed. The price of yearly memberformers of the course.
one dollar and life memship was fixed
ql'ARRY IMPROVEMENTS.
The voters of Brooksville were called bership, five dollars. Arrangements for
would the opening of the school will be comtogether Jan. 19, to see if they
time of beginvote to exempt from taxation for a cer- pleted before the usual
The kinderand ning, the lirst of April.
tain term of years, machinery
other improvements which Mr. Eels in- garten will be conducted by a teacher
modern
in
the
versed
tends putting into his quarry at Buck’s thoroughly
Harbor in the near future. The town by met hods.
its vote very generously granted Mr. Eels’
Sulltvnn.
request, ami now looks forward with
Mrs. C. A. Stimson has gone to Boston
pleasure to the time when he gets this to spend a few weeks wit Ii friends.
machinery in place and is able to do other
The Sunday school will have a basket
work, besides breaking and shipping
supper in the hall on Friday evening.
stone in its rough state.
Mrs. K. A. McNamara, of Milbridge, is
Mr. Eels has been working this quarry
in town, visiting her daughter, Mrs.
some four or five years, and in that time
has made wonderful
improvements in Farnswort h.
building roads and wharves, and making
Capt. S. V. Bennis and daughter Rosa
ready for extensive work. The granite went to Brooklyn, N. Y., last week, exowned by Mr. Eels stands very high for pecting to sail on Saturday for Cuba,
many purposes, and is practically inex- They will spend some time in Mexico
haustible, lying in sheets at an elevation before ret urning.
above tide water of from ten to two him
dred and twenty-five feet.
Mr. Eels has a water front of about
one-half mile, and has a granite wharf
where vessels of heavy draught c an load
ill perfect safety, which in time he proposes extending the entire length of his
waterfront. In a quarry of this kind it
has always been one of the difficulties to

turn

a

;
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papers
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to

soon
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EPILEPSY

SMITH,

53 Main Street.

CURED.

For over ;n years T have prepared a remedy
for KriLhl’TK' FITS that has performed remarkable < ures—in many cases alter other
treatments had failed, li you sudVr from this
disease try my remedy. Medicine lor a month,
$3.00; two months, $:f.50, prepaid to your near
est express office.
I
I\ I \ \NS, l>ruggi-f.
Do V Kit, M AINII-
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THURSDAY.
Even from

far away

as

as

encouraging reports

comes

1

Bluehiil
for

the

establishment of a creamery in Ellsworth. Our correspondent from that
of
place writes that the farmers talk
harvesting more ice, in anticipation
of the creamery.

the

An interesting sketch of ‘‘Gold in
Maine" may be found on page 7 of
this issue. Work is going on at the

t he

likely

Through
ators Fry,

and is

to get it out.

the

Previous

colleagues.

r>.Unur

for

to

tors.

hi*

mourn
immpns-

been

anti-slavery agita-

..

regular

a

rough-and-tumble
had

fight on the floor of the House
The
epithets
nobody interfered.
“liar" and •‘contemptible scoundrel"
as usual,
were exchanged, and then,
apologies were offered, and the House
gave its consent to striking
business from the record.
There is

a

the

\\

Of

kciiHtf.

course

the

mem-

of

pleasing
possible over

very

to

see

seeing

where

the plumes of tin
ladies’ bonnet- with what affability the
••gray heads” of the house yielded their
seats while they stood; ami with what
courtesy the younger members divided
their seats without offering to stand.
“Lobby" ascribes this marked difference
in deportment to the sex as an evidence
of the decline of the forms of courtesy to
the sex since the early training of the
If this observation be
older members.
well founded, is it not a mirror in w hich
the women who are so enthusiastically
pushing the right of franchise may see
the entire future decline of her universally-obtained deference and respect in all
civilized countries?
The ladies who represented t h<* several
counties of the State as "advance guard,"
with a countless army of supports, and a
lobby and rotunda overflow ing with raw
recruits w hich seriously interfered with
the high privilege of the veterans of the
third house, in the use of long-stemmed
pipes, marched in close file to the hall
where the learned judiciary committee
was

and Heard of Missouri—were
There would have

principals.

the

r-

was

The most disgraceful personal encounter of the present session the
only one, in fact- was that in which
two democrats Breckenridge of Ken-

tucky,

county—especially
no disparagement

the house, being the youngest and
best looking, was her chief attraction. It
h

_

_

our

for

qm.)

his quarter of a century's remarkable
work in the Baptist ministry, and
Theodore D. Weld, one of the most
of the

to

favorable reports. As a pure
Yankee guess “Lobby" expects a majority
and minority report.
The present week has been literally
••Women s Day" in Augusta. Thursday
she took possession of every part of the

hoping

urable service in diplomacy and international law; Dr. A. J. Gordon for

prominent

credit

No matter pertaining exclusively to
Hancock county has been settled. The
division of the town of Gouldsboro case
has had a hearing by the committee on
towns no member of which (I presume,
accidentally is from our county. They
are
have not reported, so both sides

Three prominent Massachusetts men
have died during the past week, all
of whom, each for special reasons,
not only their state, hut also the
to

of

It is
to Deer Isle.
Cumberland county or to President
^ciders to say that Hancock nas produced
her equal and in Senator Spofford his peer.

years.

reason

doings

to

their reconciliation the two senators
had not spoken to each other for some

country has large

a

so

instrumentality of SenMaine, and Dubois, of

of
Idaho. Senators Ghandler and Gallinhave resumed
ger. of New Hampshire,
amicable relations with each other,
much to the gratification of their re-

publican

"The

President Seiders has been absent as
counsel for Lewis in the Gorham murder
as
case: and our Mr. Spofford has acted
president pro tern. He has made a good
presiding officer, capable and competent,

old Harvey Elliot mine at “Egypt."
in the torvn of Franklin, and if there
is anything “in it," the present operator is

papers’ report of
Legislature.’’

hole

hitch in the administra-

tion's programme for the new issue
of bonds. While it is given out that sat
the real solons of the legislature)
if
the administration is waiting to see
trying to pose as wise and brave and, of
Mr. C lex e- course, thoroughly unintimidated.
Congress will act upon
Thus sat the poor dumb committee,
laud's gold bond recommendation, it
"while

been
is well known that the delay has
caused bv the demands of the capitalfor
ists who are expected to subscribe
Orders have been
the new'.bonds.
issued to the bureau of engraving and
to print *500,000,000 of 4 per

women

in front of them,

women

of

right of them,
t hem. volleyed and thundered”—no not
“volleyed and thundered”—only men do
this—but pushed and elbowed, “smiling
still.” The result, like the wonderful
charge of the “Light Brigade”, may be a
and

at

women

in

rear

Jan. 29, and municipal suffrage for womThe latter dayen, Thursday, Jan. 31.
will go down to history as “Woman’s Day
In his weekly, published
at Augusta."
elsewhere in this issue, “Lobby" vividly
Augusta on
describes the doings at
“Woman’s Day."
The hearing in relation to the division
of the town of Gouldsboro, was of the
most
importance to Hancock county.
Thi* occupied Wednesday afternoon and

evening.
Tuesday- of this week the time .{for the
reception of hills and petitions for special
and private legislation will expire, so that
the remainder of the session w ill be clear
of all hindrance to smooth working of
t he State machine.

When

im*ornorate?t he tow

r.i

Island.

n

A remonstrance to the

of Swan’s

twenty-two others, against any; legislation granting a charter for a ferry from
Sullivan to Hancock, or against granting
exclusive rights to any persons to establish a ferry across Sullivan river.
Jan. 31 Senator Spofford presented hill
t-> ratify and confirm the organization of
Also bill
t he Pine I^ake water company.
to incorporate the Bluehill banking and
trust company.
THE

pre-

Eeimmt and

others of Ml.

Also petitions of Woman's Belief corps
ami citizens of Bar Harbor in aid of
soldiers' home at Newport.
Jan. 29- Mr. Kane, of Brooklin, presented petition of A. E. Greelv and
t wenty others, asking for better protection for lobsters. Mr. Moore, of GouldsPoro, presented petition of N. Shaw and
forty others for same.
Jan. 29- Mr. Sprague, of Swan’s Island,
presented remonstrance against the incorporation of Swan’s Island ax a town.
Jan. 30 Mr. Hamlin presented an act to
authorize the building of a fish weir in
tide waters at Harbor Island. Also
tion for an act to amend chapter 29 of the
private and special laws of 1869 relating to
the charter of the city of Ellsworth.
Jan. 30— Mr. Abbott, of Bueksport, presented
asking that counties be
required to support large bridges within

petition

their limits.
Jan. 30—Mr. Hamlin presented

prohibiting

or

citizens’

rights.
All speak in

caucus.

Those most desirous of
partisanship from local

of praise of the oraThe ladies are re-enthused and extor.
pect to win in this final engagement
Have the members of the legislature beei:
converted? Will the majority vote b<
yes? There is no evidence of any change
We must wait, anc
in that direction.
whatever the result, we all join with the

eliminating
politics dc
such a thing

not have much faith that
It lias been tried in davt
is possible.
gone

by,

and has

always ignominiouslv

failed.
It is said that Mayor Higgins wil
not stand for renomination. If thif
is the case the field is clear for aspir-

poet:
"When can their glory fad
«». the wild change they made.
Honor the Light Brigade,

ants from both parties.
It is also said that Alderman Mad-

docks has

Noble six hundred.”

subject of so much importance ai
doubling the ballots in the State o
Maine, which may change the politics
status of the whole, or part of the State
should not be treated lightly. The dooi
of municipal franchise, once open, wil
be shut.
It will only open th«
never
larger door the wider to general suffrage

determinatioi

A

expressed
again. If the doughtj
representative of the North shoulc
really pull out, excitement in thai
section of the city is likely to be great
for Mr. Maddocks has represented i
not to

go

a

run

long that to find

a

successor

ii

present serious difficulties.
Alderman Nealley also declares tha
his one term has given him all o
political life that he hankers for. 1
is doubtful, however, if his supporteri
likely

to

in the fifth ward will submit to his re
tirement.
The next week is likely to bring tin
political situation a little more clearly
into the public view.
‘•That’s
pretty bright dog
yours
Jawkins.” “Why, yes; I believe that i:
he only knew how to talk, he’d be smarl
enough to keep his mouth shut!’’
a

ot

way to reach catarrh ia through tie
Hood's Sarsaparilla, by purifying tht
blood, removes the cause of Hie disease ami
permanently cures catarrh. Take only Hood's,
The
blood

Pills act easily, yet promptly aud
effectively, uu the liver and bowels. 25c.—Adrt.

terms

It is very unfortunate that the municipal door is requested to be opened first
It is a very bad example of democrats
government. A country town hall, fillec
with tobacco smoke, the floor reeking
with spittle, and low, ungentlemanly
sometimes
profane language ringing
through one’s ears, is too mnch of ar
actual bedlam for any good common
j sense man to w'ish to invite his wife o;
daughter into. Hence, for their sakes, h<
hesitates.
The other, or general elections, an
quiet; and, save the smoke, not an offensive place for ladies.
But do the majority of women want t<
vote? The pronounced reformers say
| yes. The mothers who manage tht
homes, society and the churches, that express themselves on this question, say, no
We suggest the enrollment of the ladies
of the State, just R3 the municipal officers

the

Omlitljr*' .V Suri'tto’s New Amcriran Comic Opera in
Two Acts

j

Hood's

j

1

m

:n

»■.*

11

J

A

d

J

ELLSWORTH.

blood,

as

j
£

Tablets and Headstones.

A

I.artte Stork of
on hand.

Mlllt

Biliousness,
pcrfeel

most

...

HEREBY forbid anyone giving credit tc
any person on my account or buying anv
negotiable paper claimed to be signed or endorsed by me, without first consulting me, a?
I shall not pay the same.
Mbs. Zesa W. Brewer.
Bar Harbor, Feb. 1.

I

our

Work
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! staidly

LEGISLATIVE

;

make

to

(tO.MMITTK.r,

I I

getting

in

\vc

have de-

this

extraor-

I

Ensuranrt

ELLSWORTH.

I <.!>!. \ I l\ I

M<

NO

I

< -mmittee
"ii Judiciary
will give a
puhlii hi aring at tin :: room in the State
House, Tuesday. F'eh'v 12, K»'', at 2 o’clock
p. m., on the petition for repeal of hawkers'
and peddlers’ law
By order of committee.
W. J. Kmiwi.to'., Secretary.

no

just

received.

Si.itrmrnts,

I It
I Do >l no mi
concerni i that
s is to giva notice to a
1 have r« lin<iuishtd to mv son, John A
Bvard, the remainder of the term of hi.** minority, and that from and after this date I
shall pay no debts <>f hi- tentra. ting and
shall claim none of his wages or arcings.
K. A. Bvari>.
Sedgwick. April 1. KM.

WESTERN ASSURANCE CO,

»

ilnjnl

Courts.

Holiee of \ HMlguer of His Appointment.
At F.llsworth. in the county of Hancock, and
f
Slate
Maine, the tenth day of January,
A

!>.. K«v

'■l-HF undersigned hereby gives notice of
1 bis appointment as assignee of the esof Fden, in
of Herman D. Smith,
tate
said county *>f Hancock, insolvent debtor,
who has been declared an insolvent upon
his own petition, by the court of insolvent y. for said county of Hancock.
F. Wkbstkr Fkknoi, Assignee.

at actual value, #1,642,0uI.mo
HI I.n il 8 |»E<
31. 1- d
of unpaid lo--e» ami
# 195,231 .34
claims,
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks,
853,456.73
All other demands, viz. com nilsaiona, etc
87,105 *4
•.

\

amount

Mercantile F. & M. Ins. Co.,
OF BosToN. MASS.

Total

ELLSWORTH, 51E.

«•

at

rpil
1

m
muM ii,
Toronto, dominion ok < w \i> \
I neorpornted and ('imiini’iirni llu-lnc-* in Ival.
A
M SM1TII. Prc.1 .1
KisNh, M’gVng Director.
A SMK.TS DU
31. 1-d.
Loan** on bond and mortgage, Ilr^t
*
20,n¥».oo
liens,
1.1*>'».*i~3 7'•
8t**ck-and l"-nd> market value,
< a-h In office and in bank.
119,753 tri
Premium- in due cnurw "f collec284,47m 12
tion,
Hills receivable,
.V»,.»•.•. 1

amount of liabilities except
capital stock and net surplus,
Surplus bevoml liabilities,

it

Judiciary will give a
their ro<.m in the Mate
Hmi-r. w. din s.lay, Fe!>. 27. K9'». at 2 o'clock
for amendment to the
on the petitions
p. m
oust itut i*-n
prohibiting app; opr iat ions by
tin State m aid ->f institution-, under sectarian or ecclesiastical control.
By *,r 1< of commit tee.
W. .1 K\->vv i.t v Secretary.
-mniittee
rpilF
I
public hearing

Store.

0. W. TAPLEY,

Sbbrrtismirnts.

I

1

...

Variety

Aggregate of

NOTH

I I nisi. \ I I y

to

Line of Curtains

A

K

VI I \

rPHF,

Measure your rooms, si that
tell you just how much
paper you will need, and come

Holt's

INI

State House, Tuesday, Feb. 19, isy.%, at 2
o'clock p. m., on an act to extend the charter
of the Southwest Harbor Water t’o., with
amendments. H\ order of ('ommittee.
W.J. Knowlto.n. Secretary.

we can

directly

I.

will give a
rJ,llK (ommittee on atJudiciary
their room in the
1 public hearing

dinary offer.

|

NOTH E.

on railroads,
telegraphs and
expresses will give public hearings at
their room at the State House as follows
Wednesday, February 13. at 2: 3u p. m on act
to extend and amend the charter of the Ellsworth Street Railway company, and authorize
its construction across navigable tide waters.
W. H. Wt 1.1*1
Sec'v.

1,085,793-91
556,207.89

Incorporated in 1823.

Commenced business In 1823.

Aggregate amount of liabilities iu
$ 1,642,001.8t»
eluding net surplus,

ST.,

WATER

ME,

stock,

spring

LI

WORKS.

f III i»ll**il

Street,

Main

up small lots before

Net

Newest Designs, Best Material, and FirstClaf8 Workmanship at Lowest Prices.

NOTICE.

p. m., on the bill an act to amend the charter
of the Bar Harbor Water Co.
By order of Committee.
W. J. Knowi.ton. Secretary.

i o reduce our stock, and clean

\

iDTJusrisr,

POLISHING

LEI I -I ATI V E

on Judiciary will give a
public hearing at their room in the State
House. Thursday, Feb. 14, 1895. at 2 o’clock

50 per Cent. Discount
On Room Paper

J
d

Granite anil Marble Moments,

Uih.KKS, President.
Secretary, Jamks Simpson.
Capital paid up In rash, #400.nno.
ASSETS DEC EM BEK 31, 18*4.
Real estate owned by the company
unlncumliered,

tiKo.

Agent

It.

..

I

r.n

l.i.nil -mil

which

pills
give away. They cure Backache,
Kidney trouble, and derangements of the Urinary Organs, by
removing the cause of disease,
allaying irritation and stimulatThe
ing the vital functions.
remedy is in pill form and contains no narcotic drugs, or alcoholic properties.
We have arranged with the
leading druggists of this town to
give away a box of
we

#’11,814 00

Anmunt required to safely In-ure
all outstanding ri-k»,
All other demands, vi/
commissions, etc.,

surplus,

Pills

Kidney
the

to

first

person

asking

them.
Backache is

j
l

not

danger signal,
itself, but a

a

disease

a

in

symptom of disorder—it's often
an indication of
Kidney disease.

Up to the present time no
remedy for Backache has been
offered.
It's a pain that is endured

as one

of life's ills with

no

Plasters and alcoholic remedies
fail in their mission because they
aim to
the

cure

cause

the effect and

neglect

of the trouble.

Ask the nearest
the

free
they are

box of

sions, etc.,
Liabilities,

free,

net

#427,526 74

# 3,500 00
132,310,89
13,067

except

surplus,

41

capital stock

Capital actually paid up in cash,
Surplus beyond capital,
Aggregate liabilities Including
surplus,

C. C. Burrill &

upon

request.
50 cents.

148,877.80

100,000.0ft
17*,048.84

net

#427,536.74

Soil, Agents,

Co., Bangor, Me.

*579,614 85

MAINE.

Commenced business in 1871
Ransom B. Fcli.kr. President
Secretary, Thom\s H. LoRt*.
Capital ]>aid up in cash, #1,000.000.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1894.
Heal estate owned by the com# 31,740.7*
pany, unincumbered,
Loans on bond and mortgage
(first liens).
86*2,140.00
Stocks and bonds owned by
the company, market value,
1,096,341.50
Loans secured by collaterals,
33,900.00
Cash in the company's princi445,026.64
pal office and in bank,
Interest due and accrued,
7,839.95
Premiums in due course of

collection,
Aggregate of the admitted
of the company
actual value,

sets

at

100,593.00
as-

their

--

#2,877,581.87

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1894.
Net amount of unpaid losses
and claims,
240,108.00
Amount required to
reinsure all outstanding risks,
394,070.84
All other demands against the
company, viz.: commissions, etc.
Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net-

safely

surplus,
Capital actually paid up in cash,
Surplus beyond capital,

Aggregate

634,178.84
1,000,000.00
1,243,403.03

amount of liabilities-net surplus,

#2,877,581.87

including

Site. ELIXIR

kinds of Worms In Children or Adults,
and for adults in cases of < onstipation, i
luundlce. Dizziness, Ueadaches,Torpid
Is, in fact, a general Family Medicine.
>rite now than eve r. Purely vegetable
at ail druggists, or of tho Proprietors,

& CO., Auburn. Me.
Writ© for

“•worms a

Buker Bill

4no.noo.oi'
22,477 1 1

If

ney troubles and diseases of the

Price,

Amount required to safely re-in
sure all outstanding risks,
All other demauds, viz. commis-

#157.137.54

OF BOSTON, MASS.
Incorporated in 1H73.

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1894.
Net amount of unpaid losses ami

claims,

of liabilities, except

STATEMENT OF THE

for

gone before you call,
ask him to order a box for you.
A book about Backache, Kid
sent

value,

value, #579,814-65

Boston Marine Insurance Co..

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1814.
Real estate, unincumltered,
#150,000 00
Stocks and bonds, market value,
191 ,*35.00
( ash in otlice and in bank,
44,828 mo
Interest due and accrued,
572.96
Premiums in due course of collection,
38,200.90
1,022.*3
Sundry accounts,
Plate Class on hand to replace losses,
1,066.86
actual

their actual

ELLSWORTH,

Agents,
MK

NEW

assets at

at

TAPLEY. Agent.

0. W.

apital paid up in cash, #100,000.00.

Aggregate

1.790.09

23,321-74

Aggregate amount of liabilities in
eluding net surplus,

#676,954 00

KI.I.SWOKTH, MK.

druggist
these pills.

Urinary Organs,

1

Metropolitan Plate Glass Ins. Co.,

and

specific.

amount

brant & Cushman.

*

for

21,040.8*

capital -toek ami net surplu*.
Capital actually paid up iucu-h,
Nurplus beyond capltiil,
!

<q

YORK. V Y.
Incorporated and Commenced buslnesss in 1*74
IIknki IIaktkv.v. Pres.
Ft i.hNh 11. Winnlow, See.

Buker’s

Total

6,731,24
30ii,6o|
36*,352

Aggregate amount of liabilities in-

OF

93,000.00
440,402 00

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1*14.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
# 9,748.35
claim*,
Amount required to safely re In
sure a’l outstanding risk*’,
139,749.65
AII other demand* against the com
7.639.54
pany, viz. <-<iinmi-t>ii>n-, !<•.,

$302,ST,'.*.80

Inabilities, except net surplus,
Surplus beyond liabilities,

ELLSWORTH,

first

$

of the company

Aggregate of all the admitted asset*
at their actual value,
#677,1*54.00
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1*94.

net

<

Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value,
Ixians secured by collaterals.
Ca»h in the company's principal of
flee and In bank,
Interest due and urcrued,
Premiums in due course of collection,

Stocks and bonds, market value,
244,267.5u
Loans secured bv collaterals and
178,450 oo
personal loans,
Cash in office and In bank,
17,134 36
1 nterest due ami accrued,
9,1*2.»15
I’rtmlumo in due course «*f collection, 17,105.4:*

eluding

bond and mortgage

tlr-f

niiirtirnir,,^

liens),

box of

a

on

liens),

MASS.
Incorporated and Commenced Lupines* In 1848.
1. KVI SpKAGrE, Pres.
Edward M Ti < ke. Sec.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1894.

That Box
It's

Loans

Traders & Mechanics Ins. Co,
LOWELL,

Go Get

rose

Dyspepsia,
it gives

Eruption*

41

d
\

Manufacturer and Dealer in

STEAM

vour

the wise is j

to

EMiSWORTU,

x

E. F. KO HINSON.

is

Frederick A. Coombs,

\

too.

loss

1

^

>rnin^

$

-w.

hearing

House, Fel>. 7, 1895, at 2 o’clock t>. m., on petition of David K. Hunker and 29 others of
Sullivan, and of W. H. Lawrence and 45
others for the division of the town of Sullivan ami the incorporation of the town of
Sorrento. By order of Committee.
It. A. Rykrson, Secretary.

Until Feb. 15.

.lewelrj and

:et_

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
Committee on Towns will give a pubrpHK
at their room in the State
X lie

rPHK Committee

cided

lour in
ii• *»11" to

^

patterns

sufficient.

—

the after
( rP/ 1 | I
tnake it a
\\
y >
v I
ll
a .-Itch
-eldoin ck
ailed but never excelled.’*
My stock of watches* have the Walt am
liecd Ho
lU'Oeui. lit. ami e I,-<• ue I; t 1

JW

and

our

A word

gain.

(
('ATTAIN ''"'k'U/V'rj:
an.J
the
1

p. in., on an act granting to Krm st L. Abbott
and Charles F.. Moore the right to establish
ami maintain a ferrv between the towns of
Sullivan and Hancock in the county of Han
cock
By order of Committee.
W. J. Knowlton, Secretary.

of all.

tastes

Remember,

Accompanist.

-•

riA'i’ |

room

stock is of

•*

at* will open at I’AROIIER'S
The -.'tie "f
DIM *. "To RE. >aturd.*> morning, KehruarA
at
o'clock, am! will he limited to ton ticket*
Out of town
to
each
patron* can
person
E Au-tln, care
M'curr -eat- l'\ addre**lnjf \
of the El t.**w *>KTH NMKItli'AN.

1

make

LEGISLATE K NOTICE.
Judiciary will give a
r|,HK Committee on
1 public hearing at their room in the State
House. Tuesday, Feb’y 26, 1895, at 2 o’clock

400 Double Rolls at 10c.
“
8c.
250

The management will spare no
SPECIAI
pain* or o\p*n*c t«• m.-.ke the production of j
thi* popular opera fir*t rla** in every p irtic
uiar, and one ot the l»e*t mu*ieal and dramatic
event* ever gix en in thi* x icinlty.

x

the

to suit

daughter*

t

at once to

for

goods.
excellent quality,

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Priscilla, the Pretty Pilgrim,
>11** Mabel Monaghan
M vies Standl-h, the doughty captain.
F W. Rollins
John Alilen, the friend in need..... E. E. Parker
William Bradford, Governor of New
.J. A. Cunningham
1*1\ m11u h
Hntebnd lliggin*. agent of the good
F. Redman
"Max
flower’’.E
-hip
Sijuaiito. a "reformed red man.H. E. l>avl*
Rc-ignation, a middle aged -pinster.
Ml-.* t.eorgia R. Ha-ting*
Barhara. ) 3 "Mar-i Mr*. J. V. Cunningham
Mr*. J. A. Peter*, jr.
flower"
Faith.
I Ml** s. Alice Moore
hud*,
Prudence,'
Crioru* of Pilgrim fa her*, mother*, sons ami

d

which must be

new

Tuesday Evening, Fell. 19,1895.

Prices: 50c., Ji5c.,

immense stock

I he

PILGRIM’S PROXY.

Min* MARY F. HOPKINS,

an

Paper,

of Wall

-OR THE-

from ladies who wished to show their appreciation of the interest lie has manifested and
proposes to manifest in behalf of woman sufT
rage. Really it is said that two of the gentleman’s Ellsworth friends were responsible for
tills innocent diversion, and in the midst of the

Blotches and
satisfaction.

time to time,

“PmSCILLH”

came

Children Who Muter
from scrofulous, skin or scalp diseases, ought
to be given Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical I Ms
covery, for purifying the blood. For children
who are puny, pale or weak, the “Discovery”
is a tonic wlilch builds up both tle->h and
strength. What is said of it for children ap
plies equally to adults As an appetizing, restorative tonic. It sets at work all tiie processes
of digestion and nutrition, rouses every organ
into natural action, and brings back health and
strength. In recovering from “grippe”, or in
convalescence from pneumonia, fevers, and
other wasting diseases, it speedily and -urely
invigorates and builds up the whole system.
For ail diseases caused by a torpid liver or

»v

have accumulated, from

sold

petition
of

liberty

__

WALL
We

»

give a
in the
State House, as follows:
7:
30
p. m., petition
Monday. Fel>. is, 1K95, at
Of VrthurT. Hall ami 153 others fir the repeal
of the existing law- relating to tin manufacture and sale of Oleomargarine, and the enactment of other laws relating theni...
Wt Inesday. Feb. 20, 1895,
p m
an act amendatory <«f Sec. T» of chap. 27. of
the K. s. ns amended by ( hap. 110 of the Public Laws of 1KM7, relating to the sale of liquors
hy t he State Agency.
Wednesday, Feb. 20 1895, at 2 o'clock p. m.,
.hi act to provide pure, unadulterated intoxicating liquors for lawful sale within this
Stale, and to repeal Sections 15, 16, 17, 18. 19
and 2u of Chap. 27, It. S., relating to the State
Agency for the sale of intoxicating liquors.
Thursday, Feb. 21, 1895, at 2 o’clock p. m.t
resolve for an amendment to the » onstitution
abrogating amendment five relating to the
manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors.
By order of the committee.
W. J. Kmowlton. Secretary.

lhr bt->t ti**h marlor parin'-* tt?*.
fill Mum

'nt of

NOTH

will
r|8|lF. ommittee on atJudiciary
their room
X public bearing-

„lDuatisf meats.

-OF-

taking

and said
•I wish to say to the House that years ago,
when tic* black man of the South was* trying to
l»e liberated and trying to get equal rights with
| the white man, that the State of Maine furni-htai
one of tic* great apostles of
who came
forward, the lion. Hannibal Hamlin, an advowe
have
cate of their cause.
another
Today
question of emancipation before us; and we
have an illustrious son of a more illuMrlousire, whom it is understood by the ladies will
For some reason they
advocate their cause.
I think ft
got this idea into their head*.
j have
must nave leaked out from the judiciary com
tnittee, and ir is the reason why this beautiful
1 bouquet has been presented to our distinguished
memner.”
(Applause.)—Kennebec Journal,
Feb. 1.

MAHKI-. I
in ccntr.il

Mil" *'
rr- addrt -•».
-It r. 'I
hlict \. W..I
>"_

1'KOIUCTIOX

<;|{ \M>

Honoring Kepre>entative Hamlin.
In the House, in the course of proceedings
wh»*n there was a lull for an instant, a large
bouquet of choice flowers was brought in ami
l*lae.‘«| upon Mr Hamlin’s desk. Presumably it

impure

*

Xoticcc.

GfSL ITH

Event of the Season. paper:

Tunk pond in township

applause, Hon. W. T. Haines

1^I>H

ti.-ul

ELLSWORTH.

HANCOCK HALL.

No. 7.
Jan. 30— Mr. Kane, of Brooklin, preprinting
sented an act to repeal chapter 529 of the
cent thirty-year jbonds authorized by failure, but like that charga, for dash and special laws of 1893 relating to the taking
I of smelts in Bluehill bay.
the specie resumption act of 1875, but bravery, this whole army of women
Jan. 30— Mr. Hamlin presented remonas Maine’s no- !
what amount will be issued is not yet ought to be immortalized
j stranees against legislation enabling the
hundred.
ble six
| city of Ellsworth to return to town govknown. Mr. Cleveland is said to favor
for the first
So much
engagement— eminent.
advertising for bids without stating
Jan. 31—Mr. Kingman, of Hancock, preThe scene of
the
! victory doubtful.
sented bill to repeal chapter 267 of public
any specified amount, and accepting second battle is in the Augusta opera
laws of 1893, entitled an act for the better
all satisfactory bids, but the cabinet is house, “in
legislature assembled”, by protection of sheep.
Jan. 31—Mr. Hamlin presented an act to
understood .to be divided on that idea complimentary tickets; Lady Somerset
extend and amend the charter of theElisas the orator of the day—subject, “Womworth street railway company, and authThe Spring Election.
en’s Suffrage.”
orize its construction across navigable
Ellsworth s city election takes place
The lady is very stout—a fine specimen tide waters.
Ae of Kru'lish ladies, in a olaiu but costl\
Mr. Hamlin presented petition
Feb. 1
this year on Monday, March -4.
I of William B. Mitchell and twenty-six
black dress, easy and graceful in motion
yet but little interest is manifest.
The democratic city committee, it and gesture; with a clear, soft and per- ; city of Ellsworth to return to town form
is said, has organized, aud the othei suasive voice that captures her audience of government.
Feb. 2— Mr. Kane, of Brooklin, presentday sent a representative to the chair- and convinces the previously-indifferenl ed petition asking for protection of trout
ladies in the audience that they needec
land-lo -ked salin m in White and
and
committee
man of the republican city
1
Pierce’s ponds, in Penobscot.
this weapon of defence to protect theii
to consult as to the chances for a non-

political,

.tdoria.

Amusements.

peti-

for legislation
tish from Little

t

silverware,

Eden,

Desert Island,
asking for municipal suffrage for women.
v-t wo

Child,

\v •■ria.

pave h

site crie>. for

HOUSE.

Jan. 29 Mr. Kodiek, of
sented petition <>f Dr. K. .1
seven!

wo

Miss, she clung to Castori*.
Children, she gave them Costori*.

When she had

in

IN

sick,

When she became

same was

the House by Mr. Sprague,
of Swan’s Island, the same day.
Jan. 30 Senator Simpson presented remonstrances of E. E. Wooster and sixty
others; of Will Clark and sixty-four
others: of Nathan i\ Smith and fiftythree others, and of Joseph IE West and

presented

was a

Costumes by Raymond, of Boston.

Jan. 29 Senator Spofford presented a
bill to authorize the building of a fish
weir in Sand cove. Also a petition for
o/

was

Baby

When she

IN THE SENATE.

un

SOO pairs Ladies’ si**» t1* to i1-*
■jno pairs Men's No 7.
from #1.to tJ 4..
No. fund's,
lt«» p.>
*J ->
from fi n»
»
H
rents
pound paid for
from $l.l« to #1.7V
o, It. HiKMiOi. Maie stmi.
o d rubbtr>.

Shoes

One troublesome question
and throats need frequent wet- legislature.
ting. (they should be oiled) to keep them would be settled on true republican
in
in order to read, by title, those various
Otherwise, the ballot
principles.
documents in that monotonous, hum- woman's hands may not
prove her
drum tone which is characteristic of of- : palladium, but “only a^barren scepter in
LOBBY.
ficial readings in legislative bodies.
| her grasp.”
Every motion becomes a vote silently,
STATE SOLONs.
by mutual consent, unless some member
raises an objection in the form of some
other legitimate motion, which is very Doings of the Law-Makers -Gossip
About the State House.
rarely made, but if so made, is carried by
The past week has been a busy one, but
the same unexpressed or silent vote.
This is a great surprise to any person principally noteworthy on account of imwho
on his tirst visit to legislative halls,
portant committee hearings. The most
with his important hearings in relation to general
compares the actual experience
ideal legislature, framed on the basis of hills -were the tish and game, Tuesday,

■

to

LETTER.

tongues

«|.|>ll<-au.ni.

ki.ev

Special

Jfor JSalt.

semi-annual!v enroll the nun. Dave a
for women voters lo
i general election day
< apitol In*
vote “yes" or “no" on this question.
tlio
\l>out
and
in
Doings
if tin
majority vote, b* .ng say one
tcrestingl.v Described,
let that be
all enrolied. is “ye*.
third
special I*' Thk AMKKH an
and w ide.
broad
doors
all
the
final.
Open
ArorsTA. Feb. 4.
and let her vote in all elections. This
since mv last letter to Thf. Amkrican, would settle the vexed question, and in a
he legislative
hopper has been daily way that ought to be satisfactory to
would gradually
Women
tilled with bills, petitions and remon- both sixes.
The machinery is not in its assume t he new rights and duties w it h nil
strances.
« xthat i- t herein implied.
present stage very complicated : and,
e ft
for the presiding officers, whose
There need be no more charges on the
At tit sTA

specialty.

Pamphlet.

|

3M>cvtiscmrnt0.

jj

MIDNIGHT ViSnOk.

A

Mother Should I»« t'rrpurrd to
lll> Croup The I»c«< Hrim-sly.
H. 1, 1'rlrpram.)
... /hr Priu i'lcnce,
more
terror to a
\\ h it word carries
insidious visitor
,1,,-r tlmii croup, that
.teals upon her chi dren at night when
are closed and physicians not
Jin reach. ('roup docs it# deadly work
und if not met at the outset with
almost sure In
Itrincrnt methods is mother
prove a
should seen a
enn'iucrnr. Kn-ry
can reach it at the first
she
wiiere
.lv
ni
„..;i, I,.irk. It ha# been truly said that
Davis’ Pain-Killer on (lie
■ botih’of Perry
in1 shelf insures greater safety from
|
h ills than would a doctor in your house,
Pain-Killer was the chief remedy of our
with all the advances of scigrandfathers and been
found to take it# place.
•neenothing has
j-nr croup it is without an equal. An
was
this
vesterdsy Cited to a
Instance of
Mrs. J. B. U. Hoskins, of No.
„ s.rter bv
wife of one of the
|i) Marion Street the
sturdv wheelwrights of Providence, K. I.
the
knows
anxiety, the torture
“Nobody
af mind t have experienced because of
of sleep I have lost while
trmip. Hours
watching at the bedside of my boy, who has
a
thousand deaths from
almost
red
iu tic
I tried every
worst form.
group in its
remedv that kind friends could suggest.
was
in
I
and
despair. PainAll failed me,
disease.
killer linallyconquered the terrible
Mr boy is now seven yearsold, and whenever
I
is
returning give PainI see that croup
Killer. In twenty minutes the trouble is
to sleep.
over and we both go
“Pain-Killer? Why I wouldn't be withmoment for a king s
a
house
mv
out it in
I feel as though it cured my 2hransom.
after all other
vear old son of bronchitis
remedies failed and it saves! me the prnha broken artery,
from
limb
a
of
loss
able
raised by the kick of a vicious horse.
Pain-Killer at onee reduced the swelling

LAST

THE

i

j

and

NORTH

ROAD

MEETING

OF

STATION

ELLSWORTH
AND

ACCEPTED

BUILDERS

REIMBURSED—BAY VIEW STREET
EXTENSION.

The board of aldermen held u threehour session Monday evening,
it was
not the amount of business that caused
this long session, but the consideration
of the North Ellsworth station road report, which was presented.
It lias all along been understood that
this road would be accepted and the
builders reimbursed for money expended
ou it, when the depot was completed, and
the people of North Ellsworth have been
given so to understand. But when the
report was presented, and the matter
came before the board, there seemed a
disinclination on tiie part of members of
the board to place themselves on record
as favoring the road.
The discussion was at no time animated. The report was allowed to lie
idly in the centre of the table, or was
pushed slowly and solemnly from one
member to the other.
The aldermen

_

!

REGULAR

to-night.”
Possible question

lere

title of land was
Mr. Maddocks stated
* hen broached.
* hat fifteen responsible men of North
^ Sllsworth had bought the land for the

REPORT

OF THE

^ 1

3
£

BUY

I

A

|

MEETING.

The full board was present, Mayor Higin the chair.
Minutes of previous meeting read and

3

Cents

o

3

BOTTLE OF

J

Pareto’s

| Comped Syrup i
| While Pine and Tar, j
3
3
3
|

COLDS, COUGHS, BRONCHITIS,
HOARSENESS, LOSS OP
VOICE, Etc.

3
3
3

Cou^h Syrup Sales

3

»

Our

^

have been

j

constantly on IS
increase, but to far- ^

the
»-

ther

introduce

^

adopt

this

for

a

few

it

^
^

we

plan

coupon

days.

approved.

13

read and

was

:o
KOI.I, OF ACCOUNTS NO.
FUN li.

Si’hool

llou^c,
**

**

•*

**

•*

Coin. H.

Sch’l,
•*

*•

.lolin II. Donovan,
Moses I. Mayo,
V' llonsev A Son,
Charles F. Plo,
II H. Phillips,
A. W. Curtis,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.,
A W. Cu'lunan A Co.,
Charles F Plo,
John K. Koval,

American Book
Kills Pub.
Fire

Dcp’t.

<

Co.,

o

oonihs,
city llose-Co. No. 2,
Woodward Bros.,
Fdwarl Brady, jr.,
A. W. Curtis,
I. II t u-hiimn,
K F. Jordan,
John P. Kldrldge,
Frederick

A. (

nce,

AMOUNT.

Clifton 3. Stover,

Police,

draw

no other
tl.dt 111,.

none

die vote

$33.33
>417

costs
nuK-.ir

his warrant for the

Two voices

12.

NAMK.

Mrs.

iccept the road. The aye and nay vote
Means. Bevas doubted by Alderman
’ore the second vote was taken by roll•all, Mr. Maddocks withdrew the original
notion and presented the following:
Voted, That t lie sum of $310.76 be paid
he persons as reported on the North
Ellsworth station road, when the city
ihall have received a warranty deed, and
thuwn that

Roll of accounts No. 12

1

""

from

ution to pay the amount asked for and
1

gins

10 c.
I
I THIS COUPON

were

in the

was

not

are to
>„> n 111

be in-

hnri-/f>rl

heard in the affirma-

negative; but this time
doubted.

10.00

SELL

B. T. Sowle, with energy
of the committee

stance

TO

on

ami

Orrington for

the

the farmers and

public

at the in-

manufactures

of the board of trade, has made

trip to
purpose of talking with
studying the effects of
a

number of

Orrington

is

a

village

nine

or

ten

miles

Cor additional

j

County Xeics

see

other

pages.

HVnt HaiM'iM'U.

j

farmer in Orrington pretends
business of making butter and
marketing it at Bangor. All sell cream to
the creamery. There is no instance of a
person having changed from the creamery to the old system of home-made butter, marketed by personal labor. Many
farmers sell all their cream, and buy
creamery butter for their own use.
Many persons in Ellsworth know

IN MKMORIAM.

i

66

12 'H)
32.21;

He

j
!

tains

watering trough,

the water

port.
GRAY -BoWOKN—At Franklin. Jan. 20, by
Rev. A. II llan-eom, Miss Abide I. Gray of
Bluehill to Freeman N. Bowden of Penobscot.

•*

•*

•'

1

••

*•

•*

•*

•*

*•

I GEO. A. PARCH Ell. 3
E

DRUGGIST.

^
SiiliUlUiUilllUlUlUiUiUlUrc

Wiggins
Headache Powders.
Sure Cure

for

Headache.

It \ RTKR —A t Deer l-lc. Jan.
I II’TC III N'SON
C. W. Green. Mi-s Ida Hutchin2s, by Re\
son to t harles <». Barter, both of Deer Isle.
l*o|.LARI) dll L< <>TT -At Boston, Jan. 2'.*,
Iiy R-v. L. B MacDonald, Mis- Mia M Pol
lard of Bo-ton to Hamlin F. Chilcott, formerly of Fll.-worth.
—

being

DIED.
\i
BOWDOIN
Bui'ksjiort. Jan. HI. Flias
Bowioiii, aged 7H years, 7 month-, 21 days.
CARY —At Flnden, Mas-. Jan. 27. Howard M
Cary, formerly of Fd* n, aged 57 years, G
months, i,{ days.
CK\ BTKFF-At Mt. Desert Ferry, Jan. 21,
Karl Newcomb, -on of I -aac I. and Nancy F.
Crabtree, aged H years, G months.
At Bangor, Jan. HI, Mrs. Sarah
F I.Dill DG F
M. Fldrldgo of Kll-worth, aged >2 years, G
months.
KIM It \ LL— At Amherst, Jan. 29, Mrs. Deborah Kimball, aged 71 years, 2*'. days.
G< ITT -At Orland, Jan. 27, Mrs. Fmma S. Gott,
aged 52 years, 24 day-.
HAN* <)('K At Orland, Jan. 2H, J. Sewall Han
cock, aged 7G years, 7 months, 19 days.
—

—

HolMiDoN At orland, Felt. 2. Sarah B., wife
of Robert F. llodgdon, aged 4H years, 2
months.
HASS —At Bucksjiort, Feb. 2, Charles Hass,
aged 49 years, 2 mouths, 14 days.
MCFARLAND—At Salisbury Cove, Fell. 4, infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lester McFarland, age* l 1 month.
MONTKITH—At Merchant’s Island, Jan. 21,
Alexander Montelth, aged GG years, H days.
RICH A KDSON— At Bar Harbor, Feb. 3, William
T. Richardson, aged Hi) years.
RING—At Orland, Feb. H, Ilosea J. Ring, aged
54 years, lu months, 13 days.
SCAM MON—At Sullivan, Dec. 19, Theresa A.
Scammon, aged 4 months.
—

aufacrtiBcmcnts.

Powders have been sold for
the past five years, and have
not failed in a single instance.
I
Relief in fifteen minutes.
or refund
the
warrant them

My

Twelve

money.

box for 25 cts.
If you try them

always

use

once

in

you will

them.

For Nervous
ache and

powders

or

Sick Head-

Neuralgia.

NO CURE, NO PAY.

S. I).

Wiggin. Druggist.

No. 1 Main St..

1

Ellsworth,

go TO

WOODWARD
WHOLESALE

4a Main

AND

RETAIL

DRUGGISTS,

Kllsworth.
Street,
(Opp. Huston Clothing Store).

We have one of the largest Storks of Drugs,
Chemicals, Patent Medicines, Perfumed and
Toilet articles In Eastern Maine.

New Store.

New Goods.

AMERICAN HOUSE,
ELLSWORTH, ME,

WILLIAM WEEKS, Proprietor.

Centrally
station

located; within easy reach of the
and the budlnsas part of the town.
**er ***** sPecla* rates to regular

hoard*0

“I can’t help my dislike for it”, said
Meandering Mike. ‘I oncet seen a sign
‘n the suburbs
that said ‘water works’,
an’ I never could have no
respect for it
fience.”

“Pride,” said Uncle Eben, “am ter de
Chilian whut bakin’ powdak am ter de
cookin’. Yoh can’t raise ’em right wifoi.fc
W, but too much am gwine ter spile Ym,

sho.’

_

1

1

OF

Hood’s

i

Sarsaparilla,

You smile
if you

at the idea.

But

sufferer from

are a

Dyspepsia
And Indigestion, try a bottle, and before you have taken half a dozen doses,
you will involuntarily think, and no
doubt exclaim,

“That Just Hits It!”
“That soothing effect is a magi*
touch!” Hood's Sarsaparilla gently
tones and strengthens the stomach
and digestive organs, invigorates th*
liver, creates a natural, healthy desire
for food, gives refreshing sleep, and
in short, raises the health tone of the
entire system.
Kemember

HOOd’S pS

Cures
Hood’s Pills cure liver ills, constipation,
illlousness, jaundice, sick headache. Indigestion

Maine Central Uuilroad.
HARBOR TO BANGOR.

BAR

A. M. p.M. p.M.

10 30
BAR H ARBOR.
1 45
sorrent... 3 15
Sullivan. <45
1120.12 45 4 15
Mt. Desert Ferry.
Hancock. Ml 2* 1 00 4 25
Franklin Road. Mi 3G 1 15 4 35
11
140 4 50
ELLSWORTH.
El I-worth Falls. Ml 55 1 50 |4 55
Green Lake. 02 15 1230 5 17
Lake House. M2 23 |2 45 f5 27
Fgerv’s Mills. M2 20 +2 50>5 31
5 35
Holden.. f 12 29 3
12 47 3 35 fo 55
Penob-cot 'Junction.
Bangor, Ex. St. 12 55 3 50 G 05
1 00. 3 55 G 10
BANGOR, M. C.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

j

501

ftoj

B ANGOR.
Bangor, Kx. >t
l’enoh-eot -Iunction.
llohh-n.
Egery’s Mill.
Lake II011 e.
Green Lake.
Ellsworth Falls..
ELLSWORTH
Franklin Road.
Hancock..
Mt Desert Ferrv.
..

Sullivan...'.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.

A. M. A.M. V.M.
7 00 8 15 0 50
7 05 8 25 G 55

7
7
+7
+7
+7
8
8

14 8 40 704
3*. 9 15 7 27
39 ffl 20|t7 30
43 til 28 f7 34
53 9 45 f7 44
15 10 25! 8 07
20 10 351 8 12
8 34 11
8 27
8 42 11 28 8 37
8 50 11 40! 8 43
9 10 12 05
9 35 12 30
1005 100.J930

uoj

EStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
I Weather permitting ferry passage.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. .John.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellaworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.

on

F

PAYSOX TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.
Dec. 28, 1894.

ROYAL
-AND-

GOLD CLARION
The Host Perfect RANGE is the World,

Overpowering

1

Magic Touch

Local Time Table—Dec. 30, 1894.

BROWN-BKOOKS—At Ellsworth, Fob. 2, by
Rev. L D. Coehr me, Mi-- Nellie F. Brown to
William G. Brooks, both of Kll-worth.
CF< >ss* »N -M* >K \ N—At Ellsworth, Jan. HI, by
Rev. J. I). O'Brien, Miss Agnes Maud ( lo->
son of Sedgwick to Janies Moran of Bluehill
CROCK F.R -H\I.L—\t Yinalhaven, Jan, HO.
by Rev. W. K Ga-kin, Mi-- Elbe A Crocker
of Yinalhaven to James E. Hall, of liu<*ks

a

a

Sullivan, Jan. 24, to Mr. aiul Mrs.
Harvey Ash, a daughter.
BOWDEN At Orland, dan. 20, to Mr. and Mrs.
Darling K. Bowden, a son.
CROWLEY -\t Indian Harbor, dan. 23, to Mr.
and Mrs. Klmer K. Crowley, a daughter.
GRIN DDE —At Bluehill, dan. 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward A. orlndie, a son.
HODGDON—At Orland. dan. 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert K. Ilodgdon, a daughter.
MOORE—At Port Townsend, Wash., dan. 13, to
Mr. ami Mrs. Arthur II. Moore, a son.—
I William Hunter.|
SAPNDKRS—At Surry. Feb. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hollis K. Saunders, twins, [son and daughter.]
TRACY—At Sullivan, dan. 18, to Mr. and Mrs.

bought

there about six years ago. He has
business of selling cream to the
factory for about two years. Mr. Sowle
had the pleasure of looking over his
whole plant. He has two barns—one a
hay barn, the other devoted to hay and
cows.
He is now milking fourteen cows,
and proposes to increase the number to
twenty-live in the near future.
On the side of the cow barn next the
tie-up he has built a shed-roof addition,
divided into three parts.
The lirst confarm

14.

The

MARRIED.

carried in pipes from a well on a hill near
by. He has a constant supply of clear,
running water. There is room here for
In
four or live cows to drink at once.
another part is a room which he calls a
5 4>
light.
“creamery,” which opens into the third
Klectrlc Light, Kll-woril- Kl.ctri.- Ilium
Her loving parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
no.22
compartment, which is the ice-house.
inating Co.,
H.
McFarland, her three sorrowing 1 The women of the household have
136 30
Bangor Dully News,
Library,
and
the
other
and
brothers
sister,
only
O.'.mi
\ W Cudinmn A Co.,
I nothing to do with handling the milk.
Sclio.d,
members of the family circle, to whom
Austin 11. Joy,
1.75
It goes from the barn into the creamery,
are
as
their
own
o.
as
dear
life,
to
K. King A Merrill,
2.63 ! ■die was
and is there handled and the cream deMorrison A Joy,
1.21 j railed to sit in the shadow of a great
The skimmed
livered to the collector.
6.H4
K W. Lord,
affliction. How much they will miss her milk is fed
to the pigs,
largely
1.20
A.
Pureher,
tJeorge
in every place, save in their own hearts—
Mr. Sowle talked with the members of
5.20
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.,
they will always find her there, and her several households, and in many cases
John 1*. Kldrldge,
8.02
will be sweeter than the violets
memory
Amerh'an Book Co.,
1.32
found that the wives did not know how
Text Book,
□ f spring.
(Jinn A ( o
4 60
This shows that a
many cows were kept.
J Her
were
but
sufferings
severe,
calmly
Lewis Hodgkins,
38.00
Contingent,
great burden is removed from the
and
us
be
let
and patiently endured,
H. B. Phillips,
6.25
woman’s shoulders. All women are in
2.00 ! [hankful that in a merciful providence
John M. Hale A Co.,
favor of the creamery system.
K. W. Lord,
47.73
her fatal illness lasted only nine days.
Mr. Richardson’s two years’ experience
6.00
James T. Cushman,
Mrs. Dodge had a thoughtful mind,
in the creamery system has been very
W. J. Logan,
2.00
was deeply interested in books and polite
**
24.20
satisfactory in every way. He says that
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.,
literature.
Singing was her special he is now
M. II. Cray,
3.00
getting more money off his
voice
her
rich
contralto
and
gave
:alent,
Kverett 3. Means,
18.00
farm than he ever got before.
His cream
and
has
all
who
heard
it
to
pleasure
57 00
Frank 3. Lord,
High School,
netted him a fraction less than twenty
a
afflicted.
heart
A. W. Curtis,
1.18
wrought comfort to many
cents per pound of butter during the last
Daniel Hurley,
1.50
Her counsels were judicious, and bore
Sidewalk,
year. More money comes into the vil45.47
Whitcomb, Hay nes A Co.,
veight with those whom she advised,
"
lage, and the farmers are more prosperous
18.15
Charles I. Welch,
j ihe had a large company of friends, who
than ever before. They all say the cream9.76
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.,
Bridge,
vere closely attached to her by her kind
ery has done it.
Total,
$1,096.80
y heart, her amiable disposition, and
The condition of the village goes to
manners.
Application of James T. Cushman for gentle
recent increase in prosperity.
show a
so
from
this
She
was called
world,
appointment as constable at large, acNew paint goes on; recent additions are
in
and
with
sadness
•heckered
sorrow,
companied by bond, was presented, acfences and all farm buildings
as
she was but visible;
he morning of life,
cepted,and Mr. Cushman duly appointed.
look neater and better kept. If a man
hirty-four years of age at her death. It wants to know what a
The clerk stated that this was the last
creamery will do,
incident that she had
regular meeting of the present board and j vas a pathetic
he may go to Orrington and spend a day.
that next Monday evening the finance j noved into her new cottage, arranged
Mr. Sowle also interviewed Arthur
committee must report, and he must pre- I ind fitted up by her superior judgment King, of Orrington, a farmer who always
four weeks, when
ind
taste,
only
good
He found that i
pare his annual report.
had a market for all his produce at Ransummoned to her home in
die
was
different funds had been overdrawn as
He now keeps a larger number of
gor.
loved
to
the
there
meet
neaven,
many
follows;
He is
cows, and sells to the creamery.
receive
her.
to
nnes gladly waiting
Fire department. $205.08
much pleased with the result, and says
ll.nl
1,.,
Iw.
23 45 ( “Thus lived, thus died she;
Text bonk
Never more on her shall sorrow light.
274..Vi
School huu-e.
ever got before.
This seems to be the
She was not made, through years or moons,
10.07 !
Sidewalk.
general verdict of the whole village.
The inner weight to hear,
76.85
Library.
The method of operation of the Bangor
Width colder hearts endure
Other funds, notably the bridge fund,
creamery is very similar to the proposed
Till they are laid, by age, in earth."
had not been drawn heavily upon, and
here.
The Babcock test is
The funeral services were conducted by operations
the clerk asked, in order to balance the
used in testing the cream.
As above
of Ellsworth, assisted
David
L.
Rev.
Vale,
accounts, that money be transferred from
stated the price paid for cream averaged
choir
of his church, at the home
tlie
jy
these funds to the fundsthat were short.
The
>f her parents, Jun. 21.
About two hun- a little less than twenty cents.
The following transfers were voted:
dred relatives and friends were present to cream is collected three times per week.
Fire department, from bridge fund,
$300
It is entirely possible to get a creamery
"
pay a last tribute of respect to our dear
50
Text book,
started at Ellsworth with a little coAnnie, who was esteemed byallVho had
School house,
30o
operation on the part of the farmers and
Sidewalk,
5$p enjoyed her friendship, seen her bright
others in the vicinity who can keep cows.
80
miile, and heard the music of her voice.
contingent fund,
Library,
Don’t hang back and see whether your
H.
Feb. 1.
that
Lord
stated
Supervisor-of-Schools
is going into it and what he
neighbor
the resignation of C. S. Stover left the
Lanioine.
makes out of it before you start. If all
OBITUARY.
city without a truant officer, and sugshould show that
spirit we could not
Nellie M., wife of George E. Pierce,
gested the name of James T. Cushman for
start a peanut stand here.
Mr. Cushman was aplied at her home in Igunoine after a long
appointment.
Let the farmers take hold of this project
tnd painful illness, Jan. 27, aged fortypointed.
earnestly. It is primarily for their adAlderman Means of the committee on
fight years.
vantage. Merchants and others of EllsMrs. Pierce was a lady of much energy
streets, reported in relation to the petiworth will reap the benefits after the
tion of A. VV. Curtis and others asking , md force of character. She was a faithfarmers have money in their pockets—
for the extension of Bay View street to
ul wife, a kind mother, and the sick and
not before.
had
exUnion street, that the committee
( uffering
always found in her a true
The creamery is all ready to start as
amined the premises, and found that
rlend. During her illness of two years soon as a
sufficient number of cows is
there would be no land damages, and rehe was patient, and her intense suffering
pledged. Every other arrangement has
ported in favor of granting the petition. > vas borne without a murmur. All that been made. No one
disputes that it will
The report was accepted.
oving hearts could suggest was done to
be a great benefit to the farmers of the
1 elieve her pain.
NORTH ELLSWORTH STATION ROAD.
Her death falls heavily on her aged county, and to the city. Let us all take
The report of the mayor and aldermen , not her for whom she cared for several
nold, and instead of 400, see that 800 cows
ears.
who had viewed the new road at North
The husband and children mourn
are pledged this week.
1 he departure of a faithful companion
Branch
Pond
to
Ellsworth,
leading
At this writing, John C. Gordon, who
nd mother. They have the
sympathy of
station, was presented.
he entire community in which they live.
will own and manage the creamery, and
The report describes the road, recom“A precious one from us has gone,
B. C. Brett, of Lewiston, of the A. S. A
A voice we loved is stilled,
mends its acceptance, and the payment of
E. F. Goss Co., dealers in creamery supA place is vacant in our home,
land damages and bills for work done on
Which never can be tilled.
plies, are in the city, and will be here till
God in His wisdom has recalled
the road, amounting to $310.76.
The boon Ills love hi.d given;
Friday or Saturday. They are here to exAlderman Means said he would not
And though the hotly slumbers now,
plain the system, answer any questions
The soul is with him who gave."
Bign the report, as he was not in favor of j
relative to the methods of operation, and
W.
granting the damages asked, lie thought ;
to meet and make the acquaintance of
this road matter should be ventilated. 1
Business Notices.
a
road
not
favor
on
He did
expending $300
[ Tapley’s‘‘Bread Winner" out wears all other
Unlike most proprietary medicines, the
formula of Dr. J. C. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
that would benefit very few, and would g iioes.
and
other preparations are cheerfully sent
probably need further repairs next spring.
Thin or gray hair and bah! heads, so displeas- to
any physician who applies for them.
Alderman Maddocks argued that the j. ig to many people as marks of age, may bo Hence
the special favor accorded these
•300 was not lost; in fact, that it was, a ported for a long Mine by using Hull’s Hair well-known standard remedies
by the
1
World’s Fair commissioners.
financially, a good investment for the l ©newer.
•*

is now

want to make

—

business with Alderman J. P. Eldridge.
Mr. Richardson has an exceedingly in-

Orrington.

February

BOKIS.

a

at

The next meeting of the Hand-in-Hand
will be held Thursday evening,

circle

ASfl —At

no

teresting place

all.

!

now.

customers.

Now

pledge?
being made, but

Do not forget the entertainment this
(Thursday) evening by Charles Williams,
which is to be the last in the King’s
Daughters’ course. Great expectations are
centered on this entertainment, which it
is confidently believed will be the best of

will

better.
B. Walker McKeen, esq., secretary of
the Maine board of agriculture, has kindly consented to come to Ellsworth on
Friday, Feb. 15, and address the farmers
of Hancock county on the creamery, from
the farmers’ standpoint.
He will probably hold two meetings, one in the afternoon and one in the evening.
Hancock
hall will be the place.
The exact hour
will be announced later.
Mr. McKeen is an interesting speaker;
he knows his subject thoroughly, and the
farmers of this vicinity will be glad of
the opportunity of listening to him on a
subject which is interesting all of us just

from Bangor.
It will be seen at once
that the Orrington farmers have a market
for their butter, eggs, milk and produce
superior tothat offered the farmers in this
vicinity. When the Bangor creamery

to make

they

cows

Good progress
we

the creamery system iii that locality.]

made

At her residence in West Hancock, Jan.
21, Mrs. Annie M. Dodge passed from her
Her
her
•art h ly
to
heavenly home.
voting husband mourns the lo s of a
s.uo
beloved and affectionate wife; her infant
I V*. on
son does not yet realize, by reason of his
3 7*.
12.50 i tender age, the misfortune of being de.35 | prived of the care ami kindness of his
25.oft
mother, to whom his presence and sunny
1 25
unites had given such inexpressible de9

WHO

CREAMERY.

spirit characteristic of him,

a

Meeting adjourned.

*21.60
75

16.im)
1 -75

so

A VISIT TO SOME OK THE FARMERS OF

THE

[This department 1* conducted by the Handin Hand circle of the King’* Daughter* of Ellaworth. Headquarter* at Boom* I-and 13 Manning Block, Main street, Ellsworth ]

the full quota of 400
pledged before the last of the week

that definite arrangements can be
made in regard to beginning operations
in April. These gentlemen who have
come here will not have time to see all
the persons whom we hope will be interested in this project.
Will not all who can, and who are sufficiently interested to put in cows, call
before Saturday at the office of John A.
Peters, jr., of the committee, or on any
member of the committee, stating the

AWAY FROM YOU.

ORRINGTON

of the creamery.
is desired to have

cows

same.

lft.00

4.99
12S.88

It
DON’T LET THE CREAMERY SLIP

<£l)c King’s Daughters.

farmers and others who will be pat-

rons

James, receiving a
in
rarranty deed therefor, and they,
urn, would give a warranty deed lo the
started, many Orrington farmers hesitatity.
ed about patronizing it, thinking, some
Alderman Haynes did not think the
of them,that if they could sell their butter
harges for work on the road excessive,
,nd w'ould be in favor of allowing the at Bangor all the year round for about
twenty-five cents per pound this would
aine it road was accepted.
Alderman Nealley’s only objection was be doing better than by selling their
cream to the butter factory.
But they
hat the road would probably necessitate
idditional expenditure in the spring did not correctly figure cost of labor in
making their own butter and carrying it
vhen the frost came out of the ground.
to market, to say nothing of the chances
The report was finally accepted.
Alderman Maddocks presented a reso- of loss in having dealings with so many
oad

gazed intently at it, pondering deeply;
Alderman Maddocks, the champion of
the road, glanced searchingly from the
face of one alderman to another, like a
boxer, looking for an opening. Occasionally the spirit would move some memher, and his voice would break the stillhe advanced some opinion or
ness as
suggestion.

prevented blood-poisoning.”

to

the

!

;ity.

; tation

THE PRESENT BOARD.

Brerv

I

“The railroad company has built a
that will be taxed; the station
igent. who has moved there with his
amily lias built a house that will be
axed; a man is getting out wood—that
rill be taxed. The city will more than
It is a financial
f jet its money back.
^ ucccks for the city, to say nothing of the
The people of
< onvenienet* to the people.
s'orth Ellsworth have reaped no benefit
and
The road
I rom the high school.
1 lepot will make it possible for them to
* end
the children to the high school,
"here is any amount of ways in which
The people of
* his road
is a benefit.
iorth Ellsworth have been led all along
I o expect that the road would be ac( epted, and I hope to see it have a passage

THE CITY FATHERS.

FOR WOOD OR COAL.

remedy, and overwhelming
proof given in favor of
i JANA’S Sarsaparilla. The CURES
we quote are not only marvelous
in themselves, but they are related
by your own neighbors: people
living just where their stories are
is the

is the

at

puuiiaULU.

i.s

HU1WI.U

The Kind That Cures

CROCKERY WARE, 4

Dyspepsia, Rheumatism,

Female Complaints, Nervous
Prostration, La Grippe, Blood,
Nerve, Kidney, or Skin

Troubles,
its

for

has

record

equalled

been

never

in the annals of Medicine.

It is the fruit of scientific study
and experience, and its quick and
thorough action makes it a marvel
to

the medical

profession

everywhere. Its use to prevent disease
is as important as the cures made,
though not attracting so much atIt will shake off

tention.
check

fever, make

a

a

New Patterns and Designs New In

cold,

your food

4

4

TIN WARE.

4

For Retail Trade from Selected Stock.

Water

Piping G1VENA^RSN.

PLUMBING
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Thompson

Hi I her love of ease, and beauty, and symmetry. how rude, ami coarse, and hard
looked all her surroundings. It was only
one long monotonous round of homely
toil, unrelieved by any of the sweetnesses
and graces that might make every toil
pleasant. She did not often think of it,
init she remembered that day. with the
faintest little stir of regret. t hat she might
have been far differently situated; and as

lias time to 1'uss witli things that do. 't
Bring in some money -o
When chores ate done. I slip around
And get the garden hoe.
No, I'm not what I used to be,
Since mother went away.
She always sort of propped me up.
Ami now I’ve lost my stav.

looked up to the pretty French cottage
the hill, embowered in a perfect forest
of blossoming vines, and caught t he cool
gleam of urn and fountain, sonneting like
a
sigh trembled on her lips." “Squire
Burnham’s w ife didn't have to beg for a
paltry four dollars, that she might be able
to set a table decently," she thought bitshe
on

I want to be with her up there,
Where birds do alway s sing ;
Where the air i- sweet and pleasant,
.1 ust as it i- in spring.
The winters here are dreadful hard
Good-by, 1 hear the sheep;
It’s todd’ring time, 1 want to do
Enough to pay un keep.
—Susan Trail Terra in Hood Housekeeper
—

terly.

Mrs. Thompson stood by the kitchen
Sometable paring potatoes for dinner.
thing was evidently wrong with the little
for there whs an unmistakable air of

lady,

in the way she tossed the potatoes
into the pan of cool spring water, waiting
It was a sultry
thereto receive them.
July day. and through the open window

“spite"

scythes, blended

the

with

of the

robin, and the faint notes of the cuckoo
in the shaded wood. But it only irritated
Mrs. Thompson indeed everything irriLooking out from
tated her that day.
the back door out -h\n a lovely landscape,
broad reaches of mellow land,
with
fringed with graceful belts (if birch, and
softly-rounded m -untains lifting their
velvety foreheads to t fie white thecy
clouds, that went slowly sailing across
the exquisite it her. like huge drift- of
thistle-down. But this also irritated her:
evervii ing con'd be beautiful save her
life, and that v.as cold, and rude and
barren.
Jane
Lawrence had been an unusually romantic
girl. Ishc had always fancied she would
marry some fatuous artist or scholar, \\ ho
would take her to Rome or Venice, where
she would live in a perpetual dream of
beauty. Sue so loved beautiful things!
Perhaps all women do. and perhaps that
But to

begin

the

at

beginning:

is the reason so many barter love for gold.
But
ditrary : all her preconct ived notions, she married Robert Thompson, a

plain, pract ical
Italy, she went

farmer:
to live

at

and

instead

the old

of

home-

stead, wbied had been the abode of the
Thompsons Regenerations. And instead
of lounging in elegant studios, or gliding
down storied rivers in picturesque gondolas, she made butter and cheese, and raised poultry, and cooked dinners in the
long, low-ceiled kitchen fur three or four
men.
brown-handed, ravenous
great,
Quite a contra-t you will admit.
If she could have had things a little different, she wouldn’t have minded the
If she could have had
work so much.
soft carpets ami tasteful furniture, and
books, and pictures, and flowers. To be
sure, she had a little strip under the soutfi
windows, where a sweet briar grew, and
pinks, and sweet williams, and marigolds
But they
blossomed in their season.
were so old-fashioned; and she pined for
tue rare and elegant plants that she had
seen in conservatories and public gardens.
But Robert Thompson would as soon
have thought of buying the moon, as
useless things as
such
flowers.
And
though his wife earned them a dozen
times over, it never entered his head that
she did.
Indeed, he considered it a very
liberal thing when he gave her twentyfive dollars fall and spring, to buy her
clothing, and wondered vaguely where it
all went to, and if she had not some
hoarded away somew here.
As to books, there was the family bible,
with the record of all the Thompsons for
three generations. There was Fox’s book
1

an

.'hu 11

15«

nilu

A

English reader,

liei*

1111

1

which her

Thompson

had when he
was a boy and
went to
school in the little red school house up on
the “Pine Barrens.” Besides, there was
the report of the Board of Education,
Laws and Resolves, Patent Office Report,
and a pile of Farmer’s Almanacs for twenty-five yea:s, besides any number of documents upon the best and most improved
breed of cattle, the theory of under draining, rotation of crops, grass and forage
culture, etc., etc.
What could any reasonable person ask
for more than that? And as for pictures,
there was “From the Cradle to the Grave,”
an allegorial picture
painted in colors,
with a descriptive couplet attending each
particular stage of the journey: a sampler
which his mother had “worked at eleven
years of age,” and a very effective scene
illustrative of “The Lovers’ Parting,”
wherein a very red-cheeked damsel in
puffed sleeves, short waist and very low
neck, dissolved in the arms of the departing swain.
Certainly Mrs. Robert Thompson must
have been very hard to please. But the
particular matter of grievance on this

particular day

quite another thing.
The “Easterviile Sewing Circle
and
Ladies’Benevolent Society” was to meet
at the farm house the next Friday, and
Mrs. Thompson had set her heart on a
new set of white ware for the occasion,
that morning had broached the
and
was

her husband.
subject
W hat s the matter with these dishes?’’
ne asked, pointing to t he ‘mulberry and
white’ plates, which Mrs. Thompson was
to

washing.
“They are

when they feel
grieved, she remembered a score of other
things, equally needful and equally withfor Hubert Thompson was
in her means
w hieh had
not a poor man, by any means
There was
been as churlishly refused.
ami
half
cotton,
was
the parlor carpet, it
faded and t bread bare at t hat ; and t lie pashe was a
per had been on ever since
child, and was stained w here it had leaked
down last winter, ami v* t Hubert said
“it
is well enough for what little they
used it." ami absolutely refused to get
either. And so of a score of other things,
which site remembered that morning as
she toiled through all the long, sultry
forenoon, with an aching head ami disthen,

And

MRS. THOMPSON’S WHITE
WARE.

call

"By-I he-by.

wants six pounds of butter to-night
don't forget to have it ready;" ami with
these words he went out, leaving his w
to her long, weary day's work, darkened
ami made distasteful t»v her disappointSue was both grieved ami angry,
ment.
li was a little thing, perhaps, but it is t lie
little things t Hat delight amt annoy.
Life looked very bare and homely to
With
that summer day.
Jane

>

m.

no

irt'V'v'II keep ’em for all
lour dollars to spare.

looking
:u-k from the door, “Jones and Lee, ami
Hubbard will be hereto dinner, and perhaps to supper. We want to gel all the
sout li». meadow down to-day. if we can.
a third
lirass is stout this year, there
Ami Hubbard
more than there was Inst.

Vos, .John'- who i- thorough going."
kind
-In
u
sharp -1 "ho:
X; artliy
"i
"a;.
1 know u
And

<

,r., ..It

n-nui.r

putlTing round

lu-ii

w

■

u

•*W ell, i gut
I've gni
n*\

i*»r him
lltl. 0 UU V
-«•<*.

-i

,'i

-oino.
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I ?'■ ’•' lit
It
llel '- ed
how ho! and -> ill ;ng h
into the kitchen
wa.-!
A \ague uiea t hoi it w>i-m ! such a
com for. a I le place a ft er a 11. tl d 11 d t h roll g h
out towards tin
IN
went
In, m:nd.
It ,ic -un was hot but t here wa- a
fresh bret 7.e blow ing from tin -o.ilh.ami
t lie nun were lounging in the -anm of

all out of date, to begin with;
half of them are cracked or broken;

and
besides, there isn’t nowhere near enough
to set the table.”
“What has become of the china mother
used when she had company?’’
“It
won’t
look
well on th»- table,
Robert, with this mulbery, all cracked up
as it is.”
“I guess the victuals will taste just as
well out of 'em. anyway.”
“But we really need the dishes, Robert.
There 1ihs not been a dish bought hire I
came here, twelve years ago, and—”
“They'll do just as well for twelve
years to come. You wouldn’t have thought
of it, if it had not be^n for the sewing
circle, it they can't come and eat out of
such dishes as we've got, they are wel-

as

one

does

..4

..

her if the grass
to forty cents a
her more and
harder work, and no recompense save her
>he could earn
bare board and clothing.
more t hail t hat in any ol her man's house.
business to marry
••Well she had no
Robert Thompson." she said moodily, to
hersHf. her slender wrists aching from
beating over the butter for Hubbard,
“everybody always said he .uu clos an 1
■»hre\\ d, and prophesied that lie would be
did sin* rare for
what
rich some day
riches, if they didn't do her any good
life
mr
didn't make
any fairer or softer?
She was not tilted to be a farmer's wife
and yet she had loved Robert I hompson?v She said this half savagely, as if.
she was disgusted and angry with herself
it matter

\\ hat did

to

heavy, and butter up
pound? It only brought
was

for

it.

And yet Robert Thompson was not an
unkind man
only thoughtless. He was
more
a type of a very large class of men
who do not feel, in
farmers
especially
themselves, the need which a woman's
A bsorbed
more :eslbelie nat ure demands.
in bis stock, his crops and politics, he
did not realize what his w ife needed, and
had a right to. a few of t he t liings t hat,
with her peculiar organ ism, w ere as much
needed b\ her being as food she ate.
And so when the years ran on. they
grew

fartherand farther apart

begetting

;

absorb* «i in gain, and
carehss m looks and cultgrowing
and more bought less mid less tender
ure
in regard to bis wife's tastes, or toils,
bitter and despondent
wh'le siic grew
ami irritable.
Robert I'h 'mnson was, besides, a little
inclined to faull-tinding. and not being
at all of a sens.i ive temperament himself,
he did not realize how keenly he wounded
his w ife; and w hen, sometimes, she gave
back a bitter retort, he wondered w hat it
so.
was that had soured her
for he remembered she used to be called
and

in

m

•*■

more

disposition

unusually sweet-tempered.
All through the long forenoon Mrs.
Thompson had nursed her wrath. Robert

selfish and unreasonable, and she did
“Site would not
not care w ho knew it.
have the circle meet there, and set the
table w ith that old-fashioned china, and
that stained and craked
mulberry no,
not for twenty Robert Thompsons. The
and
out of date
were shabby
rooms
and her thoughts
enough, mercy knew
reverted to the pretty tasteful homes of
her friends, where she had met on circle
was

day.

Fifteen minutes before noon, and full
that time before dinner would be ready
for they were usually a little behind, and
Mr. Thompson always wanted his dinner
boiling hot Mrs. Thompson saw four
tired, heated, hungry-looking men coming
The table was
up through the orchard.
not set. and sin- hurried quickly about it.
Just then Frank and Charlie, her two

shouting. “Mother, mother.”
wanting something right off.
tired and
which was
iinpttt ient

hurried,
not

and

helped

out
by her

him! each
Slit* felt
of temper,

husband’s

told you we
hadn't anything to do all the forenoon but get dinner, I'd try and do it before night.”
A bitter* retort sprang to her lips, but
just then Charlie cried out.
“Oh, mother, mother, just look at my
copy. I ain’t going to write a, b, ab's any
more* I'm going to write sentences, iust
like Frank. Just read it mother. The
teacher said I must get it by heart, and
always remember it.”
Mrs. Thompson glanced up, laying the
plates as she read, “A soft answer turneth away wrath, but grievous words stir
up anger.” It was not that it was new—
she
had read it a score of times- but
something in its appropriateness, that
fell like a cool hand upon her heated

••Why isn't dinner ready?
If
were in a hurry to-day.

1
I

the barn.

“1 never pitied a woman so in my life.
Hubbard was saying; “slit works !,>t a
slave ami does not eu n git a ‘thank ye
for it.”
“She’d never ought to married Bob
replied .lom -, “a delieate
Thompson
sensitive little t hing like her. Ibwevtr.
he won’t make money out of her blood
1 never saw a
and bones many years.
She look- awoman rundown so fast.
seen a
faded as t he o d house t hat hasn
drop t)f paint since old Grandfather
had it fixed up for his second

Thompson

ift*."
“And Jennie used to like t hings nice, so
well! She’d better have married Squire
Burnham 1 wonder if she isn't sorry?
Was she? The thought came crushing
w

like

hrough

t he heart and brain of

Mrs. Thompson had washed and put
away the last dish, and w ith a weary step
had taken down the broom, when the
sudden sound of wheels coming into the
yard sent her to the door.
“I've brought down that ware, Mrs.

Thompson,” said Mr. (irover, springing
to the ground, Hnd lifting a large basket
carefully from the wagon.

“I didn’t order them. Mr. Grover,” she
gasped, in a frightened voice, 1 only said
perhaps, I
“O, it's all right. Mr. Thompson came
I
and
ordered them.
up this noon
thought you didn't send him, for he
didn’t seem to know w tiat he wanted,
only he gave me ten dollars, ami told me
I have
was
to bring what
necessary.
brought you a tea ami dinner set. includis
If
there
anying three dozen plates.
thing you don't like. I’ll take it again

•‘Oh. I shall like them. I know." slittrving hard to control her voice.
“Well. 1*11 leave the basket, and Robert
can
bring it up some time," lie,said,
springing into t he \vag>»n and driving off.
Then Jane Thompson sat down on the
floor be-idt* the basket of crockery, and
cried as if her heart would break.
They
were magical tears, too. for they washed
from
her
and
weariness
the
all
despair
said.

heart, and the shadow from her eyes and
far*, she forgot that -he was tired, or
h*U t lie day was hot. but went to unpacking and w ashing her new t reasures, singing -nftly to herself all the while. She
put some nice dean papers on t he shelves,
and t inn -lie folded some ami cut them in
scallop-and put them on t lie edges, and
t hen -he arranged her beaut iful ware w it h
the drooping spray- of convolvulus ami
fuchsias, standing off every few moments
1 doubt if Mrs. Squire
to admire it.

Burnham

was

ever

so

entirely happy in

her life.
Siie had got it all arranged, and stood
in the pantry door, with a bright, happy
smile in her eyes and on her lips, w In n a
wn- a
voice
:t
tritie hu.-kv said close
beside her.
“W hat is it. Jennie?" ; he u-od to call
her that in old days, before hardue-s or
indifference came between them.)
“Oh. Robert!"
taking a step toward
H»* opened hi- arms ami drew her
him.
close to hi* heart, kis-ing her as fondly
ami tenderly as he ever hud in the days
of their courtship.
“1 have been a brute, little wife." lie
w

hi-pep-d huskily:

can

you
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The men who have profoundly influenced the growth of our national
character have been, in most cases, precisely those men whose influence was for
the best, anti was strongly fell as antagonistic to the worst tendency of the age.
The great writers, who have written in
prose or verse, have done much for us.
The great orators whose burning words
on behalf of liberty, of union, of honest

government, have rung through our
legislative halls, have done even more.
Most of all has been done by the men
who have spoken to us through deeds,

and not words, or whose words have
gathered t heir esp< cial charm and significance because they came from men who
did speak in deeds.
A nation's greatness lies in its possibility of achievement in the present, and
nothing helps it more than the consciousin the past.
Theoness of achievement
dore Roosevelt iti February Forum.
Wonderful Oiauts of Old.
There are hardly any truthful records
the giants of the past, though literature is full of wondrous tab s a‘*out t h-m.
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Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Is gan to write
for publication at the age of Hh and she
did not stop
kept at it so steadily that she
she was -10,
long enough to marry until
or twice
once
though she thought of it
earlier.
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Vegetable
Compound

crai*e is to dust

to restore
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thoroughly, and then sprinkle it till
Boll it lightly in a
damp with alcohol.
newspaper, being careful to keep the paper
It

dry.

Ailments of Women.
Tt will entirely euro the worst forms of
Female Complaints, all Ovarian troubles.
Inflammation and Ulceration, Falling and
I M-placement of the Womb, and consequent
Sp nal weakness, and is peculiarly adapted
to the < hanye of Life.
It has cured more cases of Leucorrhfp a
than any remedy the world has ever known.
It is almost infalliblo in such cases. It dissolves and expels tumors from the Uterus
in anearly stage of development,and chet ks
any tendency to cancerous humors. That
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between all the folds.
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Mine, do Pompadour not only drew the
designs and mixed the colors for her
dresses and draperies, but invented salads
desserts and breakfast dainties.
“No woman,” said Monteflore, “is realof
ly beautiful unless she is unconscious
her beauty

Bearing-down Feeling
causing piin, weight, and backache, is instantly relieved and permanently cured by

number on us Iirs our infirmities, what with tits, and what with
misfits, of one sort and another, that if
ail before we got
we confessed to 'em
married, most of us might never get
married, ('harlcs Dickens.
Such

r

Under all circumstances it acts
the laws that govern tl
female system, and is as harmless as water.
Lydia K. Pinkham’s Liver Pills act in harmony
with t:ie Compound, and will positive y curs
Sick Headache, Biliousness, and Conatipation
The Best Pill in the world. 35 cents.
its

“You will remember,” said Snorkins,
“that geese once saved Home.” “Yes,”
r pi led Harkins, “but t lmt s no excuse for

MARRIED WOMEN
And those about to he, should secure Mr* Pinkham't
it conta: s lots of a.i.
33-paR* illustrated b**>k ;
and will save in.;, h »;.kne«- A i-Iress. w.:*i a-, cat
Med. Co., Lynn, Mast
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cackling nowadays, under
the impression that they are saving this
count ry.”
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peak

rangement."

“O, Robert, l can get along now, I feel
as a bird."
“And you are, almost,” he said smiling
a little sadly into her eager face.
“No, I
am able to hire some one to help you, and
I am going to.
And, by the way, I saw
It's a dull time just
Iveed- this noon.
now, and so I thought I'd give the poor

for lt-c! f

Kcmenihrr.

light

fellow a job."
You hain't going to
“<>. Robert?
“Ain't I?" he said, teasingly, laughing
at her ent husiastn.
“Are you really, Robert
really going
to have the old house painted?"
“Every square inch of board. Jennie,
inside and out. And w hen you get over
the summer's work, you can be looking
up somet hing to brighten up t he old place
a litl le."
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Robert ?”
“What?”
••I
won t

want
to tell
be angry?'

you

something

you

“No." smiling.
“Well, to-day it was wrong, I know,
but 1 felt so discouraged I almost wished
1 had marred Squire Burnham: but m w.
I wouldn’t
(). Robert!
marry him for
fifty thousand French cottages!
For answer he stooped and kissed her
tenderly on the lips. Selected.
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For Coughs, Colds, SoreThroat, Bronchitis, Weak Lungs, Emaciation, Consumption, Blood Diseases and all Form*
Free.
of Wasting. Send for pamphlet.
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CAN I OBTAIN A

PATENT ?
Fof •
and an honest opinion, write to
CO., who have bad nearly fifty years’
experience in the patent business. Communications strictly confidential. A Ha ml boo it of Information concerning t’ntentM and how to obtain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechanical and scientific books sent free.
Patents taken through Muon A Co. receive
notice in the Scientific American, and
special
thus are brought widely before the public without cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has
by far the
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
world. i*3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly. f’.50a year. Single
> cents.
copies,
Every number contains beautiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
Ml'NN A CO., New Youk, 3 til Biioadway.
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stimulates the appetite, enriches
the blood.overcomes wasting and
gives strength to all who take it.

growled.
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Emulsion

Thompson, waiting on the table
with a scarlet face, did not reply; but
Hubbard gave Jones a queer look out of
the corner of his eye, a» lie half glanced
at her.
“Why didn’t you set the butter in the
stove? you might as well.
I don’t believe there’s any need of having the butter like this if it is wa m weather,” he

to most

Ripans • Tabules

ScotCs

is.”
Mrs.

1 liililiimj JUork,
Cor. .Main nod I'rank!in S/s.

comparative value of these two cards

These cards express the beneficial
ity of

and rapidly growing children
derive more benefit from Scott’s
Emulsion,than all the rest of the
food they eat. Its nourishing
powers are felt almost immediately. Babies and children thrive
Scott's Emulsion when no
on
Other form of food is assimilated.

have it ready in a moment,
she said quietly.
He looked up; evidently he had not expected just that reply, for if the truth
must be told, he had thought more than
once that forenoon of his wife’s request;
not that he thought of granting it, but
that he expected that she would, as he
termed it, “sulk over it.”
••I say, boys,” he said, as they went into
the cool north room to their dinner, “it
don't feel much here as it did down in
the meadow.
A woman has an easy time
of it; they don’t know what hot weather

ICI.I.SVVOIiTII, Mi:.

-----

Babies

“I will

LEWIS FRIEND & CO.,

They illus. ate that greater quantity is
Not always most to be desired.

-C'

Robert,”

it out of the cellar since you
but I will go down, and get
some more, if you think I'd better,” was
the pleasant reply.
“No, never mind. Well, I declare! Why
didn't you boil this meat? It's as hard as
a rock.
Not much like that 1 had at your
Your wife knows how
I house, Hubbard.
to cook a dinner t hat is tit for a king.”
“I tried to have it nice, Robert,” Mrs.
Thompson said, struggling hard to choke
down a rising sob, as well as an angry
word.
The men did not speak, and Mr.
Thompson finished his dinner with a

bolt t

a

Robert Thompson. She might have married Burnham, he knew. And then he remembered iiow proud he had been that
from the wealthy young;
she turned
squire, to come to the old homestead to
take eare of his invalid mother. And
how tenderly she had done it. too? He
stole noislessly away from the unconscious talkers, and started at a quick pace
down the street.
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hereby gives notice that he
rpilK undersigned
JL has contracted with He( Ityof Ellsworth,for

the support of the poor during tv e ensuing ear,
and has made ample provlsiou tor their support.
He therefore forbids all persons from furnishing
supplies to any pauper on his account, as without
his written order, he will pay fi
no goods ho
furnished.
Hahkv a. Jo>ts.
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Animal Loss l-'.sf limited ;it 12,000 Y--m'Is mill 12.000 l.ivi'H.
The sinking
of
tlie trails-Atlantic
steamer “Kibe” last week,
which cost
over 300 human lives, calls to mind great
"« < an I raged ies and
mysteries of t he past.
It is estimated that an average of more
than 2,000 vessels and 12,000 lives arc lost
m the various
eas and oceans every year.
It is not conceivable that the element
of danger can ever be wholly eliminated
from the navigation of the Atlantic, but
notwithstanding the extent and difficulty of the traffic, and the si/e and
\ speed of the ships, which, flying two
and fro in all kinds of weather, arrive in
port in all seasons, with a promptness

GOLD IN MAINE.
ITERATIONS Tu HE RESUMED ON
THE HARVEY ELLIOTT MINE.

1

1

SEW MAC HINERY TO BE PUT IN TO SINK

|

Island coast.

Gold in Maine!

Sold in Maine,

Sot

long afterwards

navagation on the ocean; but
while the latter period was full of disasters, such as the loss of the “Arctic” in
1864 with 562 lives, and the loss of the
“Austria” with 471 lives, there is a sense
of security now which a remarkable record
of immunity from accident justifies.
But no line in existence has been wholly
free from calamity, and there is no line
which has not at least one page in its hissteam

the sea, this rescue of vessel and cargo

would entitle the owners and men of the
"Orion” to the greater part of the value
of the ship and her cargo. The amount

courts

til,,

II

Ilie

snip

is

rescued

of disasters is

In

though the ship was helpless at the
t inn amt her single passenger unahle to
work her.
put under a decision of the admiralty
court rendered not long ago in Kngland,
t h is principle is carried \»ry much further. it having been held that ‘•when any
live animal" remains on board, the ship
« aniiot he
technically considered hs having been abandoned, making a difference
of salvage often «»f more
amount
:n the
than bO per rent. This is the point w hirh
raised in the ease of the hark
now

year

one

In ISAS the
“Austria"

er

loss of

burned at

was

with

sea

a

171 lives.

the “City of Boston” left port
with over 200 persons on board, never
more to be heard from.
dark night in April, 1873. the
On a
White Star steamer “Atlantic" ran ashore
near Sambro, and 5*>0 lives were lost, some
by drowning and some by freezing in the
rigging into which they had .scrambled,
or upon the ice-bound shore upon which
t hey w ere cast.
“Schiller” was
The German steamer
lost on the So illy rocks, and 200 persons

been known to bring
no cat could
or otherwise, ami.
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It will cure the couch and
up the system. It i* a perfect food for consump*ne
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It

is

at the

latter

to

be

engaged in hauling more.
the building a small force

at

work.

The

had been done and what

of

foreman of the
it

was

what

intended

do.
The shaft is now down about 200 feet.
During the past three months the small
force engaged at the mine lias been
“drifting,” or in other words tunnelling
from the side of the shaft along the vein
of gold ore, to ascertain what they had to
work upon. The result had been very

to

satisfactory, gold

in

paying quantity being

found in the vein as far as they had gone.
Some of the ore taken out had been
shipped to New York and run, and had
panned out from $30 to $i>n per ton. Some
of the ore was even better than that, some
being found that ran as high as $200.
Kvi'ii at *30, providing there is enough of
it, the mine would pay; in fact, at $0 pit
ton, Mr. Mullan said it would pay tc
mine it.
The vein is from eighteen to thirty
inches thick, and runs at an angle til
seventy degrees. The shaft is now down
200 feet, where it crosses the vein. It has
been decided to Hiuk the shaft 200 feet
further, and then drift out until the vein
is again reached. If this is successful
and the owners of the mine find they
have a true vein, they will know they

to hnve
in colIs-

have
ore

practically

to

a

permanent supply

ol

work upon.

The men are now engaged in removing
the old machinery from the shaft, anc
preparing for the new machinery neces
sary to carry the shaft down the required
necessitate large;
This will
distance.
pumps, and possibly a larger engine anc
boiler.
T. I’. Austin, the principal owner of tin
mine, left last Thursday for New York
to see about machinery and make ar

Patents have
granted Henry
! Spencer, of Biddeford, for a stop motion
for carding engines, and to Fred E. Love| joy, of Portland, for an automatic liquid
1

ten

some

works, Barney Mullan, explained

One speculates in vain as to the end of
which have disappeared withI >*»n’t neg1o< t it be- those ships
needs attention.
their
\K\"/ are out leaving a survivor to record
cause she don’t complain,
fate.
Possibly boats and rafts have been
iJise.tM* does not stand
dangerous.
still. The little cough grows in volume: lowered, and when the ship itself has
soon a thick, yellowish matter is expec- I sunk there has still been hope of reachtorated; loss of strengtli and flesh fol- I ing land, days of suffering, glimpses of
low; pus is developed, then hemorrhages i passing ships that have failed to see,
and the glassy stare of the eve, which is
nd death at the
agony long drawn
'1 his is how
the beginning of the end.
end.
Be warned
its
runs
pice.
consumption
in time. When the first symptom appear
T.
been

SLOCUM’S

“boom,”
two mines
years ago,
the

were

men was

’Iim

Fire

Perhaps

teams were

the sinking of the

magnificent Cunarder, "Oregon,”

mystery.

that rumor
resumed and
operations
which Thk Amkkican reporter visited.
The mine is situated a short distance off
the main road, opposite the hotel “Copperopolis.” A glimpse of the shaft home
may be obtained from the road. The approach is by a narrow road which ends
abruptly at the mine.
About the shaft house there are signs
of preparat ions for extended operations.
The cleared space about the building is
stacked with wood for the furnace and
Klliott.”

on

ship "Erin,” which

a

Kgypt?

said

the quicksanks of Sable Island
which quickly entombed her; the sinking of the "State of Florida,” of the same
line, by collision with a sailing ship; the
disappearance of the National line steam-

line,

is

a

opened in Kgypt. One was known as the
•*( ’opperopolis,” t he ot her as t he “Harvey

graves.
Then the magnificent “Ville de Havre,”
of the French line, in collision, went to
the bottom of the English channel with
•230 of her passengers and crew.
Of 144 steamers lost up to 1879, more
Twentythan one-half were wrecked.
four never reached the ports for which
they sailed, their fate still being unTen were burned at sea, eight
known.
were sunk in collisions and three were
sunk by ice. Since 1879, the most memorable disasters, besides those already referred to, have been the burning at sea of
t he “Egypt,” of t he National line, and the
“City of Montreal,” of the Inman line,
both without loss of life; the stranding

ship safely into port, but

reach

derived

twelve

or

North German
The
Lloyd
“Deutschland” ran ashore in the North
sea, and 157 lives were lost.
The Hamburg-American steamer “Pomerania” was sunk through a collision, and
A similar disaster
over 50 lives were lost.
happened to the “fimbria,” of the same
line, and 84 persons met with watery

justification.

we

At the time of

steamer

mouse, and one or more of these animals,
it is said, can nearly always be found
One theory
sea.
upon ships abandoned at
of admiralty law which has a bearing
upon the case is, that when a human
being remains upon a ship at sea, the
salvor effects a rescue to which no compensation attaches; but this would not

encompass

from

siasm in

perished.

been discussing these
curious facts since the “Talisman” case
was made known, and among sailors the
whole thing is regarded as only strengthening t he superstition they already hold
about the presence of black cats on ships.
No sailor likes to see a black cat come on
board, and the ordinary Jack Tar firmly
believes that when such an event happens
if the cat is
some disaster will happen
not got rid of before the ship puts to sea.
The ruling of the Knglish court is regarded by lawyers who have considered
the ease as an absurd one, without any
It is asked if the
apparent
same
rule would apply to a tat or a

to

gold diggers, fast going
long disuse, but still beardecay
ing in raised letters, from which the glitter of gold has long since departed, the
name ••(’opperopolis,” stands as a monument to Kgypt’s bursted gold boom.
Is it any wonder then that the present
report that operations are to be resumed
at the goldmine, fails to arouse enthu-

In 1870

picked up at sea.
Sea lawyers have

is

to

steam-

Hamburg-American

arms

commodate the

years later the “Pacific,” of the
same line, went to sea with 1M persons on
hoard, and was never heard from again.
Between 1857 and 1**>1 the Allan line
lost no fewer than nine steamships.

-To

this, whether
in the opinion of sea lawyers who have
considered this case, it is difficult to see
where there is any justice in the decision
of the Knglish court. Sailors, hereafter,
will be more than ever careful about
bla« k eats, but the owners of the “Talisher cargo
man" ami
of
may have
the one on board
cause to rejoice that
that ship was left there when her crew
Sew York World.
took to the boats.

same

“Arctic,”

Two

When the “Talisman" was picked up
it was found that a large
b\ the “Orion,
Mack eat remained on hoard. The eat
had been left upon the ship when the
,-rew
left, apparently having been forI'tider the Knglish d«*gotten by them.
iUnion referred to, the owners of the
••Talisman" and of her cargo now resist
t he claim for full salvage because of t he
presence of this black cat on board. They
do not hope to escape paying some salt he case
vage, for t he court before which
be tried will award compensation
lie
if
t
Hut
rendered.
for services
point
raised by the presence of the eat on
board be'well taken, these damages will
be many thousands of dollars smaller
than they would have been ha i tiiere
been no cat on the ship when she was

do

the

peris lied.

••Talisman."

a

again.

the Collins line
of the finest ami
fastest vessels then afloat, was sunk in a
collision with the steamer “\ rsta’ during
a dense fog off Cape Race, and 5b2 persons
In

striking

Once upon a
because >f departed glory.
time, some twelve years ago, Kgypt had
the gold fever and had it bad. (Jold was
discovered, and t he sleep of t he people of
Kgypt wa* disturbed by golden dreams of
untold wealth; and for a time, indeed, it
looked as though their dreams were to be
partially realized. Hut tin* bubble burst.
A large hotel with stables, built to ac-

the “City (if Glasgow” sailed
about ISO aunts on hoard, and was

steamer

in

colors,

many

straggling settlement. the most noteworthy feature of
which is its name Kgypt. Whence this
last

At

name

heard from

of

coat

stretches out its steel
t hese rural homes.

1Xo4

never seen or

its

the modest white and green
of tiie farm-house, breaks almost harshly
upon the scene, and reminds one of the
busy, bustling world outside which

ashore in 1813.

even

to animals.
A single man has

in

contrast to

lantic steamship, that steamship being
(’unarder “Columbia,” which went

with

Han-

railroad station at Franklin Road, which,

one.

the

»nu

in

for gold!
It is a seven mile drive from Ellsworth
to the gold mine. The road leads past
the poor farm, and the near-by “city of
the dead” gruesome neighbors, standing as grim, mocking sentinels along the
road that leads to gold -past farms, some
well kept, others showing signs of sad
neglect; though short stretches of woodland; past the pretty and modern little

From 1838, when the “Sirius” crossed
the ocean, there have been over 1<0
steamers, counting all classes, lost in the
trans-Atlantic trade.
The first was the “President,” which disDuring
appeared mysteriously in 1811.
the thirteen years which followed only
one life was lost
by the wreck of an At-

brought into port, hut the amount of
salvage so awarded depends upon the
„t*rvire performed, and in some eases is
,,nl> a tritiing sum. When one person
remains upon a ship at sea she is not
eoiisiuered as having been abandoned,

apply

frightful

a

there’s

course
here

race

tory to tell of anxious crowds beseiging
its wharves and offices for news of a ship
that has never come in.
Notwithstanding the groat care and
diligence exercised in the management of
the great trans-Atlantic liners, the record

of such salvage would lie awarded in an
admiralty court, and it would lie veryof law
large, in accordance with the rule
that a ship abandoned is deserted by iter
sinthat
and
belongs
practically
owners,
to t hose who may bring her into port.
If only fair a compensation were granted
f,,r such services, many captains would
not go out of their course to save abandoned ships, and I he destruction of property would be much greater than when,
who
the lucky captain
a- at present,
sights such a ship is given pract leal posand
her
her
of
cargo.
session
\ very marked difference in admiralty
between a ship
law is made, however,
tlmt is abandoned and one that is merely
disabled, where the crew remain aboard.
In the latter ease salvage is granted by

liy, of
right

extensive scale were to lie resumed at
this mine sent The American reporter
hurrying off to the “gold fields.”
Gold! What magic in that one word
gold, which casts its spell about poor
greedy mortal! What volumes have been
written, and yet how little told, of strong
minds shattered, of brilliant prospects
ruined, of fortune, friends, home, honor
and life itself, all sacrificed in the mad

More cabin passengers arc carried from
New York to European ports in one
were carried in the
summer now than
whole of the first quarter of a century of

the “Talisman"

\V

and

for

extending operations

hi

measure.

rangements

Miss Rachael Rice, of North Waterford,
died Thursday of last week at the age of
Miss
100 years, 8 months and 17 days.
Rice belonged to one of the old families
in Waterford, her grandfather, Seth Rice,
having been one of the original settlers.
Her father, Eben Rice, was the first
teacher in town, and she herself taught
several terms at $1.00 a week. Miss Rice
was remarkably active for her years, and
at her hundredth birthday could read,
write and sew without glasses, and do
work usually monopolized by those fifty
of 1803 she
years younger. Ill thesummer
walked three miles to church, and to
a pleasure
w ithin three years considered it
to walk several miles.

the mine.
It is earnestly to be hoped that the
mine will pan out as well as the owner;
and all connected with it believe it w ill.

it is sometimes almost as unkind to tell
the trut li about others, as it is to tell a lie
about them.

J

The meaning attached to the riifferen
precious stones are as follows: The game
is constancy; the amethyst, sincerity; tin
bloodstone, courage; the sapphire, inno
cenee; the emerald, success; the agHtc
long life; the carnelian, content; tin
pearl, tears; the diamond, purity; tin
opal, sorrow; the turquoise, happiness
the malachite,

prosperity.

tear tell of a purchaser wanting
Why do
to buy an imitation?
articles
men who try to sell such

■

genial and obliging foreman of tlie works,
Barney Muilan, will show you gold in its
real Maine gold.
raw state
The rumor that operations on a more

regularity quite equal that of extrains on land, the number of accidents in proportion to the number of
passengers is diminishing.

sighted by the tug "Orion,” which
her into port.
picked her up and towed
According to the long-established laws of

FEET

cock county, too. Fact! If you doubt it
take a drive out to the Harvey Elliott
mine at Egypt. There you will find a
gold mine, and in operation, too, and the

press

was

HUNDRED

A VISIT TO THE MINE.

DEEPER

and
whose Owners HeXl,„„. mi n Derelict
n Queer Derision.
sist Salvage under
In
\ black eat figures eonspleuously
made over the
the claim for salvage
abanhark "Talisman," which was found
in December,
doned off Montauk Point
Haven. The
mu! towed into Vineyard
been caught in a storm and
leg bark had
w hen her officers and crew
sprung aleak,
abandoned her and rowed to the I-ong

SHAFT TWO

THE

1

Subcrtiscmmts.

HE WHIPPED l>K. HOLMES.
No Fse For a Night-Key.
The following story is told by the Roe Is\ Schoolmaster who Apologized to the
land ('ourier (lazetlee:
Autocrat.
A Warren man, who had been three ;
Any record of Dr. HolmeV life would
years married, toid his w ife the other
which contained no menday that lie thought he’d get a night-key. be imperfect
of the pride and pleasure he felt
“Night-key!" exclaimed she in amaze- tion
in the Saturday club. Throughout the
ment, “what earthly use can you have
its prime he was not only
for
a
night-key? Sunday evening I forty years of
most brilliant talker of that disalways attend church. The Daughters of | the
Rebekah meet Monday evening, and tinguished company, but he was also the
there’s no one else can 1111 my position, | most faithful attcndent. He was seldom
Absent from the monthly dinners, either
and so I am obliged to be present.
“Then there’s the Ladies’ relief corps in summer or in winter, and he lived to
find himself at the head of the table,
I am
which meets Tuesday evenings.
where Agassiz, Longfellow, Emerson and
sure I must do my part in the noble work
of helping the needy veterans and their Lowell had, in turn, preceded him.
Could a short hand-writer have been
families. The weekly prayer meeting is
secretly present at those dinners, what a
to occur Wednesday and Thursday evenof wise talk and witty
ings, and I feel it my duty to be present delightful hook now
lie open before us!
would
and do my part. The Eastern Star has sayings
Fragments of the good things were someits meeting Friday evening, and I times brought away, as loving parents
bring sugar-plums from a feast to the
certainly must fill my position there.
children at home; hut they are only
“Saturday evening is the skating rink,
fragments, and hear out hut inefficiently
and shut up in the house as I am all the the
report which has run before them.
week, I absolutely need the little helpful The following pathetic incident, related
one
of those occasions by l)r. Holmes,
on
| exercise I get there, and 1 must insist on need not, however, be omitted:
having Saturday evening for recreation.
“Just forty years ago,” he said one day,
You must stay at “I was whipped at school for a slight
Night-key, indeed!
with a ferule right
offense -whipped
home and take care of the baby.”
went home
across my hands, so that I
He stays!
with a blue mark where the blood had
settled, and for a fortnight my hands
The Typical American Face.
from the blows.
were stiff and swollen
It may be worth while to add that once The other day an old man called at my
He was bent,
house and inquired for me.
when I said, “How unlike each other are
When he
and could just creep along.
how quickly we
our American faces, yet
came in he said: ‘How do you do, sir; do
of
one
them
among you recollect your old teacher, Mr.—
?’
recognize any
European faces! I wish I knew why”, I did perfectly! He sat and talked a while
friend replied that she could about
a foreign
indifferent subjects, but I saw
tell me why.
something rising in his throat, and I
“The typical American mouth”, she knew it was that whipping.
After a
said, “is more sensitive than that of other while ne said, ‘I came to ask your forgivechin
is
but
the
and
the
was
races,
slenderer;
ness for whipping you once when I
main peculiarities are the shape and set- i in
you have
the

afraid

she

#
*
#

February Century.
Winter Trout

Fishing.

fishing
Friday, and many local
have
fishermen
already made good
catches. The law relating to winter fishThe

J|
£

as

follows:

1

No person shall take, catch,
fur, in any manner, any landlocked salmon, trout nr togue, in any of
the waters aforesaid, between the first
days of October and the following May,
Sec. 4S
kill nr fish
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Westbrook, He
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unraveled.—Knowledge.

The Language of Ants,
It has long been believed that ants have
means of communicating with each other,
and Lubbock and Landois gathered from
their researches on tho subject that the Insects do so by means of sounds too high in
pitch to alTeet tho human car. Janet, a
French naturalist (Annalcs Entoraologiques do France, LX II), has recently
shown that certain antsmakestridulating
noises nnaloirnus to those of crickets, nroduced probably by the rubbing together of
some of tho many rugose or rough surfaces
to bo found on their bodies. These noises,
too slight to be heard when made by only
one insect, may be detected by imprisoning a lot of ants between two pieces of
glass in a space surrounded by a ring of
putty. On holding his to tho earono may

I

persons interested in either of the estales hereinafter named
! At a court of probate held at Ellsworth, within
and for the county of Hancock, on the second
Wednesday of January, a. d. 1895.
matters
having been prorpilK following
sen ted for the action thereupon hereinafJ.
ter Indicated; it Is hereiy ordered, that notice
thereof he given to all persons interested, by
i causing a copy of this order to he
Ellsworth
In the
three weeks successively
American, printed at Ellsworth, in said county,
that they may appear at a probate court, to bo
held at Bucksport, within and tor -aid county,
on
the second Wednesday of February next,

published

1

thereon, and object it' they see cause.
Cornelia C. Hemick. hue of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. Petition for allowance out
«.f personal estate, presented by Seneca H.
Hemick, widower of said deceased.
Robert s. Leach, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. Petition for allowance out
of personal estate, and also petition for assignment of dower, presented by Abbie Leach,
widow of said deceased.
o. p. ( I WINtdIA M, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original rd.
Attest -< HAS- P. Doltlt, Register.

1

Medicine Measure*.

A teaspoonful is almost exactly one
dram; a dessertspoon ful, two; a tablespoonful, four. The regulation wineglass holds
two ounces; a common teacup, about six;
\\ ith these facts In
a tumbler, about 10.
mind, it is possible for any one to giro
proper doses of medicine or medicinal preparations without aid of tho graduated
vessels employed by pharmacists.—Phila-

delphia Ledger.

A Well-Known Horseman Dead.
“You’re not a cousin or anything lik
Frank Noble, the well-known horsethat of our fair hostess are you?” No ; man, and owner of Aleyron, t lie horse
barred from the track by the National
nothing of the sort.” “Well, did yoi
Association for alleged trickery in the
ever attend such a stupid affair in you r
Boston
famous Aleyron-Nelson race at
life?” “Ye-es, a good many. 1-I’m lie r three years ago, died at Grand ltapids
29.
Jan.
I
have
to.”
I
Mich.,
husband, you see, and

ost Kl..
Bowden and
<>f Kdcn, Hancock
their
Maine,
mortgage deed dated
by
county,
May 12, 18113, and recorded in the Hancock
book
of
272,
Deeds,
page 3*7. conveyRegistry
id to the undersigned, Ralph 1 Copeland, of
Holden, in the county of Penobscot, in mortgage. a certain lot or parcel of land with the
except ions hereinafter mentioned situate in
that part of said town of Eden known as Salisbury Cove, and bounded in the whole as follows: bounded on the east by lands of Omar
Good ridge ami E. H. Young, on the south by
lands ol Ansel B. Leahuid and S. N. Emery,
on the west by land of it. R. Emery, and on
the north by the county road. It being all
that part of land conveyed to said Caroline S.
Howden by Isaac Hopkins by deed dated
Sept. 20, 1888, and recorded in said Hancock
Registry of Deeds, book 213, page 12. that lies
south of said county road, excepting one lot
of land of one-half acre sold to H. H. Young,
and one lot of one-fourth acre sold to the
(irange company, and one lot of three acres
sold May 12, 1893, to Jerusha H. Bowden. The
lot sold* to said Jerusha H. Bowden has a
frontage of ten rods on said county road, beginning at the northeast corner of the Grange
company lot; and, whereas the conditions of
said mortgage have been, and now remain,
broken, this notice is given tor the purpose of
foreclosing the same, as provided by law.
Ralph L. Copeland.
by his Attorney. Matthew Laughlin.
Bangor. January 14.1895.
.NO I

1C

I.

ol

I

OHM

W^H ERE AS.o.Caroline
Bowden
Prank
>\

hear, by listening attentively, a gentle
likened by M. .Janet to that made
by liquid boiling slightly i.i a closed vessel, varied now and then by distinct stridulating sounds. These sounds are heard
only when tho ants are disturbed.—London Public Opinion.

Farmers,

Laborers,
Teamsters,
better shoe than the
Can find
no

Bread Winner.
It is strong, reliable, lionr t, and manuf.'.cturrd
to give AM. (Ul-DOOK WORKKRS the 15«*t Service f>-r the Least Money.
Made for Men and Boys, from soft, pliable stock,
in two styles, seamless Balmoral and Congress;
with and w ithout tap sole.

expressly
1

Ellsworth,

c

i To all

murmur

A Maine Legend*
One of t lie legends of Sears port: A man
named Harrison was much bothered by
bears that invaded bis planted fields.
Meeting a neighbor one day, be applied to
him for advice as to what could t>o done
Tho neighbor replied:
to keep them out.
You just
“Bears aro fond of molasses.
fill it with molasses
and
a
jhake
trough
and rum and put it where they come into
it for the
your field, and they will drink
sake of tho molasses, and tho rum will
make them drunk, so you can go in the
morning and knock them on the head.”
Mr. Harrison followed this advice and
went to the field the next morning. There
ho found, not a bear, but his neighbor
drunk.—Sears port (Me.) News.

sT \ Ti: OK 'IVIN E.
ss: -Court of probate,
term. a. d., 1895.

or .VI > having been tiled for settlej\ ment in estates of
Ed want C. Dodge, lute of Tremont, deceased.
Augustine D. .smith, administrator
l.oviniu Melissa (Day, late of Bucksport,
dec* used. John A. Harfimun, executor.
Clarissa E. Folsom, late of Bucksport, deceased. James L. Coombs, administrator de
bonis non.
Oford (i. Dunton, minor, of (iouldsboro.
Bedford E. Tracv, guardian.
Ordered, That the said accountants give
notice to all persons inteiested, by causing a
copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in Ellsworth, in
said county, that they appear at a probate
court, to be holden at Bucksport, on the second
Wednesday of February next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
thev have, whv the same should not be alO. 1’. ITNNINGHAM, Judge.
lowed.
Attesthas. P. Dorr, Register
A true copy, Attest:— Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
a

J

Everywhere,

('has. P. Dour, Register
Attest:
for suid county of Hancock.

Hancock,

every bottle is a bank
|
guarantee that this 2
will do all we claim for it. #
our

court

January

specific for those Nervous v
^ Disorders, Indigestion, Neuralgia, ^
Heart
Troubles, f
0 Kheinnat ism.
from d
0 Lassitude and Sleeplessness
0 which men and women in this
0
the
2 climate suffer. It, supplies
0
new blood
v

.,

Charles E. W. Brown, of Bucksport, in said
Debtor’s petition
county, insolvent debtor.
for discharge tiled.
Jioscoc
Young, of f iouldsboro, in said
Appointment of
county, insolvent debtor.
second meeting of creditors tiled and ap-

2
2

2

Notices.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:— Court of Insolvency.
"V T ()T I <' !•; is lie re by given that the following
A\ matters in the eases hereinafter
enumerated have been presented to the court
of insolvency for the county of Hancock, at
held at Ellsworth,
a term of court begun and
within and for suid county, on the tenth
day of .January a. d. 1895, for the action
thereupon hereinafter indicated, and that it
is ordered bv said court that notice thereof
be published in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper published in Ellsworth, in said
countv of Hancock, once a week for three
successive weeks, that any person interested
in either of said matters may appear at a
court of insolvency to be held at Bucksport,
within and for said county, on the thirteenth
duv of February next, at eleven o’clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon, and object
if thev see cause.
Alexander II. Norwood, of Tremont, m said
Appointment of
county, insolvent debtor.
second meeting or creditors tiled and ap-

Tho unequalled demand for \ i- 0
tal-ized Nerve Tonic among the 0
people of this State is but an index ^
Not
of tin* great good it is doing.
only in this vicinity but in every
Vi tal-izrd
V New England state,
^ Nerve Tonic, the wonderful rein- 2
0 edy that makes people well is f
0 beyond quest i<»n the most reliahle 0
modern medical 0
0 production of
science.
0
0
From the 0
No one disputes it.
0
that
0 day it was first prescribed by
0
most eminent phys; ian. Dr. .John
^
be<
commended,
it
has
Swan,
▼
lerifs
i
extolled
and
prescribed
f
4 by the ablest of j. dcians.

^

pound pail*

The N. K. Fail-bank

a

Streams of Stars In the Milky Way.
Some of tho streams of fainter stars in
tho milky way arc very striking, and must
convince the most skeptical of their reality.
It is possible to draw an arc of a circle
through any three stars, and a conic section through any five, but where wo find
10 or 20 stars falling into line, not once,
but in many cases, and that there is a curious similarity between the strange curves
and branching streams which these phalanges of stars mark out on the heavens,
there is no room left for doubt that tho
mind is not being led away by a tendency
of the imagination similar to that which
finds faces in the fire or sees a man carrying sticks on the face of tho moon.
If it is proved that a group of stars is
Arranged in lino or marshaled in any order, it would follow that the individuals
of the group must ho actually as well as
apparently close to ono another, and that
they form some kind of system, having all
of them had a common origin or been subject to some common Influence. What
theso streams and curves of stars mean,
and what forces have marshaled them In
lines forms ono of the grandest problems
of tho future, ono that I trust I may live

5

only by

^

otiierw ise.

sec

healthfulness, flavor, and
economy of this wonderful cooking product has won for it the
widest popularity, which in turn
has attracted the attention of
business parasites who are “working off” imitations and counForewarned is foreterfeits.
armed. Be sure you get the only

sleep

Cause for
The

vegetable shortening.

new

weighed

*

*
*
under a penalty <>f not less
thail fit) nor more than $40, and a further
fine of *1 for each fish t bus caught, taken
<>r killed; provided, however, that during
February, March and April, citizens of
t lie State may fish for and take landlocked salmon, trout and togue, and convey t lie same to their own homes, blit not

to

the
The

winter trout and salmon

commenced last

ing is

pleasant experience may

2Ubcrttscmcnts.

thought

that we all
looked a little foxy; but a fox’s face has
of humor
a
keen
sense
and
shows
beauty,
ns well as its own sort of cleverness; him!
besides, every one knows that it is merely
Mrs. M. (}. Van Rensselaer in
a mask.
am

This unbefall the
housekeeper who determines to

sell them the worst.

forgotten it,
anger; perhaps
hut I have not.’ it had
upon
He
must be rid
his mind all these years!
of it before lying down to
peacefully.” —Mrs. Annie Fields in the Century

ting of the eyes, and especially
modeling of the cheek-bones. You have
high cheek-bones, but they are narrow, j
while, when they are high in other races, j
they are broad and flat, as with the for February.
Japanese, or square, as with the ScandiI

of the act as “working
them off?” Simply because peoit takes
ple want the best, and
work and likewise deception to

rpealc

AMOS P. TAPLEY & CO.,
B08T0N, MASS.
1

ILrgal Notices.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Martha A. Finson, of Edei
Hancock county, Maine, by her mori
gage deed, dated the tenth day of Octobe
a. «i. lH90, and recorded in the Hancock corn
cot
ty Registry of Deeds, book 244, page 366,
veyed to George E. Soper and William Yf t
business
hits
late
doing
co-part
Higgins,
said Eden, under the firm name of Soper t
Higgins, a certain lot or parcel of land sil
in Winter Harbor, in the town < f
u a tod
Gouldsboro, Hancock county, Maine, bonne
ed and described as follows: Commencing! t
the north side of the town road north twentj
three degrees west from a house occupied h v
Charles Pendleton, as a dwelling-house, an d
runs bv said road to the southwest cornt
bound of a lot of land known as the Delon a
Stone land; thence easterly by the Delen a
Stone lot to the land known as the Nut ha n
Pendleton lot; thence southerly by sai d
Nathan Pendleton land to the town roa d
aforesaid; thence westerly by said road to tl e
place of beginning, containing one acre mo
or less; and whereas the said George E. S<
Higgins, on the fou
per and William B
teenth day of .January, a. d. 1895, assign* d
said mortgage in writing to me, the unde
signed, Charles C. Morrison.which said assig iincut was recorded in said Registry of Deed s,
book 287, page 43, and whereas the conditir n
of said mortgage has been broken, now ther
fore, by reason of the breach of the cond itiou. I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
Charles C. Morrison.
January 18, a. d. 1895.

IlfllERKAS,

•-

j

~

Susan

o7 KH!K I.OSI KK.
MIDI E
llfH KREAS, Edward F. Dunbar, of Banv ▼
gor, county of Penobscot, State of
Maine, bv his mortgage deed, dated the twentv-seventh dav of March, a. d., 1891, and recorded in the Hancock county Registry of
Deeds, book 2.53, page 90. conveyed to me, the
undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land
situated in Bucksport, county of Hancock,
state of Maine, w ith the buildings thereon,
and bounded as follows, to wit: On the west
and north by the county road leading by the
house of Jesse Atwood to the Small’s schoolhouse -on the east by land of Edward Atwood
and on the south by land of Charles Pease,
containing about fifty acres more or less, and
formerly the homestead of Benjamin Snow,
hue of said Bucksport, deceased—saving and
» xcepting therefrom the parcels of land heretofore deeded to the Snow Silver Mining Co.
and to Oscar E. Doolittle and to George F.
Ropes of Boston and Salem, Massachusetts,
respectively, and whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been broken, now, ttaercfore, bv reason of the breach of the condition thereof. 1 claim a foreclosure of said
William E. Cole,
mortgage.
by T. H. Smith, his Att’y.
January 22, a. d.. 1895.

:Tot)rvtisrmrnts.
About sixty relatives ami friends were
the
mu.!*
present ami enjoyment was
'miMu ss of llu evening. Among l boowere Dr. I .mei\
present from ot her tow'its
and wife of Sorry and Mr. and M is. Ira

COUNTY NEWS.
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Ka»t lSliiehill.

Leach has

Mrs. Bert

a new

organ.

George E. Carter has opened
room at the Gavett house.

a

out

now

1>

Marks lias been very ill. but
of immediate danger.

i»»it

Twining
and Charles H. Gavett have gone to Bar
Harbor to work cutting granite.
About six hundred tons of granite will
Watson

}*.

Nathan

Cousins,

Veterans band produced
their drama at North Sedgwick,’Saturday

night.
few
ter, Mrs. Foster.
ton to

financially.
bill has been introduced in the legislature to incorporate the Bluehill bankA

ing

company.
the academy are to give
an entertainment in the town hall, Friday evening of this week.

few rods

farther

P. Grindle and Miss luma Grindle accompanied Dr. Grindle to Augusta
on his return to the capital last week.

George A. Clough, of Brookline, Mass.,
who, while on business here, was detained a week by illness, was able to leave
for home last Tuesday.
Paris Hinckley, the seventeen year old
Austin Hinckley, while coasting
control of his sled and dashed into
the railing of the bridge at the foot of
He
the hill, striking across his chest.

son

for-

lived about thirty-six hours,
covering consciousness.

a

and

Mrs.

K.

F.

Mace

were

in

Thursday to at tend t he funeral
of Mr. Mace's aunt, Mrs. Kimball.
A. N. Jewett, of Amherst, A. FI. Mace,

l y
words

enjoyfew days' fishing at Middle Branch.

of Aurora, ami K/.ra

ing

a

W illiams

are

The Alligator lake camps are open for
the fishing season, and are now occupied
by Gen. Huberts ami several of Hi-* Bangor friends.
L'rban and Dana Jordan, w ho cont raeted
to cut 1.000 cords of wood for Messrs.
Greely and Hcgerthy. have moved floor

pair of gold-bowed spectaporcelain cups and saucers, a
a

families into

cles, two
fine carpet and an elegant book case.
Refreshments were servt d at nine o'clock
and all went merry a-* a marriage-bell.

t

he Mo-her

Among visitors in

A Fin.il ( losing of the Few Winter Goods we have in Stock, with
-Sprinkling of a Few Spring Goods.-

McRae, of Machias. was the guest
daughter. Mrs. H. F. Day.Saturday,
MeRae, who has
to meet his son, A. \N
been attending the commercial college at
A. T.

of his

Bangor.
Feb. 4._
Sfitcwick.
O. I*. Carter

is on the sick list, with
attack of sciatica.

severe

EXTRA BARGAINS
we offered during 'January will continue during February with New Attractions.
We have decided to continue our Clearing and Bargain Sale during the month of
February, and have addl'd to our many other bargains a few early Spring (iunds,
such as (iinghams, Sateens, Percales and other Printed Dress (i >ods in Spring
Ibis will be tile last chance to
colors, which will go at phcnominally low prices.
get goods under the regular prices.

Miss Dow. of Massachusetts who has
been ill so long at Mrs. Mary Byard’s, is

slowly improving.
There has been lots of fun on “Thurston’s meadow" of late. All the trotting
fraternity assemble there on these tine
days and speed their horses; R. R. Dority,
of Sargentville, H. A. Small, H. N. Dority,
of the village, have
Feb. 4.

some

......

good steppers.

Cloak

you have been
drawing a pension on the wounded list,
when the record shows that you were
drummed out of the army for desertion.
Pension
is so.
that
Pensioner Yes;
Agent Well, how were you wounded?
1

Pension Agent

My

see

feelings,

colonel;

G.

In

ft

|io\ .*

preceding issue of this paper there

was

advertisement <»f the Buker 1*111
firm
i>m.j»nn\ of Baturor. Me., in which that
,.iTt*r«*<I l" give away a bo\ "1 Bilker's Kidney
IMF to the lir-t person asking the local druggFt

t..r

an

given
di-appoiutt
t., be

A- only one 1».
away, no doubt there
d people Who «.i!ad t

them.

pills

,.|

were

to

anyone

sending

recently

were

W.

than the manufacturer's prices to-day.
Bleached 4 lAmesburyat
1 1 (Meveland at
1 1 Fruit at
lionsdHle Cambric at
B1 «« bed S y and 10 1. best goods, at
40 and 4.5 inch at

several
1

-~

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

Kid Gloves.
100 naira of Kid (iloves consisting of 5 ami 7 hocks,
Hiarilz ami undressed, slightly damaged, taken from mir
regular stock, at 4V* ets. ja r pair. These will not last long- r
than 10 days, and we advise everyone to hurry and get tell rat pick.
About

less

bets.
7 cts.
> cts.
10 cts.
is and 20 cts.
10 and 12 cts.

15,
<N,

Underwear.
The same bargains
tinue this month.

M. GALLERT.
A Fool and his

Trip
rendered

he said of those w 1:
their
New Yeai'
goods out of the large, v aried
and beautifu lstock < i W atcln -,
Clocks, Jewelry, Silver and Silver-plated Ware, China and
cannot

purchase

comfortable

more

if you call at my store
fore

Manager.

starting

and

be-

just

don

of

one

Warm Fur Coats.
Easy enough

and coming in

out

icinitij:

times it's hard to

is in Ellsworth. (Jive him your attention when he
from 25 to 50 per cent, of accounts placed in our
i
all suits necessary, for a specified fee. We collect

keep

E. I’. REMAN.
going
the

are

keep

use

round

Enited States and Canada.

isn

Furnitnre, Carpels.

in

To Whom
We

it

(.'dm

May

arc

give
settle

promptly.

)ctober ‘2.‘>. 1

S! I |.
I

kkn:

employing

our accounts

>K. (

Em ay A ('<>. a~ our collector-. ami can frankly state that tiny
ami careful attention.
They are siiccc:—fill collectors and
'tours respectfully,
BANCOR BEEF CO.

constant

j

sell, a> they have been 11.
past season and on the other
hand, Cash nils in selling
—

of the

the

coat

goods.

Cheap enough,

1

following

is

a

partial

Alfred Jones’ Sons.
Bacon & Robinson Co.
G. M. Batchelder.
J. P. Bass & Co.
G. Bragdon & Co.
Cullman & Daley.
D. L. Clark & Co.
E. C. Danforth & Co.
E. M. Estabrook.
Ambrose Fogg.
D. Hennessy, M. D.
Hinckley & F.gery Iron Co.
A. L. Hopkins.
C. S. Jones.
M. B. King & Son.
D. W. Maxlicld & Son.
E. A. Mayville.
H. D. Nason.
J. F. O’Connell.
E. J. Page.
S. I f. Robin m A Son.
H. N. Smith.
Georg" A. Spruill.
'Thompson & C’osniey.
\V. IP T: nip
A V’
P. li. Toole.

list of

our

subscribers in

Bangor Publishing
Bangor Egg Co.

Co.

Bangor Fish Co.
Mrs. S. E. Blethen.
; John A. Burrill.
Clark cV Sproul.
Currier & Hook.
R. B. Dunning & Co.
F. Farrar.
Gallagher Bros.
T. J. Hurley.
P. Higgins.
J. D. M. Jameson.
F. A. Kavanaugh.
M. Levy.

B. \V. Mayo.
William Mansell.
N'ealley & Co.
Oscar F. Patten.
''. E. Patterson.
W. M. Sawyer.
\. F. Smith & Co.
<. S.
Silsby,
'hompson & Jones,
'hristnpher Toole.
Whitney dc Cameron.

Bangor,

to

whom

we

Beef Co.
C. H. Barstow.
W. H. Blacar.
Bryant it Newton.
C.’s. Cat ting.
Mrs. J. C. Cushing,
i S. N. Dean,
F. W. Durg'n.
j Charles
H. Frey.
!
Fred T. Hall.
Hincks & Co.
J. W. Hooper.
A. W. Joy.
Lewis Kirstein.
Lord it Bragdon.
(I. R. Martin.
K. MeKenney.
Lemuel Nichols.
Rainier it Bussey.
M.
Patterson’.
1,. W. Savage.
G. W. Smith.
’I. D. Stewart.
I. A. Thompson it Co.
\. II. Towle.
Dr. W. S. Wilson.

»rt

Trunk-*.

\ a

LIBRARY !
I shall open in
a

few

days
Circulating Library, and
the

solicit
the

a

patronage of

reading public.

library

will contain

a

refer:

Bangor

5 Cents Per Week.
This

price

is

NO. .1 MAIN

within

the

Trousers

as^

|/J
!

AT

HALF,

W. TAl'LEV,

KATES.
1‘ito.M 1*T A I).II sf ME.NTS.

MANNING 11 LOCK,

and

finish,

too, are things that will
increase yoursatisfaction.
Skilled work all the way
th rough.

^

ELLSWORTH.

<'.•Uli'BKLL..loY

\ i

a

passion, and

Trying

to get a new

pair

of

I

BREAK OFF
an

BROKE
to get
relief for his corns—the di-

time

a

n.,

opp. Whiting Brow.’

$

i0

trying

rect cause of ill- fitting snoes.
You will find all this obvi-

0 ated

C.

hy

purchasing

i-'4

your

15. I*A RTIJI i Xi E.

Main St.,

2

2

t
r

engagement on account of crippled feet, and
has gone

Many

l
T

He lias had to

Many

!
",

felt all

BROKEN UP

i

2 foot-gear of

CLOTHING FACTORY
Rear (Bits Blot k,

BROKEN OUT
In

j
2

has

BROKEN IN.

ELLSWORTH

KIRK INsL'RANC K.

LOWEST

y

cut

man

IN.

shoes

You'll think it easier for
them to be handsome
than not when you see
our new styles and note
the prices.
The

Many

a

t

I Trousers might just
I well be handsome as not.

tunity.

JOHN

#

'!

reach of all. and all lovers
of fiction should avail
themselves of this oppor-

I

STICKET.

Stylishly C^ut BREAKING
I

large

of.

e

1

A. W. CREELY.

The

and varied line of the
standard works, and will
be loaned at the low price

of

shall !
to
pleased
give my patrons the
benefit thereof.

J. A. MeGOWN.

MINORS & CO.

The

of every

CIRCULATING
i

laving taken advantage

f>inner condition,

t it ?

rlothlng
Grip snek.H.

I

Banddii, Me.. October li. ISflf.
To Whom it May Concern:
We are free to state over our -ignature that we commenced doing busincs- with
Emery A Co. as collectors and can -ay that tiny do collect in a most satisfactory manner.
We feel in giving a case to them we have looked after the payments of a bill which needs
It is the best
strict attention without being troubled with the care of it in any way.
't ours truly,
agency we ever had to do with.

li-es,

buying good—particular;,
jobbers are so anxii

to

No. 2 Water St.. EU.SWORTII, MK.

trip.

Horse

TELLS

when

_

1 > AM .<

....

CASH

Pianos aid Organs.

warm.

25 Cents
for the

l.Y's.

warm

there, but

after you get

Ellsworth and I

(Hass Ware, Card Cases, W'.il
lets, Pocket Hooks, and a numerous line of Hric-a-brac now
being shown at V W. Gkl i

those

to

Money

Soon Parted.

are

is

BECKWITH,

<

r,u: Marked-Down Prices.

NICOLIN

-

Manufacturers of

offered in them last month will

we

COTTON I’N'DKKWKAH, Consisting ,,f Indies’ N
Bobes, Chemise, C>>rset Covers, Skirts at redueed price-.

Tu

JOSE BUILDING, PORTLAND. ME..

Our representative
calls. We collect
hands. We bring;
in ail parts of the

we

name to

COLUMBIA BUILDING, BANGOR, ME..

To Merchants and

or at

BARGAINS IUTS

AIK
C.

business during the dullest month in the year
reluctantly decided to do so. We will sell alt of ur
Wool Carpetings, Tapestriea and Brussels, also OilC! ti,-,
Straw Mattings ami Art Squares, at greatly redueed pr
In connection with our Carpetings, we also offer all of mir
I >raperies ami I>*ee Curtains at reduced prices.
stimulate

12sj

Crashes at

Bedspreads. regular N5 «•* nts good-., at 'Ml cts.
10,000 yards Sheeting at prices never heard of,

A

L.

10
cts.
12cts.
2.5
cts.
cts.
25
121.. cts.
cts.

per pair.

the free box
The pill- \\ re gi\en away to Introduce and
ad\erti-e them as a euro for Bneknrhe, and all
disease-of the Kidneys and t'rinary organs.
The eo-t of the pill- is lifty cents. If the
drugji-t ii »- non.- a-k him to send lor t hem.
Tin
oiup.my oiler-to -end a iittle pamphlet
about Ba' kaelie ami dlsea-es of the l ritmry
and Vila! organ-,
Ui.-m—

Worth
worth

Those who intend t«» buy a carpet this spring will do wCI
A Bargain Sale in Carpetings is hardly
r
to do ho now.
advertised, and does not very often occur. In order to

10u

wa*

late tog.

worth
worth
worth
worth

1 cts. per yard. *1.00 for a piece
containing 25 yards.
loo pieces Bird s F.yes at 40 cents per piece.
Towels from 5 to 25 cents, «»r about one-t bird t heir value.
200 pairs Blankets, whi e and colored, from 40 cts. to $<>.00
of

pieces

100

pui'M-hed

at

Goods.

Housekeepers'

some more.

tile

at

at

American Sateens
Best Percales

Little Dot I thought maybe it meant
something like the time you locked me
in a room for kissing W i 11 it* Sweet, and I
climbed out of t lie window and kissed

<.ot

0
cts.;
S
cts.;
12’cts.;
at 15 "cts.;
at y
cts.;
«t b
cts.,

One ease of Bates (iinghams
One ease Toile de North,
25 pcs. Scotch (iinghams
French Sateens

What does this mean?
“Love laughs at locksmiths." Mamma
You can't understand until you are older.

ho

the cheapest

Wash Dress Goods.

my

Dot

\\

5 ami R cm.
I'nbleached Stanley 1 -1 and 40-inch at
H ami 7 «ts.
Lockwood 4 -1 and 40-inch at
Other makes equally as cheap. Loekwood Sheeting at 8
da. i»cr yard ia the beat trade offered.

Department.

About 20 Winter Coats from $2.00 to $7.50;
among them are worth $»*'.00 up to $20.00.

feelings.
Little

a

the

a

house.

town

Huberts, of Bangor, A. K.
Ha-lam. of Waltham, Me-srs. Hodman.

Gen.

FEBRUARY.

M. Hunter preached at Hast
Surry Sunday morning, in the Baptist
church here in the afternoon and in Fast
Surry again in the evening.

I’omi.

Amherst

presented

ar.d Rev. nnd M-

Rev. .J.

Pensioner

McDonald, who has been in town
the grtater part of the week, returned to
Kllsworth FTiday.
Mr.

Km; ry

and tift h.

tift h

K.

few

ing chairs,

nnd Mr

Pay went to Hast Bluehill last Thursday
evening to a double anniversary, forty-

him
(■real

well chosen

re-

Feb. 1.

congratulatory remarks were
made by G. G. Long. The recipients of
the presents kindly and feelingly thanked
their friends for so many unexpected
manifestations of their good- will. The
presents were both valuable and useful.
Among them were two large easy rockand

never

A large amount of ice was stored last
week, the weather and travelling being
favorable for its transportation from the
pond to the many ice-houses in town.
The farmers are beginning to talk of harlarger quantities of ice if the
vesting
Kllsworth creamery is started.

on.

were

of

lost

Mrs. Elizabeth and Abel Marks and
Mrs. Minnie and Henry Marks, held a
reception at their residence last Thursday evening. Mi-»s Elizabeth Marks and
Abel Marks were married Jan. 31, 1K50, by
Rev. C. C. Long, and Miss Minnie Bag*
The
and Henry Marks, Jan. 31, 1S90.

gifts of their friends
Rev. Mr. Day in a few

of

pupils

Mrs. K.

the sled struck the building Mr. Wardwell would probably have received f«tal
injuries. Near the grange store John J.
Love checked the speed of the horses, so
that the driver was enabled to stop tina

and trust

The

ward. carrying Mr. Wardwell with it.
He was so entangled with the wood that
he could not extricate himself, but clung
to the tongue of the sled with one hand
and the lines with the other. The road
makes a sharp turn at the library building. which the sled barely grazed. Had

team

a

The Good Templars had a box sale at
their hall recently which was a success

Last Saturday morning Wilber Wardwell came very near losing his life. He
drove to the landing with a load of wood,
which he unloaded with the exception of
the forward tier upon which he seated
himself and started to drive to the residence of M H. Long. Just before reaching the post-office the sled struck hare

pitched

spend

has gone to Bosweeks w ith her daugh-

Hinckley

Mrs. Anna

The sails were bent on the schooner
“Hazel Dell" last Saturday, and the ice
sawed out of the harbor to afford her a
She will sail
passage to the open water.
to-day for Deer Isle, w here she w ill receive a cargo of granite for the W bite A
Gates Granite Co.

was

of

Sons

The

the

the wood

ilson, of Sedgwick,

seesCLEARING SALE,=e

over.

Dr.

is visiting

of

guest

young people
the A. O. I
had a festival and dance
W. hall. The proceeds will be used to
purchase scenery for their drama.

and

spend-

Hattie Partridge, of Orland, is tin
Mr. and Mrs. W 1. Partridge.

Miss

at

ground

W

are

dues jn

her sister. Miss May Ober.

Joseph H. Johnson i* superintending
the quarrying of granite at Deer Isle for
the White A Gates Granite Co. He was
at home on a visit last Saturday.
Friday evening

Chase and wife
Augusta.

K. K.

«n|tu'

OITR

school teacher,

high

Seam mens,

Mr.

Friday night.
According to reports of those who puli
ihe lines daily, the smelting is hwlu

ll I I

Mrs.

be brought to Biuehill to be eut. It is
understood that about one hundred cutters will be employed.

Last

Ilf

Judge

or

Surry.

went home
G-

Feb. 4.

Mrs. Irene

is

North Sedgwick.

of

Page

tonsorial

i-well, King ami Files, of Hllsworth,
ami Surveyors Lowell and Tate.
Via
F< b. 3.
\\

Ellsworth,

i
i
a
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2
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